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Abstract

Hydrodynamic instability is one of the primary sources of degrading the fusion

yields in inertial confinement fusion (ICF) experiments. The presence of non-

uniformities during the hot spot formation leads to dominant experimental signa-

tures of implosion asymmetries. The physical mechanism of how hydrodynamic

instabilities manifest themselves in experimental observable plays an important

role to interpret three-dimensional (3-D) effects on ICF experimental data.

In the first part of the thesis, we describe the development of a 3-D radiation-

hydrodynamic Eulerian spherical moving-mesh parallel code DEC3D to model

the deceleration-phase Rayleigh-Taylor instability. The new code implements ad-

vanced modern numerical methods including the high-resolution shock-capturing

technique the piecewise parabolic method for hydrodynamics, the macro-zoning

technique to treat small time-step problems of the spherical mesh, and the inte-

gration of HYPRE to solve the implicit multi-group radiation diffusion. A single-

mode and multi-mode simulation database was established to study the relations

between 3-D hydrodynamic effects and implosion asymmetries.

In the second part of the thesis, two comprehensive physical models were devel-

oped: (1) to explain the effects of the residual kinetic energy on the degradation of

fusion yields and hot-spot pressures, and the property of larger hot-spot volumes

for low modes, and (2) to explain the effects of 3-D hot-spot flow asymmetries on

the variations of ion-temperature measurements. An analytical method of velocity

variance decomposition was developed to infer the minimum ion temperatures and



xiv

explain the physical mechanism of larger apparent ion temperatures than the true

thermal ion temperatures.
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2.6 Summary of single-mode energetics at stagnation for the same 14%

initial velocity perturbations. Plot (a) is the burn-averaged hot spot
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5/3
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3.1 The mass density profile for (a) low mode 
 = 1 and (b) high mode

Y m=6
�=12 at stagnation with electron temperature contours at 1, 2, 3

and 4 keV. Black arrows indicate the fluid velocity field. Since the

cores at temperatures Te ≥ 4 keV are approximately spherical in

shape, the core compression is contributed mainly by the radial

velocity component. For high mode Y m=6
�=12 , the bubbles are cold,
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mode Y m=6
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3.5 (a) DEC3D mass density profile for the single-mode Y m=0
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nation, simulated by 7% initial velocity perturbation. The electron
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cated at the origin. The arrows indicate the fluid velocity vectors. A

jet with neutron-averaged velocity 〈vz〉 = −176 km/s is shown flow-

ing through the central part of the hot spot toward the negative z

direction. θ is the angle measured in the clockwise direction between

the positive z axis and LOS. (b) Comparison of the inferred ion tem-

perature measurements from the neutron energy spectrum model in

Eq. (3.8) with IRIS3D [WRF18] by post-processing DEC3D mode
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sity profile in (b) at stagnation for high mode 
 = 40,m = 20. The
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 single-mode perturbations is negligible be-
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 = 2 simulated
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3.16 (a) Prediction of neutron-inferred ion temperatures Tp in the full
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total > Y DD
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total. (b) Comparison of DD and DT burn-

weight factor defined by Ycell(r)/Ytotal as function of radius. Arbi-
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4.9 Comparison of DD/DT minimum inferred ion-temperature ratio

with the fraction of residual kinetic energy in multi-mode perturba-
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m
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R
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rek into multi-mode regime fmulti−mode

rek : 0.3−1. The legend
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min/T

DT
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�=4 and Y m=3

�=6

respectively, meaning that their flow structure are highly isotropic

under random phase mixings. Data lies on the black curve implying

the accuracy of analytic formula by Eq. (4.39). . . . . . . . . . . . 106
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5.1 The 3-D electron temperature contour at 1 keV at stagnation for

the single-mode Y m=6
�=12 . The resolution is 128× 128× 256 for r, θ, φ

zones, respectively. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 132
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1 Research Objective

1.1 Introduction to ICF

The nuclear fusion reaction in a Deuterium (D) and Tritium (T) plasma,

D + T → 4
2He(3.5 MeV) + n(14.1 MeV), (1.1)

produces a 3.5-MeV alpha particle and a 14.1-MeV neutron. This reaction re-

quires plasma temperatures high enough to overcome the Coulomb repulsion and

brings D and T nuclei into contact. In nature, fusion reactions occur at the

center of the sun, where the temperature is around ∼ 107 K. In laboratory ex-

periments, magnetic confinement fusion (MCF) and inertial confinement fusion

(ICF) [VRMV92, AtV04] are two approaches to confine high-temperature fusion

plasmas. Figure (1.1) shows the typical diameter of an ICF capsule in laboratory

scales. The main goal of today’s fusion experiments is to demonstrate the viability

of fusion as an energy source.

This thesis focuses on inertial confinement fusion via lasers. Laser fusion

scheme uses the direct and indirect drive approach [Lin95]. Two main laser fa-

cilities are currently used for laser-driven inertial confinement fusion experiments.

The OMEGA laser at the University of Rochester can deliver about 30 kJ of laser

energy in direct-drive experiments. The National Ignition Facility (NIF) deliveries

about 2 MJ of ultra-violet laser light and is designed to explore the feasibility of

fusion ignition.
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Figure 1.1: DT fusion reactions in the laboratory scale and inside the core of the
sun. The pressure and temperature of an ICF hot spot is comparable to the core
of the sun.

In a direct-drive ICF implosion, laser beams irradiate uniformly to compress

a spherical capsule. In an direct-drive ICF implosion, laser beams irradiate the

inner walls of a cylindrical gold can called a hohlraum. A fraction of the laser

energy is converted into X rays, which provide a more uniform compression on the

spherical capsule than a direct-drive implosion. Figure (1.1) shows the difference

of laser irradiation schemes between direct-drive and indirect-drive.

This thesis focuses on direct-drive ICF experiments and its applications on the

OMEGA laser. The 60-beam, 30-kJ, 351-nm OMEGA laser system [BBC+97],

high power (∼ 30TW) laser beams are used to symmetrically compress a spherical

capsule to form a hot and dense plasma core, called the hot spot, at multi-keV tem-

peratures and tens of g/cc density. A nominal OMEGA cryogenic target [CAB+15]

is made of a thin Carbon-Hydrogen (CH) plastic ablator (∼ 8 μm thick and ∼ 1

mm diameter) shell enclosing an equal-molar Deuterium-Tritium (DT) ice layer

(∼ 50 μm thick), filled with a low-density DT gas in thermodynamic equilibrium

with the ice.

The implosion is driven by the ablation pressure produced by the laser irra-

diation of the outer shell surface. The laser energy is transferred to electrons in
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Figure 1.2: Laser energy deposition in direct-drive: (1) the hot electron preheat
and (2) the cross-beam-energy-transfer degrade the implosion performance.

a low-density coronal plasma by means of inverse bremsstrahlung radiation ab-

sorption [ZR02]. As laser rays propagate deeper into the coronal plasma, their

trajectories are refracted and experience a total reflection [Kai00] near the crit-

ical density nc. Parametric instabilities [Kru88] from laser-plasma interactions

(LPI) occurring below nc degrade the ICF implosion performance in two ways:

(1) the generation of hot electrons that preheat and increase the adiabat of the

cold shell thus reducing the compression of the hot spot [ZB07]; (2) the acous-

tic wave transferred energy from an incoming ray to an outgoing ray, a process

known as cross-beam energy transfer (CBET) [MFS+17] which reduces the total

amount of laser energy deposited on the ablation surface. The laser propagation

is sketched in Fig. (1.2) for illustration purposes.

The absorbed laser energy is conducted from the critical surface to an ablation

surface, where the CH ablator on the outer shell surface is being ablated away in

the coronal plasma leading to the so-called rocket effect [AtV04] that accelerates

the cold shell inward. The heat transport across the thermal conduction zone is

non-local [SNB00], defined by a longer electron thermal diffusion mean-free-path
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Figure 1.3: The four stages in direct-drive ICF implosion: (1) shock launching and
propagation, (2) acceleration phase, (3) deceleration phase and hot spot formation,
and (4) disassembly phase and thermonuclear burn propagation.

than the local plasma temperature gradient scale length, due to the steep electron

temperature profile. [SDMV81]

Figure (1.3) summarizes the four stages for a direct-drive ICF implosion includ-

ing: (1) shock launching and propagation, (2) acceleration phase, (3) deceleration

phase and hot spot formation, and (4) disassembly phase and thermonuclear burn

propagation.

In the shock launching and propagation phase, the foot of the laser pulse

drives a shock wave propagating radially inward, while compressing the DT ice

mass density by about 4 times. Before the shock arrives at the shell inner surface,

the laser pulse is ramped up rapidly to drive a sequence of compressive waves that

accurately catch up the shock at the shell inner surface, because the shock wave is

subsonic relative to the post-shocked fluid velocity. As the shock breaks out onto

the inner shell surface, a rarefaction wave is sent radially outward and the whole

shell is set in motion. Soon after the rarefaction wave arrives at the outer shell

surface, the whole shell accelerates. The shock dynamics and the corresponding
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Figure 1.4: The adiabat shaping techniques [AB04] in (a) method of relaxed mass
density profile, (b) method of decaying pressure.

laser pulse shape are shown together in Fig. (1.3).

The spatial profile of the cold shell adiabat, defined by α ∼ P/ρ5/3 where P is

the shell pressure and ρ is the shell mass density, can be shaped by launching a

prepulse. There are two types of adiabat-shaping techniques: (1) a relaxed shell

mass density profile shown in Fig. (1.4)-(a) produced by introducing a prepulse

followed by the laser turned off, a shock launched by a foot in the laser pulse

shape and an adiabatic compression; and (2) a decaying shell pressure shown

in Fig. (1.4)-(b) produced by introducing a prepulse immediately followed by

an adiabatic compression. The resulting shell adiabat in both cases decreases

monotonically in radius from the outer shell surface to the inner shell surface, so

that a larger outer shell adiabat αout > αinn mitigates the RT growth during the

acceleration phase.

In the acceleration phase, Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) [Ray83] instability grows on

the outer shell surface. The feedout of RT instabilities from the outer shell surface

into the inner shell surface seeds an initial perturbation for the deceleration-phase

RT growth. At the end of the acceleration phase, the shell achieves its peak

implosion velocity, while the main shock rebounding from the center breaks out

on the inner shell surface. The shell is first impulsively decelerated by the shock,
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Figure 1.5: Comparison of classical and ablative RT instabilities. The mass
ablation caused the thermal heat flux produces a dynamic pressure 1

2
ρlv

2
b, which

reduces the pressure difference between the heavy and light fluids and the effective
force acting on the perturbed heavy fluid mass.

and subsequently slowed down by the hot spot pressure (continuous deceleration).

In the compression phase, the deceleration RT leads to an incomplete conver-

sion of the shell kinetic energy into hot-spot internal energy through PdV work,

resulting in the reduction of fusion yields, distortion of hot-spot shapes, and gen-

eration of residual kinetic energy in non-stagnating RT spikes and non-stagnating

hot-spot flows.

In the disassembly phase or the burn propagation phase, ignition occurs when

the rate of alpha particle energy deposition exceeds than the rates of all energy

loss mechanisms including (1) the expansion losses, (2) the radiative cooling, (3)

the loss of heat and (4) loss of alpha particles from the hot spot.

1.1.1 Rayleigh-Taylor instability

During the implosion, nonuniformities seed the Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) hydrody-

namic instabilities [Ray83], in which the tip of RT spike grows in the direction of

a lower effective gravitational potential energy. Here the “effective gravity” is the

inertial acceleration in the moving frame of reference of the imploding shell. The

“effective gravity” points from the heavy dense shell to the light ablated plasma
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during the acceleration phase. During the deceleration phase, the “effective grav-

ity” points from the dense shell towards the lighter hot spot plasma. The 3-D

structure of bubble-and-spike grows in a way to reduce the total effective gravi-

tational potential energy as a function of time, thus converting the reduced total

potential energy into fluid kinetic energy of RT spikes and bubbles. Figure (1.5)

illustrates the interchange instability between the denser and the lighter DT.

In the presence of thermal heat flux, the shell material is ablated off the per-

turbed interface at the blow-off velocity �vb and produces a dynamic pressure

1
2
ρlv

2
b in the light fluid region, where ρl is the light fluid mass density. The re-

sulting pressure difference between the heavy Ph and light Pl fluids is reduced:

(Ph − Pl)S = 	m d2

dt2
ξ, where S is the perturbed surface area, 	m is the per-

turbed heavy fluid mass and ξ is the vertical displacement of perturbation. After

the thermal ablation of the cold shell material on the perturbed interface, the

effective vertical displacement ξ is reduced, a process known as ablative stabiliza-

tion. In the acceleration phase, the source of heat flux is caused by the electron

heat conduction, which transfers the absorbed laser energy from the critical sur-

face to the ablation surface. In the deceleration phase, the heat flux flows from

the high-temperature hot spot into the cold shell. The growth of RT instabilities

in the four stages of ICF implosions is summarized in Fig. (1.5).

1.1.2 Nuclear Diagnostics

Implosion asymmetries are measured by (1) nuclear diagnostics measuring hot-spot

ion temperatures and neutron yields, and (2) X-ray diagnostics used to measure

hot-spot sizes and shapes. In this thesis, we focus on in the neutron diagnostics

including the time-of-flight (nTOF) detector and the magnetic recoil neutron spec-

trometer (MRS) [JFC+12], which capture and measure the energy spectra of the

fusion neutrons escaping from the hot spot.
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Figure 1.6: When non-stagnating hot-spot flow velocity is large, the neutron-
inferred ion-temperature measurements along different line-of-sight vary for the
same imploding target.

RT instabilities introduce a significant amount of non-stagnating hot-spot flows

at the time of peak compression. As a result, the neutron velocity is Doppler-

shifted [Mur14] and the width of the neutron energy spectrum is broadened. The

magnitudes of the Doppler velocity broadening vary with the line-of-sight (LOS)

locations, depending on the spatial variation of the hot-spot flow velocity. Since

the widths of the neutron energy spectra are used to infer the hot-spot ion tem-

peratures, the flow effects can lead to significant variations in ion-temperature

measurements along different lines of sights.

The basic neutron kinematics during DT nuclear reactions is shown in Fig.

(1.6), in which the hot spot is perturbed by mode 
 = 1. The 14.1-MeV neutron

escapes from the DT center-of-mass (CM) frame, and is captured by a nTOF or

MRS detector along a given LOS. The measured neutron velocity vn is a sum of

the 14.1-MeV initial velocity v0, a small component of positive velocity vrel > 0

due to the relative kinetic energy of DT ion-pair in their CM frame, a thermal

velocity component vCM
th due to the motion of DT center-of-mass frame, and a flow

velocity component vflow that boosts the CM frame velocity. Only when vrel, v
CM
th

and vflow are all ideally zero, the shape function of the neutron energy spectrum

is a delta function sharply peaked at 14.1-MeV. Otherwise, the neutron energy
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spectrum is approximately Gaussian with a width uniquely proportional to the

square root of the neutron velocity variance of vn − v0,

var[vn − v0] = var[vCM
th ] + var[vflow] + var[vrel]. (1.2)

The first term in Eq. (1.2) is the thermal velocity broadening contributed by

the DT center-of-mass randomness motion at a finite temperature, the second

term is the Doppler velocity broadening caused by the non-stagnating hot-spot

flow velocity. The last term is the velocity broadening caused by the relative DT

kinetic energy, and is typically negligible. Detailed derivation for Eq. (1.2) using

relativistic neutron kinematics is discussed in Chapter 3. Effects of non-stagnating

hot-spot flow motions captured by the term var[vflow] is the subject in this thesis.

1.2 Understanding 3-D implosion asymmetries

The impact of implosion asymmetry on degrading ICF implosion performance is

reflected on the Lawson’s performance parameter Pτ , where P and τ are the

hot-spot pressure and the energy confinement time. Since the value of the hot-

spot pressure is inferred from the experimental yield and the neutron-inferred ion

temperature, 3-D effects such as non-stagnating hot-spot fluid motions resulting

in larger apparent ion temperatures than the true thermal ion temperatures, can

affect the assessment of implosion performance.

Developing a practical physical model for 3-D implosion asymmetry enable

us to understand the mechanism and the formation of experimental signatures

in low-mode and high-mode distorted implosions. This work requires modeling

3-D implosions, followed by post-processing the hydrodynamic data with neutron-

transport codes to reconstruct the neutron energy spectra, or radiation-transport

codes to reconstruct the X-ray images for distorted hot spots. Qualitatively, the
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comparison of post-processed data with that of experiments provides a clue to

interpret the sources of perturbations in ICF implosions. Hydrodynamic instabili-

ties play an important role driving these implosion asymmetries. A useful physical

model must be able to quantitatively explain the signatures of implosion asymme-

tries in experimental observable, and provides the prediction capability to improve

the experimental designs.

In this thesis, a three-dimensional (3-D) radiation-hydrodynamics computer

code DEC3D was developed to study the effects of 3-D non-uniformities. DEC3D

provides an efficient simulation platform to study 3-D effects of RT instabilities in

the deceleration phase of ICF implosions. A deceleration-phase single-mode and

multi-mode simulation database was generated to study 3-D hydrodynamic scaling

relations for RT instabilities and experimental signature of implosion asymmetries.

The application of DEC3D simulation database led to an improved understanding

of effects of residual kinetic energy (RKE) on yield degradations [WBS+18a] and

the impact of three-dimensional hot-spot flow asymmetry on ion-temperature mea-

surements [WBS+18b]. A comprehensive code description is presented in Chapter

5. This chapter includes an overview on approximate Riemann solver techniques

for advanced computational fluid dynamics simulations, multi-group radiation dif-

fusion models, alpha-particle transport models.

The main physics results in this thesis can be summarized as follows. First,

an analytical 3-D hot-spot model was developed [WBS+18a] to explain the degra-

dation of fusion yields, hot-spot pressures, and the property of larger hot-spot

volumes for low modes, defined by Legendre mode number 
 ≤ 6 for spherical

harmonic perturbations [AtV04]. The 3-D hydrodynamic effect on degrading the

hot spot formation is explained in terms of growing residual kinetic energy (RKE),

defined by the total amount of non-stagnating fluid kinetic energy at the time of

peak compression. During the evolution of low modes in the deceleration phase,

a large fraction of the shell kinetic energy is converted into fluid kinetic energy
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for non-stagnating RT spikes and bubbles. The physical mechanism of degrading

the hydrodynamic efficiency in converting the shell’s kinetic energy into hot-spot

internal energy through PdV work is captured by the 3-D hot-spot model. Low

modes are shown to exhibit a large variation in ion-temperature measurements

among different lines of sights. These results are presented in Chapter 2.

Second, a generalized method of velocity variance decomposition was devel-

oped [WBS+18b] for the non-relativistic Brysk ion temperatures. [Bry73, Mur14,

Mun16]. The velocity variance var[vflow] in Eq. (1.2) is decomposed into six hot-

spot flow parameters that uniquely determine the variation of ion-temperature

measurements along different lines of sights. This technique is valid for hot spot

distorted by single modes, multi modes, or turbulent flows. A well-behaved rela-

tion between the fluid properties of isotropic and anisotropic flow structures and

the location of LOS for ion-temperature measurements is formed. This property

is used to predict the true minimum ion temperature using ion-temperature mea-

surements at six LOS. Low modes 
 = 2 are shown to exhibit a large minimum

ion temperature for modest amplitude perturbations, defined by the pair of RT

spikes not reaching the center. These results are presented in Chapter 3.

Third, the method of velocity variance decomposition is applied to analyze

OMEGA experimental data to extrapolate the minimum DD neutron-inferred ion

temperatures TDD
min. An improved correlation between the experimental yield and

TDD
min was observed. An approximate closure was developed to diagnose the hot-

spot flow isotropy using DD and DT ion-temperature measurements. The physical

mechanism for larger apparent ion temperatures than the true thermal ion temper-

atures due to the isotropic flow was studied through the analysis of the isotropic

part of the velocity variance. These results are presented in Chapter 4.

Chapter 6 is our conclusion.
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2 Impact of Residual Kinetic Energy

2.1 Motivation

In inertial confinement fusion (ICF) experiments, the nonuniformities in the target

and in the laser illumination seed Rayleigh–Taylor (RT) instabilities in the accel-

eration and deceleration phases of ICF implosions thereby degrading the implosion

performance. Qualitative explanations for the decreasing hydrodynamic efficiency

to convert shell’s kinetic energy into hot spot’s internal energy were reported by

Scott et al. [SCB+13], Spears et al. [SEH+14], Kritcher et al. [KTB+14] and

Gu et al. [GDF+14]. The complexity of nonlinear hydrodynamics is the main

challenge to the derivation of analytic models to describe 3-D effects. Sanz et al.

[SB05a, SGC+05] reported the first semi-analytic 3-D hot-spot model for the de-

celeration phase through linearized perturbation analysis and numerical solution

for the 3-D Poisson equation for the perturbed velocity field.

In this chapter, a new technique to derive an analytic 3-D hot-spot model

[WBS+18a] for the deceleration phase of ICF implosions is presented, based on

the idea to connect 1-D and 3-D hot-spot parameters through the conservation of

the hot-spot adiabatic parameter [WBY+16].

2.2 DEC3D simulation database

DEC3D is used to develop a simulation database of different OMEGA implo-

sions with single-mode and multi-mode perturbations. This provides a platform
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Figure 2.1: The initial mass-density profile for OMEGA shot 77068 at the begin-
ning of deceleration phase t0 = 2.28 ns. The initial radial velocity perturbation
δvr(t0) is applied on the inner shell surface r0 = 68 μm. The blue line shows the
shape function f(r) that is unity at r0.

for systematic studies of the degradation of implosion performance by 3-D non-

uniformities in the deceleration phase of ICF implosions.

Implosion 77068 is considered here as a test case because it is one of the best-

performing implosions to date on OMEGA, with a hot-spot pressure > 50 GBar

[RGI+16]. The target has an 8-μm thickness CD ablator, an initial outside radius

of 430 μm and a DT-ice thickness of 50 μm. The implosion has adiabat α = 3.2,

defined by the mass-averaged ratio of the fuel pressure to the Fermi-degenerate

pressure P/PFermi, and a convergence ratio of about 20. It was shown that the

core conditions for a hydrodynamic-equivalent 77068 implosion at a NIF energy

scale could lead to significant alpha heating [BWB+16].

The DEC3D single-mode database is generated by introducing initial radial

velocity perturbations δvr(t0) on the inner shell surface located at r0 = 68 μm

for OMEGA shot 77068 at the beginning of the deceleration phase. The time

t0 = 2.28 ns is when the shell has reached the maximum implosion velocity. Figure

(2.1) shows the initial one-dimensional (1-D) profiles for ρ, vr, P, Pe at t0 obtained

from the 1-D LILAC simulation of 77068; LILAC is a 1-D Lagrangian radiation-
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hydrodynamic code [DER+87] routinely used for target designs at the Laboratory

of Laser Energetics. Its main capabilities include refractive ray tracing, cross-

beam energy transfer, nonlocal electron thermal transport [CMD15], and first-

principle equation of state [HMGS11]. Initial transverse velocities vθ, vφ are zero.

The initial perturbation is applied on the radial velocity component in forms of

spherical-harmonic modes,

vr(θ, φ, r, t0) = vLILAC
r (r, t0) +

	v

v0
f(r)Y m

� (θ, φ). (2.1)

Legendre modes 
 = 1 to 12 are studied, and the initial radial velocity perturbation

is δvr(t0) =
�v
v0
f(r)Y m

� (θ, φ), where v0(r0, t0) is the fluid velocity. The spherical-

harmonic functions are normalized and orthogonal. The single-mode database

contains 2-Dm = 0 modes with 
 = 1−12, and 3-Dm �= 0 modes withm = 
even/2

only for even 
-modes. The perturbation levels 	v/v0 in the simulation database

are in the range of 1% to 14%, large enough to degrade implosions with yield-over-

clean (YOC ≡ Y3D/Y1D, defined by the ratio of 3-D to 1-D yields) ∼ 0.2 in the

deceleration phase simulations. Figure (2.2) shows the 3-D electron temperature

contour surface at 1 keV for all single modes in the DEC3D single-mode simulation

database. The burn surface defined at 1 keV has the property of vanishing enthalpy

and heat flux exchanged leading to the conservation of the hot spot adiabatic

parameter PHSV
5/3
HS between 3-D and 1-D hot spots, where PHS and VHS are hot-

spot pressure and volume respectively. f(r) is a shape function that is unity

at r0 and decays radially away from r0 to avoid loading too much initial energy

perturbation on the sharp interface at r0,

f(r) =
1

2

(
r

r0

)� [
1− tanh

(
r − r0
0.015r0

)]
+

1

2

(r0
r

)�
[
1 + tanh

(
r − r0
0.015r0

)]
. (2.2)
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Figure 2.2: The summary of DEC3D single-mode simulation database for the
shot 77068. (1) HLLC approximate Riemann solver with PPM high-resolution
method; (2) HYPRE implicit thermal diffusion; and (3) high angular resolution
128× 256 for θ and φ zones.

2.3 Property of low-mode hot-spot volumes

We began with the investigation of 3-D deceleration-phase hydrodynamic insta-

bilities for low modes. We expect larger 3-D burn-averaged hot-spot volumes and

lower pressures than 1-D’s,

V 3D
HS (t)/V

1D
HS (t) ≥ 1. (2.3)

This can be shown by using the subsonic flow approximation of the hot-spot fluid

energy equation.

∂

∂t

(
P

γ − 1

)
+ �∇ · �v

(
γP

γ − 1

)
= �∇ · κe

�∇Te + ε̇α − �∇ · �Fr, (2.4)

where P is the hot-spot fluid pressure, �v is the hot-spot fluid velocity, γ = 5/3 is

the ratio of ideal gas specific heats, κe is the electron thermal conductivity and

Te is the electron temperature. ε̇α = 3
2
P 2/Sα is the rate of alpha particle energy

deposition. The proportionality constant is Sα =
24T 2

i

〈σv〉DTEα
, where Ti is the ion

thermal temperature, 〈σv〉DT is the DT fusion reactivity and Eα = 3.5-MeV is the
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alpha particle birth kinetic energy. For simplicity 7 < Ti < 23 KeV are considered

here so that Sα is about constant. �Fr = �F ff
r + �F abs

r is the total radiation energy flux

leaving the hot spot through the free-free X-ray emission �F ff
r and the absorption

of low-energy photons �F abs
r . The rate of bremsstrahlung emission loss within the

hot spot ε̇ffr =
∫
V 3D
HS (t)

�∇ · �F ff
r dV = CrP

2T
−3/2
e W/m3 [AtV04] is obtained by an

volume integration, with a proportionality constant Cr = 3.88×10−29Z3/(1+Z)2,

where Z is the atomic number, the hot-spot pressure P in Pacal and the electron

temperature Te in Joule.

Both �∇·κe
�∇Te and �∇· �F abs

r are not considered as loss terms for low modes after

integrating Eq. (2.4) over the 3-D hot-spot volume V 3D
HS , because the rate of the

increasing electron internal energy 3
2
ṄeTe due to the inflow of ablated cold shell

material (which is assumed being raised to the same hot-spot electron temperature

rapidly) from the inner shell surface compensates the rate of the decreasing electron

internal energy 3
2
NeṪe due to the drop of electron temperature.

∫
V 3D
HS (t)

(
�∇ · κe

�∇Te − �∇ · �F abs
r

)
dV =

3

2

(
ṄeTe +NeṪe

)
= 0 (2.5)

The bracket
(
ṄeTe +NeṪe

)
< 0 in Eq. (2.5), however, is negative for high modes,

because some ablated cold shell material is trapped within the cold bubbles, but

not recycled back to the burn-averaged hot-spot volume.

The consequence of the subsonic flow approximation for low modes results in

a spatially uniform hot-spot pressure,

P 3D
HS (t) = 2n3D

HS,i(�x, t)T
3D
HS,i(�x, t), (2.6)

where n3D
HS,i is the hot-spot ion number density and the thermal equilibrium be-

tween ion and electron thermal temperatures T 3D
HS,i = T 3D

HS,e is assumed. Equation

(2.6) is not valid for mid and high modes, because flows within the bubbles become
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close to sonic. Substituting the following vector identity,

�∇ · �r
3
= 1, (2.7)

into Eq. (2.4), treating the hot-spot pressure P and the alpha heating source term

ε̇α as uniform in space and neglecting the radiative cooling term ε̇ffr for a alpha-

heating dominated plasma leads to the following simplified form of the energy

equation [SB05b],

�∇ · �v = �∇ ·
[
γ − 1

γP

(
κe

�∇Te − �Fr

)
+

(γ − 1)ε̇α − Ṗ

3γP
�r + �vrot + �∇φ

]
. (2.8)

�vrot is the rotational flow that satisfies the zero divergence property �∇·�vrot = 0, and

�∇φ is the potential flow induced by RT instabilities that satisfies the Laplacian

equation ∇2φ. Therefore, the 3-D burn-averaged hot-spot fluid velocity �v for low

modes is a sum of the potential flow �vpot and the rotational flow �vrot. The spatial

dependence of �v(�x, t) is caused by the spatial variation of the hot-spot ion number

density and the hot-spot ion thermal temperature.

�v(�x, t) =
γ − 1

γP

(
κe

�∇Te − �Fr

)
+

(γ − 1)ε̇α − Ṗ

3γP
�r + �∇φ︸ ︷︷ ︸

�vpot

+�vrot. (2.9)

Equation (2.9) contains information about the flow structure for low modes in-

cluding the total perturbed hot-spot volume to be analyzed in this chapter, as

well as the velocity variance to be analyzed in Chapter 3-4. Since the low-mode

hot-spot pressure is treated as a variable being uniform in space in Eq. (2.9), the

anisotropic part of the hot-spot fluid velocity variance is determined by the spatial

variations of the electron thermal ion temperature and the vorticity, whereas the

isotropy part is determined by the radially convergent flow which is proportional

to the vector �r. By treating the hot-spot pressure as uniform in space in Eq.
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(2.9), and assuming a zero correlation between each term on the right-hand-side

of Eq. (2.9), leads to the conclusion that the hot-spot fluid velocity variance for

low modes is,

var[�v · d̂] = var

[
γ − 1

γP

(
κe

�∇Te − �Fr

)
· d̂
]
+ var

[
(γ − 1)ε̇α − Ṗ

3γP
�r · d̂

]

+ var[�∇φ · d̂] + var[�vrot · d̂], (2.10)

where d̂ is the line-of-sight unit vector. Figure (2.3) compares the 3-D profiles

of vorticity magnitude |�ω| between a 2-D single-mode 
 = 8,m = 0 and a 3-D

single-mode 
 = 8,m = 4, simulated by the Cartesian-mesh version DEC3D. The

boundaries of Cartesian-mesh domain decomposition are shown by the vertical

and horizontal gaps in the plots. The topology of 2-D vorticity appears to be

ring-structure in-shape rotating around the z-axis, whereas the topology of 3-D

vorticity exhibits the shape of a spherical-structure. As a result, the velocity

variance for 2-D single-modes with m = 0 are more anisotropic than that for

3-D single-modes with m �= 0. The impact of this property on neutron-inferred

ion-temperature measurement asymmetry will be discussed in Chapter 4.

To understand the formation of vortex rings [Dav15, Saf92] within the hot spot

as shown in Fig. (2.3), the general evolution equation of vorticity is obtained by

taking the curl of the inviscid fluid momentum equation,

∂t�ω + �v · �∇�ω = (�ω · �∇)�v − �ω(�∇ · �v) +
�∇ρ× �∇P

ρ2
, (2.11)

where the identity �∇(v2/2) = (�v · �∇)�v+�v×�ω is used. The divergence term can be

absorbed using the mass density equation �∇·�v = −(1/ρ)Dρ
Dt

, where D
Dt

= ∂t+�v · �∇

is the material time derivative.

D

Dt

(
�ω

ρ

)
=

(
�ω

ρ
· �∇

)
�v +

�∇ρ× �∇P

ρ3
. (2.12)
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Figure 2.3: 3-D profiles for mass densities and vorticity magnitudes |ω| at stag-
nation: for 2-D single-mode 
 = 8,m = 0 in (a) and (b); for 3-D single-mode


 = 8,m = 4 in (c) and (d), where �ω = �∇× �v.
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The dynamics of vorticity within the hot spot in Eq. (2.12) is the following. First,

the baroclinic term �∇ρ × �∇P is non-zero whenever the gradients of density and

pressure are not parallel to each other across the perturbed interface of the cold

shell. The vorticity generated by the baroclinic term is originally localized on

the perturbed interface, and is advected into the central hot spot. In the non-

linear stage of RT instabilities, the vorticity is deposited on the surface of the

mushroom structure of RT spikes, [SBRR04] and is ablated into the hot spot

driven by the incoming heat flux due to the temperature difference between the

high-temperature hot spot and the cold shell. Second, the vorticity stretching

term (�ω · �∇)�v is non-zero only for 3-D non-axisymmetric flows, which holds for all

3-D m �= 0 modes such as 
 = 8,m = 4 in (c) and (d) of Fig. (2.3). The presence

of vorticity stretching can intensifies the transport of fluid mass from the head of

bubbles to the tip of spikes, [DG90, DGDH93] leading to a thinner shell and a

higher risk of losing confinement.

Integrating Eq. (2.9) over the total hot-spot volume V 3D
HS bounded by the

perturbed cold shell interface, where the total heat flux is zero κe
�∇Te − �F abs

r → 0

as explained by Eq. (2.5), leads to an evolution equation of the hot spot volume.

The rate of change of the total perturbed burn-averaged hot-spot volume, which

is defined by dV/dt =
∫
�∇ · �vd3x =

∫
�v · d�S, for low modes is,

d

dt
V (t) =

[
(γ − 1)ε̇α − Ṗ

γP

]∫
V 3D
HS

�r

3
· d�S −

(
γ − 1

γP

)∫
V 3D
HS

�∇ · �F ff
r dV, (2.13)

where the surface integral
∫
V 3D
HS

�r
3
·d�S =

∫
V 3D
HS

�∇· �r
3
d3x is equal to the total hot-spot

volume by using the vector identity in Eq. (2.7), whereas the volume integral

vanish because of the zero divergence for rotational flows. Therefore, the time
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evolution equation is obtained for low modes’ 3-D total hot-spot volume:

dV 3D
HS

dt
=

[
(γ − 1)(ε̇α − ε̇ffr )− Ṗ 3D

HS

γP 3D
HS

]
V 3D
HS , (2.14)

and equivalently, for low modes’ 3-D hot-spot adiabatic parameter:

d

dt
ln (PV γ)3DHS = (γ − 1)

ε̇α − ε̇ffr
P 3D
HS

. (2.15)

For OMEGA implosions, alpha heating and radiation loss are weak enough to

be neglected compared with PdV work. Taking (ε̇α + ε̇r)/(
3
2
P 3D
HS )  1 in Eq.

(2.15), yields d
dt
ln (PV γ)3DHS = 0 for the conservation of the 3-D hot-spot adiabatic

parameter PV γ for low modes relating 1-D and 3-D hydrodynamic quantities

through the invariant PV γ:

V 3D
HS

V 1D
HS

=

(
P 3D
HS

P 1D
HS

)−1/γ
. (2.16)

Equation (2.16) states that low modes have larger 3-D hot-spot volumes than 1-

D’s as long as the burn-averaged hot-spot pressures degrade compared with 1-D’s

P 3D
HS /P

1D
HS < 1.

2.4 A 3-D hot-spot model

2.4.1 Dynamics of 3-D hot-spot volumes

Sketches of burn volumes for low and high modes on a 2-D plane are shown in

Fig. (2.4). For low modes, bubbles are hot enough to sustain DT fusion reactions.

The volume of hot bubbles is a part of the burn volume Vb(t) that contributes

to neutron productions. As the shell implodes and RT spikes grow, the rate of

change in the burn volume is determined by the boundary velocity �vb(t) of the
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Figure 2.4: The 3-D hot-spot models for low and high modes. The red part is
the burn volume while the blue part is the shell. As the shell implodes, the burn
volume Vb(t) is shrinking with the boundary velocity �vb(t). For high modes, the
cold bubbles shown by the white part do not contribute DT fusion reactions, and
the actual burn volume is smaller than the total hot-spot volume bounded by the
perturbed inner shell surface.

burn surface. For high modes, the boundary velocity is not equal to the fluid

velocity of the perturbed inner shell surface but depends on the spatial profile of

the neutron rate at different times. Inside the burn volume, physical properties

are approximately uniform in space. For high modes, bubbles are too cold for

fusion reactions, the burn volume is reduced to the clean volume surrounded by

RT spikes, and the boundary velocity is not the same as the fluid velocity on the

perturbed inner shell surface as shown in Fig. (2.4).

A simple 3-D hot-spot model is shown in Fig. (2.4). For high modes, the

cold bubbles do not contribute to DT fusion reactions and the actual burn volume

is smaller than the perturbed hot-spot volume [KS01, BBSW17]. The volume-

averaged quantities with hot-spot electron temperatures greater than 1 keV are

denoted by Q1keV. The 1-keV contour is assumed to enclose the burn volume.

Volumes of cold bubbles of the distorted hot spot are assumed to not contribute

to fusion yields. The neutron-averaged or burn-averaged quantities are denoted

by Qb. In this section, the analytical yield degradation model is first derived for

low modes using the volume-averaged definition. For low modes, Q1keV � Qb
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Figure 2.5: The 3-D hot-spot shapes for the electron-temperature contour surface
(1, 1.5, 2, 2.5 keV) for high mode Y m=6

�=12 at stagnation. The length scale is the
same in all figures. The left-most hot-spot shape includes the cold bubbles as
shown in Fig. (3.1. It corresponds to the total perturbed hot-spot volume while
the right-most figure is the hot core for DT fusion reactions.

because neutrons produced within the warm bubbles are of the same order of

magnitude of neutrons produced within the hot core [BBSW17]. The neutron-

averaged quantities are used to characterize the yield degradation model for high

modes because the burn volume for high modes is much smaller than the total

perturbed hot-spot volume due to the formation of cold bubbles [BBSW17] as

shown in Fig. (2.5).

For low modes, the yield degradation is mainly caused by the incomplete con-

version of shell’s kinetic energy into hot spot’s internal energy. To quantify yield

degradations, an accurate 3-D hot-spot volume tracking is required in order to

distinguish the useful part of clean volumes’ internal energy that produce fusion

yields and the useless part of bubbles’ internal energy.

The survey of deceleration-phase single-mode energetics at stagnation for the

shot 77068 is shown in Fig. (2.6) using the burn-averaged and volume-averaged

definitions. In Fig. (2.6)-(c) the red dots are Legendre modes with m = 0,

while blue dots are 3-D Legendre modes 
 = 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 with m = 
/2. The

1-D energies at stagnation are KE1D
tot = 208 J, IE1D

shell,b = 830 J, IE1D
hotspot,b = 504
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J, IE1D
shell,1keV = 570 J, IE1D

hotspot,1keV = 764 J. Following behaviors are observed

for initial velocity perturbations equal to 14 % of the implosion velocity. The

3-D single modes with m = 
/2 are shown to have more total residual kinetic

energy than 2-D single modes. The burn-averaged shell internal energy is shown to

increase with Legendre mode number because of inclusion of cold bubbles for high

modes, whereas the burn-averaged hot-spot internal energy is shown to decrease

with mode numbers because of reduction in burn volumes. For the hot spot defined

by Te ≥ 1 keV, internal energies for both hot spot and shell do not show significant

variation among different modes. A trend indicates low modes to have more total

residual kinetic energies at stagnation than high modes. The low mode 
 = 1

is shown to have the largest hot-spot kinetic energy within the burn volume at

stagnation.

A remarkable feature of KEHS/IEHS(tstag) ≤ 0.14 is observed in the simulation

database, which suggests that the subsonic flow approximation for the energy

equation of hot spot is an appropriate assumption in both 1-D and 3-D implosions.

Therefore, the exact hot-spot fluid energy equation

∂

∂t

(
P

γ − 1
+

1

2
ρv2

)
+ �∇ · �v

(
γP

γ − 1
+

1

2
ρv2

)
= Q, (2.17)

is simplified into

∂

∂t

3

2
P + �∇ · 5

2
P�v = Q (2.18)

by neglecting the fluid kinetic energy density term. Here the ratio of specific heats

for a monatomic ideal gas is γ = (D + 2)/D = 5/3 with three degrees of freedom

D = 3. The total heat exchange rate Q = Qα+Qthermal+Qrad between the hot spot

and the surrounding plasma is given by the summation of alpha heating rates Qα,

heat-conduction loss rates Qthermal, and radiation loss rates Qrad. A direct volume

integration for any scalar quantity F over a 3-D control volume Vb(t) with a 3-D

control surface Ab(t) moving at a control velocity �vb is given by Leibniz integral
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Figure 2.6: Summary of single-mode energetics at stagnation for the same 14%
initial velocity perturbations. Plot (a) is the burn-averaged hot spot and (b) is the
Te ≥ 1-keV hot spot. In (a) and (b), the blue dots are KE3D

total/KE1D
total, black dots

are IE3D
shell/IE

1D
shell and the red dots are IE3D

hotspot/IE
1D
hotspot. The 3-D Legendre modes


 = 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 with m = 
/2 are denoted by 
.5 on the x axis. (c) Measurement

of P1keVV
5/3
1keV with respect to 1-D at stagnation using the hot-spot definition with

Te ≥ 1 keV shows the conservation of adiabatic parameter PV 5/3 for all modes.

rule,

d

dt

∫
Vb(t)

FdV =

∫
Vb(t)

∂F

∂t
dV +

∫
Ab(t)

F�vb · d �A, (2.19)

which means that the total rate of change for any scalar quantity within a control

volume is a sum of the rate of change by itself and the rate of change due to the

moving enclosed surface. Substitute F = 3
2
P into Eq. (2.19),

∫
Vb(t)

∂

∂t

3

2
PdV =

d

dt

∫
Vb(t)

3

2
PdV −

∫
Ab(t)

3

2
P�vb · d �A, (2.20)

and integrate Eq. (2.18) over a burn volume Vb(t) enclosed by a burn surface

Ab(t) moving at a user-defined control velocity �vb(t),

∫
Vb(t)

∂

∂t

3

2
PdV +

∫
Ab(t)

5

2
P�v · d �A =

∫
Vb(t)

QdV. (2.21)

Define the volume-averaged hot spot pressure Pb(t) =
∫
Vb(t)

PdV/Vb and the

volume-averaged total heat exchange rate Qb(t) =
∫
Vb(t)

QdV/Vb such that Eq.
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(2.21) becomes,

3

2

d

dt
(PbVb)−

∫
Ab(t)

3

2
P�vb · d �A+

∫
Ab(t)

5

2
P�v · d �A = QbVb. (2.22)

The PdV work done on the user-defined burn volume

Pb
dVb

dt
= Pb

∫
Ab(t)

�vb · d �A (2.23)

is obtained by substituting 	P (�x, t) = P (�x, t)−Pb(t) into the second term in Eq.

(2.22). The hot spot pressure is assumed to be sufficiently uniform in the user-

defined burn volume so that the contribution from the
∫
Ab(t)

	P (�x, t)�vb · d �A term

in Eq. (2.24) is neglected for the burn-averaged definition for hot-spot pressures.

−
∫
Ab(t)

3

2
P�vb · d �A = Pb

dVb

dt
+

∫
Ab(t)

	P (�x, t)�vb · d �A−
∫
Ab(t)

5

2
P�vb · d �A. (2.24)

The subsonic hot-spot energy equation in Eq. (2.22) becomes,

3

2

d

dt
(PbVb) + Pb

dVb

dt
= QbVb −

∫
Ab(t)

5

2
Pδ�v · d �A, (2.25)

where δ�v = �v − �vb. The surface integral measures the flux of enthalpy energy

density h = γP/(γ − 1) = 5
2
P moving across the burn surface Ab(t), because the

control velocity �vb is not the same as the local fluid velocity �v. Equation (2.25)

is the subsonic flow approximation of the hot-spot energy equation derived for

burn-averaged quantities Qb, which is valid for both low and high modes. In Fig.

(2.4) the burn volume Vb for low and high modes is shown in red. Vb includes the

region of warm bubbles for low modes because of V1keV � Vb but excludes the cold

bubbles for high modes. In this work, the volume-averaged quantities Q1keV are

adopted to describe low modes 
 ≤ 6, whereas the burn-averaged quantities Qb

are adopted to describe high modes 
 ≥ 7.
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Substitute P (�x, t) = Pb +	P (�x, t) into Eq. (2.25), the hot-spot energy equa-

tion can be rewritten as

d

dt
ln
(
PbV

5/3
b

)
=

2Qb

3Pb

− 5

3Vb

∫
Ab(t)

δ�v · d �A− 5

3PbVb

∫
Ab(t)

	P (�x, t)δ�v · d �A︸ ︷︷ ︸
vanishes for burn−averaged Pb

,

(2.26)

and define the hot-spot adiabatic parameter PbV
5/3
b , which varies as a function

of time, depending on the total heat exchange rate Qb(t), and the enthalpy flux

moving across the burn surface Ab(t). The surface integral for 	P vanishes in

the burn-averaged definition for hot-spot pressures. Simultaneously, the hot-spot

entropy increases with time as a result of heat-transferring processes within the

hot spot such as radiation, electron and ion heat conduction, and equilibration.

2.4.2 An adiabatic invariant 3-D model for low modes

When the hot-spot surface is defined by Te = 1 keV, the velocity of the burn

surface �vb is about the same as the fluid velocity �v on the perturbed inner shell

surface, i.e., δ�v � 0. It leads to the first property of vanishing enthalpy flux in Eqs.

(2.25) and (2.26) for both low and high modes. The second property is vanishing

Qthermal on the perturbed inner shell surface for both low and high modes because

the heat leaving the hot spot is recycled in the form of internal and kinetic energies

of the plasma ablated off the hot-spot’s inner shell surface [BUL+01]. Therefore,

in the absence of alpha heating and radiation loss Qα = Qrad = 0, the hot-

spot adiabatic parameter PbV
5/3
b is approximately conserved for both low and

high modes [WBY+16] for volume-averaged quantities with Te ≥ 1 keV, which is

validated in Fig. (2.6)

(P3DV
5/3
3D )1keV(tstag) = (P1DV

5/3
1D )1keV(tstag), (2.27)
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Figure 2.7: The blue curves indicate the analytic model relations for (a) P̂ =
ˆIE

2.5

HS, (b) V̂ = ˆIE
−1.5
HS , (c) P̂ = (1 − RKE)2.5, and (d) V̂ = (1 − RKE)−1.5. The

shorthand notations are Q̂ = Q3D/Q1D.

where tstag is the bang time. In the burn-average definition, however, the hot-spot

adiabatic parameter decreases with Legendre mode numbers because of reduction

in burn volumes. The conservation of hot-spot adiabatic parameter for low modes

leads to the first general 3-D relation that connects the hot-spot pressure and the

hot-spot volume in terms of hot-spot internal energetics [WBY+16]

P 3D
1keV

P 1D
1keV

=

(
IE3D

1keV,HS

IE1D
1keV,HS

)5/2

(2.28)

and

V 3D
1keV

V 1D
1keV

=

(
IE3D

1keV,HS

IE1D
1keV,HS

)−3/2
. (2.29)

Equations (2.28) and (2.29) are validated in Fig. (2.7). When Qα and Qrad are

important in the presence of strong alpha heating or dominant radiation losses,

the hot spot adiabatic parameter is not constant in time. A time-dependent inte-

grating factor modifies the adiabatic parameter,

(PbV
5/3
b )(tstag) = (PbV

5/3
b )(t0)Exp

(∫ tstag

t0

2Qb

3Pb

dt

)
. (2.30)
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The exponent factor appears as a multiplier modifying the expression of the hot

spot pressure and the hot spot volume in Eqs. (2.28) and (2.29) only. The follow-

ing analysis of the total energy conservation and the mass ablation rate remain

unchanged. The conservation of total energy provides the second general 3-D re-

lation that connects the hot-spot’s internal energies to the shell and the hot-spot’s

kinetic energies at stagnation. The shell’s initial kinetic energy is converted into

the hot-spot’s internal energy through PdV work

IEstag
1keV,HS � KEmax

tot (t0)−KEstag
tot − IEstag

SH . (2.31)

KEmax
tot and KEstag

tot are the total kinetic energy measured in the simulation domain

at the beginning of the deceleration phase at time t0 and at stagnation tstag respec-

tively. For shot 77068 the initial total kinetic energy KEmax
tot (t0) = 1330 J is large

enough to neglect the initial shell and hot-spot internal energies in Eq. (2.31). We

define the normalized residual kinetic energy as

RKE =
KE3D

tot(tstag)−KE1D
tot(tstag)

KEmax
tot (t0)

, (2.32)

Apart from KEmax
tot (t0) is the initial value; other variables are measured at stagna-

tion. For simplicity, the subscripts for tstag and t0 are dropped, and divide both

sides of Eq. (2.31) with respect to 1-D values:

IE3D
1keV,HS

IE1D
1keV,HS

=
1− K̂3D

tot − Î3DSH

1− K̂1D
tot − Î1DSH

, (2.33)

where the simplified labels are defined by K̂
3D/1D
tot ≡ KE

3D/1D
tot /KEmax

tot and Î
3D/1D
SH ≡

IE
3D/1D
SH /KEmax

tot . The right-hand side of Eq. (2.33) can be expanded into

1− RKE− RIESH − (K̂3D
tot + Î3DSH)(K̂

1D
tot + Î1DSH)

1− (K̂1D
tot + Î1DSH)

2
, (2.34)
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where the normalized residual shell internal energy is defined as RIESH ≡ Î3DSH−Î1DSH .

Equation (2.34) can be simplified by retaining only the leading term RKE �

RIESH and neglecting the quadratic terms leading to

IE3D
1keV,HS

IE1D
1keV,HS

� 1− RKE. (2.35)

From the survey of single-mode energetics shown in Fig. (2.6), the change of

volume-averaged shell internal energies measured at stagnation for various single

modes is significantly less than the change in the total residual kinetic energies

that justifies the approximation RKE � RIESH. The changes in hot-spot pressure

and hot-spot volume can be expressed as a unique function of the total residual

kinetic energy by rewriting Eqs. (2.28) and (2.29):

P 3D
1keV/P

1D
1keV � (1− RKE)5/2 (2.36)

and

V 3D
1keV/V

1D
1keV � (1− RKE)−3/2 . (2.37)

Equations (2.36) and (2.37) provide the fundamental explanation for 3-D hydro-

dynamic behavior for low modes. The larger hot-spot volume and lower hot-spot

pressure observed in low modes are caused by the increasing total residual kinetic

energy. Equations (2.36) and (2.37) are validated by DEC3D simulations in Fig.

(2.7) using the hot-spot definition with Te ≥ 1 keV. Observe that the scalings

are not affected significantly by neglecting the quadratic terms (K̂1D
tot + Î1DSH)

2 and

(K̂3D
tot + Î3DSH)(K̂

1D
tot + Î1DSH) in Eq. (2.34).

The fusion reactivity scales with ion temperatures as a power law < σv >∼ T 4
i

for ion temperatures Ti = 1 to 5 keV, as shown in Fig. (5.3), which leads to a

simple estimation of neutron yield Y ∼ n2 < σv > V τ or Y ∼ n2T 4
i V τ , where

n is the hot-spot ion number density and τ is the burn width. The yield can be
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expressed in terms of the hot-spot pressure and hot-spot volume Y ∼ P 4V 3M−2τ

by substituting the ideal gas relation P ∼ nTi and the hot-spot mass M = ρV .

Because the hot-spot pressure P and the hot-spot volume V are related to the hot-

spot internal energies and residual kinetic energies through adiabatic conditions

and energy conservation, the yield scaling Y ∼ P 4V 3M−2τ describes the general

3-D hot-spot conditions, regardless of linear or nonlinear RT instabilities. The

yield’s dependence on P 4V 3M−2 comes from the fusion reactivity scaling T 4
i , which

changes to T 2
i for fusion plasma [BCBW16] ranging from 6 to 20 keV. The yield-

over-clean is approximated as

YOC �
(
P3D

P1D

)4(
V3D

V1D

)3(
M3D

M1D

)−2(
τ3D
τ1D

)
. (2.38)

The yield degradation can be shown to be a strong function of the residual

kinetic energy of the compressed shell by substituting Eqs. (2.28), (2.29), and

(2.35) into P and V terms. The yield-over-clean is further simplified into

YOC � (1− RKE)5.5
(
M3D

M1D

)−2(
τ3D
τ1D

)
. (2.39)

The rate of change in the hot-spot mass is given by Ṁ = ρvaS, where va is the

mass ablation velocity on the inner shell surface. We assume that for low modes,

the ablation rate scaling is similar to the predictions of the 1-D theory. One-

dimensional approximations [BUL+01] for the mass ablation velocity ρva ∼ T
5/2
i /R

and the perturbed hot-spot surface area S ∼ R2 are used. The total gain of

hot-spot mass caused by thermal mass ablation on the inner shell surface over a

characteristic time τ is

M

τ
∼ T

5/2
i R, (2.40)

where τ is the burn duration. A simple scaling for the perturbed hot-spot mass is

obtained by substituting the ion temperature Ti = mDTPV/M in terms of P and
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V , where mDT is the DT ion mass.

M3D

M1D

�
(
P3D

P1D

)5/7(
V3D

V1D

)17/21(
τ3D
τ1D

)2/7

. (2.41)

As shown in Fig. (2.8), 1-D approximations for the mass ablation rate and hot-

spot surface area provide a reasonable estimation for the perturbed hot-spot mass

for low modes. Equation (2.41) can be validated using the hot-spot mass scaling

relation in Ref. [ZB07]:

Mh =

{∫ τ

0

Ph(t
′)β
[
Rh(t

′)3γPh(t
′)
](ν+1/3)/γ

dt′
}1/(ν+1)

, (2.42)

where t = 0 is the beginning time of the deceleration-phase, γ = 5/3 for the ideal

gas, ν = 5/2 for Spitzer thermal conductivity, and β = 4/5 for the self-similar flow

solution for the 1-D deceleration phase model in the absence of alpha and radiation

transport. The subscript h denotes the volume-averaged hot-spot quantities. By

approximating the time integration over a characteristic burn time τ , the hot-spot

mass at stagnation resulting from the mass ablation off the inner shell surface is

Mh �
{
τP

4/5
h [V γ

h Ph]
17/10

}2/7

= P
5/7
h V

17/21
h τ 2/7. (2.43)

By eliminating the hot-spot mass term in Eq. (2.39),

YOC � (1− RKE)61/14
(
τ3D
τ1D

)3/7

. (2.44)

The effect of ablation off the inner shell surface relaxes the dependence of yield

degradation on residual kinetic energies from (1−RKE)5.5 to (1−RKE)4.4, where

61/14 ∼ 4.4. The burn truncation, about 0.9 ≤ τ3D/τ1D ≤ 1.05, is typically a

small effect and can be neglected. Therefore, the YOC is reduced to a strong

function of the residual kinetic energy of the compressed shell, and hydrodynamic
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Figure 2.8: (a) The 1-D scaling relation for the hot-spot mass at stagnation M̂ =
P̂ 5/7V̂ 17/21τ̂ 2/7 for low modes 
 = 1 to 5 using the hot-spot definition Te ≥ 1
keV. The shorthand notations are Q̂3D = Q3D/Q1D. (b) Comparison of simulated
YOC against RKE and the analytic models for low modes 
 = 1 to 6 and (c)
for high modes 
 = 7 to 12. The solid blue curve is the yield degradation model
YOC = (1 − RKE)4.4, while the dashed blue curve is yield degradation model
YOC = (1− RKE)5.5.

instabilities play an important role in causing the yield degradation to scale as

YOC � (1− RKE)4.4 . (2.45)

YOC = (1 − RKE)5.5 from pure hydrodynamic instabilities without thermal

transport and YOC = (1 − RKE)4.4 that includes ablation driven by thermal

losses are compared in Fig. (2.8) for low modes 
 = 1 to 6 and high modes 
 ≥ 7.

The yield is shown to decrease monotonically with residual kinetic energies for

both low and high modes when the hot spot is defined by Te ≥ 1 keV. Long-

wavelength perturbations are shown to be well approximated by the adiabatic

implosion model. The energetic behaviors of pressure degradation, increasing hot-

spot volumes and yield degradation between low modes 
 = 1 and 
 = 2 are

indistinguishable because the conservations of energy and the hot-spot adiabatic

parameter PV 5/3 are general properties for arbitrarily distorted hot spot in 3-D.
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Figure 2.9: (a) For low mode 
 = 1, the degradation of hot-spot pressure and
the increasing hot-spot volume are strong functions of residual kinetic energies.
(b) For the high mode Y m=6

�=12 , the burn volume is reduced and the core pressure is
increased due to the growth of converging RT spikes. The burn-averaged quantities
are used in (a) and (b). (c) The simulated YOC is compared against the hot-spot
volume for high modes 
 = 7 to 12. The blue curve is the yield degradation model
YOC = V̂ , where Q̂ = Q3D/Q1D.

2.4.3 A non-adiabatic invariant 3-D model for high modes

The hot spot model for high modes requires to use the burn-averaged hot-spot

pressure Pb and volume Vb. For high modes 
 ≥ 7 the hot-spot adiabatic parameter

PbV
5/3
b is not conserved because of reduction in burn volumes. Figure (2.5) shows

the decreasing hot-spot volume with electron temperatures. The cold bubbles

shown by the 1-keV contour surface do not contribute to a significant fraction of

neutron productions compared with the core part shown by the 2.5-keV contour

surface. DEC3D single-mode simulation database to validate the yield degradation

model for high modes in terms of reduction in burn volume derived in Refs. [KS01]

and [CBS+10]:

YOC � V 3D
b

V 1D
b

. (2.46)

The hot-spot pressure and ion temperature between 3-D and 1-D are assumed

equivalent in Ref. [CBS+10]. The 3-D effect in Ref. [CBS+10] is introduced

in terms of reduction in burn volumes as a result of the nonlinear growth of

RT spikes. On average about 10% variation in hot-spot pressures P 3D
b /P 1D

b for

Legendre modes 
 ≥ 7 is observed in our simulation database. The slight increase
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of P3D/P1D shown in Fig. (2.9) is due to the perfect symmetry of the RT spikes

converging to the center. This property is lost for low modes since the pressure

degradation is a strong function of RKE. Figure (2.9) validates Eq. (2.46) where

the yield degradation for high modes is dominated by the reduction in burn volume

in agreement with the 2-D results of Refs. [BBSW17, KS01].

To derive the yield degradation model for high modes in Eq. (2.46), the un-

bounded growth of the hot-spot adiabatic parameter must be included to ac-

count for all kinds of heat transfers across the fluid elements and across the burn

surface of the 3-D hot spot. The flow correction parameter reported in Ref.

[BBSW17] is applied to describe the growth of the hot-spot adiabatic parame-

ter from the beginning of the deceleration phase to stagnations in 1D and 3D

are Pb,1D/3DV
γ
b,1D/3D(t

1D/3D
stag ) = PbV

γ
b (t0)e

F1D/3D . Introduce the normalized variable

Q̂b = Q3D
b /Q1D

b to denote the ratio of 3-D to 1-D burn-averaged quantities,

P̂bV̂
γ
b = e�F , (2.47)

where 	F = F3D − F1D which can be positive nor negative. Therefore, the yield

degradation model of YOC = P̂ 4
b V̂

3
b M̂

−2
b τ̂ in Eq. (2.38) is a function of the

normalized hot-spot internal energy Îb = P̂bV̂b, which is related to residual kinetic

energies Îb = 1− RKE through Eq. (2.35) such that

P̂b = Î
5/2
b e−

3
2
�F , (2.48)

V̂b = Î
−3/2
b e

3
2
�F . (2.49)

The condition of (e�F/Îb)high  1 is observed in Eq. (2.49) for high modes

in order to describe a significant reduction in burn volume for a hot spot filled

with cold bubbles, and correspondingly the burn-averaged hot-spot pressure P̂b =

(Îb/e
�F )3/2Îb in Eq. (2.48) starts to rise such as in the secondary-piston effect.
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Substitute Eqs. (2.48)–(2.49) in Eq. (2.38), a generalized YOC model that is valid

for low and high modes in the presence of strong alpha is,

YOC = (1− RKE)11/2e−
3
2
�FM̂−2

b τ̂ . (2.50)

Substitute the 3-D hot-spot mass approximation M̂b = P̂
5/7
b V̂

17/21
b τ̂ 2/7 in above

expression,

YOC � P̂
18/7
b V̂

29/21
b τ̂ 3/7. (2.51)

For high modes, the burn-averaged hot-spot pressures are approximately unity

according to Fig. (2.9)-(b), so that the resulting yield degradation model YOC �

V̂
29/21
b is reduced to be a unique function of the burn-averaged hot-spot volume

V̂b by neglecting the small variation of 3-D energy confinement times with respect

to 1-D’s, in agreement with Eq. (2.46).

2.5 Conclusion

The 3-D radiation-hydrodynamic code DEC3D is used to study the yield degra-

dation caused by Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities in the deceleration phase of inertial

confinement fusion. A systematic investigation using DEC3D ’s synthetic single-

mode database indicates that the yield degradation caused by low- and mid-mode

nonuniformities is a strong function of the residual kinetic energy. This result

agrees with a simple YOC model assuming the hot spot satisfying adiabatic im-

plosion model and subsonic flow approximation. The dependence of the YOC

on residual kinetic energy (RKE) is also in agreement with 2-D HYDRA simula-

tion results from Kritcher et al. The simulated YOC is well approximated by the

pure hydrodynamic instability curve (1 − RKE)5.5 and the thermal-driven curve

(1−RKE)4.4. The degradation of hot-spot pressure and increasing hot-spot volume
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for low modes can be explained in terms of increasing residual kinetic energies.

For high modes the yield degradation is dominated by the reduction in burn vol-

umes YOC = V 3D
b /V 1D

b [BBSW17, KS01]. The burn volumes for high modes are

significantly reduced due to the growth of cold bubbles.
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3 Impact of Hot-Spot Flow Anisotropy

3.1 Motivation

In inertial confinement fusion (ICF) implosions, 3.5-MeV alpha particles and 14.1-

MeV neutrons [AtV04] are produced by deuterium and tritium (DT) nuclear fusion

reactions within the high-temperature, low-density hot spot. Neutrons escape the

hot spot and carry essential details about the hot-spot thermal and stagnation

flow properties such as inferring hot-spot apparent ion temperatures from the

width of neutron energy spectra [Bry73, Mur14, AC11, AC14, Mun16, MFH+17]

and inferring hot-spot flow velocities from the shift of mean neutron energies.

[GJCF+13, MGF+18] However, implosion performance are degraded due to the

growth of Rayleigh–Taylor (RT) instabilities [SB05a, SGC+05], preventing the

full conversion of the shell’s kinetic energy into the hot-spot internal energy.

[SEH+14, KTB+14] Unconverted kinetic energies remain in form of residual ki-

netic energies of RT spikes and bubbles at stagnation, leading to the degra-

dation of hot-spot pressures and neutron yields.[WBS+18a, BBSW17] In par-

ticular, magnitudes of low-mode hot-spot residual kinetic energies were showed

[WCC+15, SEH+14, WBS+18a] large enough to cause significant variations in

ion-temperature measurement along different lines of sight (LOS’s).

In this chapter, we present an analytical model [WBS+18b] to quantify the be-

havior of ion-temperature measurement asymmetry through a systematic decom-

position of the velocity variance term in Eq. (3.5). This new technique provides
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a useful analytic framework to generalize effects of hot-spot flow asymmetry on

ion-temperature measurements, and successfully explains the mechanism of how

hot-spot flow isotropy influence the ratio of DD to DT apparent ion temperatures,

to be described in Chapter 4.

The organization of this chapter is as follows. Section 3.2 presents a compre-

hensive qualitative analysis of Doppler velocity broadening of synthetic neutron

energy spectra. Section 3.4.1 derives and explains the physical origin of the veloc-

ity variance term in Brysk ion temperatures [Bry73, Mur14, AC11, AC14, Mun16,

MFH+17] from the first principle of relativistic neutron kinematics. Section 3.4.2

presents our analytic method to generalize the single-mode velocity variance, and

is followed by an extension to the multi-mode velocity variance in Section 3.4.3.

Section 3.5 derives the analytic relations between hot-spot residual kinetic energy

and ion-temperature measurement asymmetry. Section 3.6 is our conclusion for

this chapter.

3.2 Ion temperature measurement

3.2.1 Properties of non-stagnating hot-spot flows

Figure (3.1) compares hot spot configurations with low and high modes. The core

parts for the high mode Y m=6
�=12 and low mode 
 = 1 at high temperatures Te ≥ 4

keV are shown approximately spherical in shape, so the nonradial components of

the shell velocities do not participate in the core compression. In 1-D the shell

decelerates as the hot-spot pressure pushes against the shell

1

2
ρ
Dv2

Dt
= −�v · �∇P, (3.1)

where D/Dt is the material derivative. The term −|�v||�∇P | cos θ is the driving

factor that decelerates the shell and converts the shell’s kinetic energy into the hot-
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Figure 3.1: The mass density profile for (a) low mode 
 = 1 and (b) high mode
Y m=6
�=12 at stagnation with electron temperature contours at 1, 2, 3 and 4 keV. Black

arrows indicate the fluid velocity field. Since the cores at temperatures Te ≥ 4 keV
are approximately spherical in shape, the core compression is contributed mainly
by the radial velocity component. For high mode Y m=6

�=12 , the bubbles are cold,
characterized by low neutron production rates.

spot internal energy, where θ is the inclination angle between the pressure gradient

vector and the shell’s velocity vector. Velocity field components �v⊥ perpendicular

to �∇P do not participate in the core compression. When the shell’s velocity field is

less convergent with respect to 1-D, the hot spot gains less internal energy through

the PdV work relation

ρDε/Dt = −P �∇ · �v +Qheat, (3.2)

where ε is the hot spot’s internal energy density and Qheat is the density of total

heat sources or sinks. A less convergent perturbed velocity field in the deceleration

phase is the key to explain the 3-D effect of decreasing hydrodynamic efficiency

to compress the hot core among different single modes. The velocity fields at

stagnation for a low mode 
 = 1 and a high mode Y m=6
�=12 are compared in Fig.

(3.1).

For high modes, nonstagnating RT spikes contribute to a large fraction of the

residual kinetic energy. Figure (3.2) shows the spatial distribution of kinetic energy

density for RT spikes for a high mode Y m=6
�=12 . Long-wavelength perturbations
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induce a large spatial scale of high-velocity flows inside the hot spot and more

nonradial velocity components in the compressed shell than high modes. Figure

(3.3) shows a dominant jet of the low mode 
 = 1 at the speed of ∼ 500 km/s flows

toward the negative z direction. As shown in Fig. (3.3), the hot core at Te ≥ 2.3

keV is advected by the jet with its maximum flow velocity. For low modes, both

nonstagnating RT spikes and the high-velocity jets account for the residual kinetic

energy at stagnation, as shown by Fig. (3.2).

In ICF implosions, target offset, stalk, laser beam power inbalance and DT ice

roughness are the main sources of mode 
 = 1 non-uniformity [SEH+14, IMS+17,

PMTT14]. The large hot-spot residual kinetic energies associated with low modes

lead to significant variations in measuring ion temperatures along different lines

of sight (LOS). The signature of implosions with large hot-spot RKE’s are charac-

terized by the shift of the mean neutron energy 〈En〉, the broadening of the width

of the neutron energy spectrum 	E, and the deviation of neutron energy spec-

tra shape from Gaussian distribution. Neutrons born from each fluid element are

characterized by a Gaussian energy spectrum centered at the neutron birth energy

E0 = 14.1 MeV. For a stationary fusion plasma, the width of the spectrum is a

function of thermal ion temperature Ti given by 	E =
√

2mnTiE0/(mn +mα),

where mn and mα are neutron and alpha particle masses, respectively. The effect

of collective bulk motion of nonstagnating fusing ions within the hot spot causes

a shift 	Eflow in the neutron mean energy [Bry73].

	Eflow = vflow cos θ
√

2mnE0, (3.3)

where θ is the angle between the spectrometer LOS and the direction of the bulk

velocity vflow. For neutrons born from non-stationary fluid elements, the mean

neutron energy is 〈En〉 = E0 +	Eflow. The sign of 	Eflow depends on the angle

θ between the direction of velocity field vectors and the LOS. From Eq. (3.3), the
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10–15

Figure 3.2: The kinetic energy density profiles for (a) low mode 
 = 1 and (b)
high mode Y m=6

�=12 at stagnation. For low mode 
 = 1, both the RT spike and the
jet contribute to residual kinetic energy. For high mode Y m=6

�=12 , the residual kinetic
energy is dominated mainly by the nonstagnating RT spikes. The blue spherical
outline is the residual kinetic energy of the unshocked part of the shell.

bulk velocity 500 km/s in the mode 
 = 1 simulation as shown in Fig. (3.3) causes

a maximum mean energy shift of about 271 keV, when the detector is aligned in

the same direction as the bulk velocity, i.e., θ = 0 or 2% mean energy shift with

respect to E0.

The mass density, velocity, and ion thermal temperature profiles for mode


 = 1 in Fig. (3.1) are post-processed by IRIS3D, a Monte Carlo-based neutron

transport code. The hot-spot ion temperature is inferred from the width 	ED of

Doppler-broadened primary neutron energy spectrum [Bry73]

T inferred
i =

mα +mn

16mnE0 ln 2
	E2

D. (3.4)

The effect of Doppler velocity broadening of the width of neutron energy spectrum

is [WRF18]

σ2
n =

2mnTiE0

mn +mα

+ 2mnE0σ
2
v , (3.5)

where σ2
v = var

[
�v · d̂

]
is the variance in the component of the fluid velocity along

the direction of the detector, denoted by the unit vector d̂, and σ2
n is the variance

of energy for primary neutrons. The nonvanishing contribution to �v · d̂ results
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Figure 3.3: Velocity magnitude for low mode 
 = 1 at stagnation. A jet at 500
km/s is flowing along the negative z direction. The yield-over-clean is 0.74 and the
burn-averaged hot-spot velocity magnitude is 166 km/s in this simulation. The
red curve indicates the hot core at a 2.3-keV electron temperature, showing that
the hot core is advected by the jet with the maximum flow velocity.

from velocity components parallel to d̂. The presence of hot-spot RKE leads to

larger inferred ion temperatures than thermal ion temperatures. The effect of

Doppler broadening on the width of the neutron energy spectrum is the same for

two detectors located at opposite directions.

The flow effect on inferred ion temperature variations not only depends on

the unique flow pattern within the hot spot of each single mode, but also on

the spatial distribution of neutron productions. Because the velocity variance is

weighted by the burn distribution over space, the relative importance of vortex

structure depends on the difference in neutron production rates between the hot

core and the bubbles. As shown in Fig. (3.2), high modes do not have explicit jets

flowing inside the hot spot and have small spatial scale of vortices located inside

the cold bubbles, where neutron production rates are small. Therefore high modes

in general have smaller inferred ion temperature variations than low modes.

DT ion temperatures are inferred by IRIS3D for mode 
 = 1 using six detectors

along different LOS’s: −X,+X,−Y,+Y,−Z,+Z, as shown in Fig. (3.2.1). Since
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the vortex structure for mode 
 = 1 has a rotational symmetry along the z axis, the

inferred ion temperatures at the LOS’s at −X,+X,−Y,+Y are about the same.

These four detectors are located perpendicular to the jet, resulting in negligible

inferred ion temperature variations or zero variance. The LOS’s at −Z,+Z have

the largest parallel velocity components and cause about a 1.25-keV inferred ion

temperature variation. The blue curve in Fig. (3.2.1) shows a small inferred

ion temperature variation for the high mode Y m=6
�=12 . The averaged inferred ion

temperature over six LOS’s on the blue curve is 3.67-keV, which is close to the

neutron-averaged ion temperature (3.64 keV) measured at that time for high mode

Y m=6
�=12 .

Vortices of high modes within the cold bubbles do not contribute to significant

inferred ion temperature variations because of low neutron production weights

in the variance. The high-velocity jet in mode 
 = 1 corresponds to the largest

inferred ion temperature variation in the mode spectrum. The ion temperature

asymmetries in the mode spectrum 
 = 1 to 12 are summarized in Fig. (3.2.1),

showing a decreasing inferred ion temperature variation with Legendre mode num-

ber. It implies that large ion temperature variations observed in experiments in-

dicate the presence of low modes [GJKC+16]. Large ion temperature variations

along different LOS’s are caused by large-scale high-velocity flows induced by long-

wavelength perturbations.

3.2.2 Neutron energy spectrum model

Neutron spectrometry not only infer areal densities through measuring the down-

scattered neutron yield due to n-D/n-T elastic scatterings occur in the cold shell,

but also capable to infer ion temperatures from the shape of primary neutron

energy spectra. The thermal velocity broadening centered at DD/DT neutron

birth energies is caused by the center-of-mass motion of DD/DT ion-pairs. The
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Figure 3.4: (a) The inferred DT ion temperatures at stagnation by IRIS3D us-
ing six detectors at different LOS’s at −X,+X,−Y,+Y,−Z,+Z for low mode

 = 1 (red curve) and high mode Y m=6

�=12 (blue curve). (b) The inferred DT ion
temperatures at stagnation by IRIS3D using 16 detectors at different LOS’s in-
cluding −X,+X,−Y,+Y,−Z,+Z and other 10 typical nTOF (neutron time of
flight) diagnostics on OMEGA.

shape of neutron production spectrum produced by a single fluid element within a

stationary fusion plasma is approximately close to a Gaussian distribution with a

variance σ2
B that is proportional to the thermal ion temperature T thermal

i . The sub-

script B denotes for Brysk, who first derived the non-relativistic Gaussian neutron

energy spectrum for a stationary fusion plasma [Bry73]. Exact shape of relativis-

tic primary neutron production spectra for non-stationary fusion plasma without

neutron scatterings were first derived by Appelbe [AC11, AC14], and followed by

Munro [Mun16, MFH+17].

σ2
B =

2mnT
thermal
i E0

mn +mX

, (3.6)

where mn and mX are rest masses of neutron and Helium isotope mass which

equals to m3He for DD reactions and m4He or mα for DT reactions. For non-

stationary fusion plasma, center-of-mass DD/DT ion-pair velocities are boosted

by the fluid velocity �v, resulting in a kinematic Doppler shift in the mean neutron
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energy μ by an amount of �v · d̂
√
2mnE0 such that,

μ = E0 + �v · d̂
√
2mnE0. (3.7)

The overall effect of Doppler velocity broadening of neutron energy spectra is

obtained by superposition of Doppler-shifted and burn-weighted neutron energy

spectra produced by all non-stagnating fluid elements. Properties (3.6)-(3.7) are

applied to generate the synthetic neutron energy spectrum [GSB+14] fLOS(En)

along with a given LOS by post-processing DEC3D hydrodynamic data as follows.

fLOS(En) =
∑
cell

Ycell(�x, t)

Ytotal(t)︸ ︷︷ ︸
RY

Exp

[
−(En − μ)2

2σ2
B

]
, (3.8)

where Ytotal(t) =
∑

cell Ycell(�x, t) is the total neutron yield produced at time t ob-

tained by summing over neutron yield production Ycell(�x, t) of each finite-volume

cell. The burn weight RY (�x, t) = Ycell(�x, t)/Ytotal(t) associated with a given neu-

tron energy spectrum produced by a fluid element located at �x is defined as the

ratio of neutron yield produced by the fluid element to the total neutron yield

at time t. Ion temperatures T inferred
i are inferred from the full width at the half

maximum 	EFWHM for a Gaussian-fitted neutron energy spectrum,

	EFWHM = σB

√
8 ln 2. (3.9)

By substituting Eq. (3.9) into Eq. (3.6), the neutron-inferred ion temperature

obtained by Gaussian-fitted of neutron energy spectra in experiments is,

T inferred
i =

	E2
FWHM(mn +mX)

E0mn16 ln 2
. (3.10)

To benchmark the neutron energy spectrum model provided by Eq. (3.8),
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Figure 3.5: (a) DEC3D mass density profile for the single-mode Y m=0
�=1 at stag-

nation, simulated by 7% initial velocity perturbation. The electron temperature
of 2.4 to 2.45 keV is shown by the red hemisphere located at the origin. The
arrows indicate the fluid velocity vectors. A jet with neutron-averaged velocity
〈vz〉 = −176 km/s is shown flowing through the central part of the hot spot to-
ward the negative z direction. θ is the angle measured in the clockwise direction
between the positive z axis and LOS. (b) Comparison of the inferred ion temper-
ature measurements from the neutron energy spectrum model in Eq. (3.8) with
IRIS3D [WRF18] by post-processing DEC3D mode 
 = 1 hydrodynamic data in
(a).

neutron-inferred ion temperatures extrapolated from Eq. (3.10) are compared

with the result of IRIS3D Monte-Carlo neutron transport simulations [WRF18]

at varying LOS angles θ from north to south poles for the single-mode spectrum


 = 1−12. Figure (3.5)-(a) shows DEC3D profiles for the mass density and velocity

filed vectors for low mode 
 = 1. The neutron-averaged hot-spot flow velocity

〈vz〉 = −176 km/s is large enough to introduce a Doppler shift by a magnitude of

〈�vz · d̂〉
√
2mnE0 = −97ẑ · d̂ keV. The sign depends on the position of the detector

in the ẑ · d̂ term in Eq. (3.7). In OMEGA experiments, typical neutron-inferred

hot-spot flow velocities [MGF+18] are about ∼ 40 km/s and reach ∼ 100 km/s

in shots with large variations in ion temperature measurements. Figure (3.5)-(b)

compares neutron-inferred ion temperatures for mode 
 = 1 simulation by the

neutron energy spectrum model with that by IRIS3D. The Doppler shift effect is

shown to vanish when LOS is located at the equator, resulting in T inferred
i,min .
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Figure 3.6: Comparison of neutron-inferred ion temperatures between the syn-
thetic neutron energy spectrum model by Eq. (3.8) and IRIS3D by Monte-Carlo
simulations of neutron transport.

3.3 Neutron energy spectra

3.3.1 Single-mode ion-temperature characteristics

The effect of hot-spot flow anisotropy on ion-temperature measurement asymme-

try is characterized by the ratio of maximum to minimum neutron-inferred ion

temperatures,

RT = T inferred
i,max /T inferred

i,min . (3.11)

Figure (3.6) shows a good agreement for the result of RT , which is obtained from

ion temperatures inferred from north to south poles uniformly distributed over

16 LOS detectors, between synthetic neutron energy spectra by post-processing

DEC3D deceleration-phase single-mode database [WBS+18a] through Eqs. (3.6)

– (3.10) and IRIS3D, a Monte-Carlo based neutron transport code [WRF18]. The

single modes 
 = 1− 12 are generated by seeding 1%− 14% initial radial velocity

perturbations on the inner shell surface for 1-D profiles of a cryogenic shot 77068

at the beginning of the deceleration phase, which is defined by the time with the

maximum 1-D shell implosion velocity. The database contains 2-D single-modes

defined by m = 0 for all 
’s, and 3-D single-modes are chosen as m = 
even/2 only
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Figure 3.7: DEC3D kinetic energy density profile in (a) and DEC3D mass density
profile in (b) at stagnation for high mode 
 = 40,m = 20. The green contour
surface is Te = 1 keV. The vortices of high modes are localized within the cold
bubbles, Te < 1 keV, that do not produce significant amount of neutrons. The
Doppler shift term resulting from vortices of large-
 single-mode perturbations is
negligible because of low contribution to the burn distribution.

for even Legendre numbers 
even = 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12.

The advantage of the neutron energy spectrum model in Eq. (3.8) provides

a clear physical picture to understand qualitative effects of RT instabilities on

neutron-inferred ion temperatures. For mid and high modes, neutron velocities

are significantly boosted by high-velocity vorticity circulating inside the cold bub-

bles, in particular after the onset of nonlinear RT growths [OAK+01, SBRR04].

However, ion-temperature measurement asymmetry is observed to remain weak

RT ≤ 1.2 in Fig. (3.6), because of low neutron production rates within the cold

bubbles. As a result, the burn weights RY for Doppler-shifted neutron energy

spectra produced by fluid elements with high-velocity vorticity are negligible, and

suppress their contribution in the final shape of neutron energy spectrum.

Figure (3.7)-(a) shows an example of high-mode 
 = 40 and m = 20 in DEC3D

simulation. The residual kinetic energy density of high-velocity vorticity at stag-

nation is shown highly localized inside the cold bubbles, and vanishes inside the

clean volume enclosed by Te = 1-keV contour surface. Figure (3.7)-(b) is the 3-
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Figure 3.8: Result of neutron energy spectrum model by post-processing DEC3D
hydrodynamic data to compare the Doppler shift of the mean neutron energy
and the bulk velocity broadening in (a) for low mode 
 = 1 and (b) for high
mode 
 = 40,m = 20. The unnormalized Doppler-shifted neutron energy spectra
sampling inside the cold bubble f(En)bubble and the high-temperature hot core
f(En)core are compared with the normalized neutron energy spectrum fLOS(En)e
observed at +z.

D mass density profile, showing the trap of high-velocity vorticity by symmetric

converging RT spikes for large-
 single-mode perturbations.

Figures (3.8) compares the Doppler shift term 〈�v · d̂〉
√
2mnE0 in the neutron

energy spectrum model between a low mode 
 = 1 and a high mode 
 = 40,m = 20.

For mode 
 = 1, the jet flows along the negative z direction. The sign of 〈vz〉ẑ · d̂

leads to a downward-shifted red curve in Fig. (3.8)-(a) when a detector is located

at the north pole d̂ = ẑ, and a upward-shifted blue curve when the detector is

located at the south pole d̂ = −ẑ. The black curve with the peak neutron mean

energy at E0 in Fig. (3.8)-(a) is the neutron energy spectrum without modeling

the Doppler shift term in Eq. (3.7), used to compare neutron energy spectra with

and without flow effects.

Although the high-velocity vorticity is observed to produce a large Doppler shift

effect in neutron energy spectra for neutrons produced inside the cold bubbles, as

shown by the blue curve in Fig. (3.8)-(b), the overall effect of Doppler velocity

broadening remains dominated by the large amount of neutrons produced inside

the high-temperature clean volume with negligible neutron-averaged hot-spot fluid
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velocities, as shown by the red curve in Fig. (3.8)-(b). As a result, a vanishing

Doppler shift effect on the mean neutron energy is observed for large-
 single

modes, which explains the unshifted overall neutron energy spectrum shown by

the black curve for mode 
 = 40 in Fig. (3.8)-(b).

The property of symmetric converging RT spikes is lost in multimode simu-

lations. The high-velocity vorticity near the base of bubble experience a higher

temperature and higher burn weight than that located at the tip of bubble. The

complex phenomenon of ion-temperature measurement asymmetries in multi-mode

perturbations cannot be qualititatively explained by the neutron energy spectrum

model.

Low modes behave differently, because of their unique feature with approx-

imately uniform physical properties over space such as mass density, pressure

and thermal ion temperatures within the 3-D hot spot defined by Te ≥ 1 keV

[WBS+18a]. Consequently, the high temperature of the hot core “diffuses”into

the interior region of the large bubbles. The warmer bubbles than that for mid

and high modes, lead to higher burn weights for long wavelength fluid velocity

disturbance within the hot spot, and is the key leading to large ion-temperature

measurement asymmetries observed in experiments.

The signature of single-mode ion-temperature measurement variations is sum-

marized in Fig. (3.9) by a direct comparison of RT against the single-mode spec-

trum 
 = 1 − 12, simulated by DEC3D with the same 7% initial velocity per-

turbation. T inferred
i,max and T inferred

i,min are inferred from LOS uniformly distributed from

north to south poles in the neutron energy spectrum model and 16 detectors in

IRIS3D. In OMEGA experiments, the averaged ion-temperature ratio is ∼ 1.18

and the standard deviation of T exp
max/T

exp
min is ∼ 0.14. The study of single mode sim-

ulations at the 7% initial velocity perturbation level, corresponding to RT ∼ 1.4

for mode 
 = 1 in Fig. (3.9)-(a), is close to observed values in shots with large

ion temperature asymmetries exhibiting one standard deviation higher than the
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averaged experimental ion-temperature ratio. Mode 
 = 1 is shown to exhibit

the largest ion-temperature variation T inferred
i,max − T inferred

i,min in the single-mode spec-

trum, and ion-temperature variations are shown to decrease with Legendre mode

number.

Figure (3.9)-(b) studies the unique characteristics of flow structure for dif-

ferent single modes by comparing the maximum with minimum neutron-inferred

ion temperatures. Because T inferred
i,min reflects the magnitude of isotropic velocity

variance, whereas the ion-temperature variation T inferred
i,max − T inferred

i,min quantifies the

magnitude of anisotropic velocity variance. For mode 
 = 1, the highly directional

jet contributes to a large Doppler shift in the mean neutron energy, resulting in

large anisotropic velocity variance. The decreasing ion-temperature variation with

Legendre mode number indicates a trend of growing isotropic velocity variance for

mid and high modes. Mode 
 = 2 is shown to exhibit a large T inferred
i,min caused by

the presence of radial flow structure within the large donut-shape warm bubble.
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Figure 3.10: DEC3D low mode 
 = 2 simulation by 7% initial velocity perturba-
tion. The velocity fields are plotted on the top of mass density profiles on the x−y
and z − x planes. The middle is the 3-D electron temperature contour surface to
visualize the 3-D configuration of the high-temperature hot core. Non-stagnating
hot-spot fluid velocity disturbance driven by the pair of RT spikes along the z-axis
and the expanding radial flow structure inside the large donut-shape warm bubble
contribute a significant amount of non-translational residual kinetic energies.

3.3.2 Skewness and kurtosis for non-Gaussian spectra

Deviations from Gaussian distribution of neutron energy spectra are intensified

by the presence of large low-mode hot-spot flow asymmetry. The onset of non-

Gaussian neutron energy spectra implies the failure to infer ion temperatures from

a Gaussian-fit to the neutron energy spectrum in Eq. (3.10). To capture the non-

Gaussian nature, the third orderM3 (skewness) and the fourth orderM4 (kurtosis)

standardized central moments of neutron energy spectra are measured. Because a

normal Gaussian distribution has zero skewness and zero excess kurtosis (M4−3).

The mth order standardized central moment is,

Mm =

∫ (En−〈En〉
σE

)m

fLOS(En)dEn∫
fLOS(En)dEn

, (3.12)

where 〈En〉 = 1
N

∫
EnfLOS(En)dEn is the mean neutron energy and σ2

E = 1
N

∫
(En−

〈En〉)2fLOS(En)dEn is the variance of neutron energy, and N =
∫
fLOS(En)dEn is

the normalization factor.
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Figure 3.11: (a)The synthetic neutron energy spectrum for mode 
 = 2 simu-
lated by 14% initial velocity perturbation for a LOS located on the equator along
the positive x-axis. Positive excess kurtosis are pbserved around the tails of the
neutron energy spectrum. (b)The synthetic neutron energy spectrum for mode

 = 1 simulated by 7% initial velocity perturbation for a LOS located on the
north pole. The downward-flowing jet leads to the formation of negative skewness
and negative kurtosis relative to an observer located at the north pole.

Figure (3.10) shows the 3-D electron temperature contour surface, defined by

Te = 2− 2.3 keV for a high burn-weight distorted hot core, for a low mode 
 = 2

DEC3D simulation with a seed of 7% initial velocity perturbation. Hot-spot flow

velocity fields on x−y and z−x planes are plotted on 2-D mass density profiles to

visualize the flow structure driven by RT spikes and bubbles. For a LOS located on

the equator along the x-axis, a symmetric radially-outward flow structure exists

within the large donut-shape warm bubble, resulting in a pair of parallel and

antiparallel Doppler-shifted neutron energy spectra, RYExp [−(En − μ+)
2/ (2σ2

B)]

and RYExp [−(En − μ−)
2/ (2σ2

B)] respectively, where the Doppler-shifted mean

neutron energy is defined as μ± = E0 ± vx
√

2E0/mn. The burn weight factor RY

is the same for any fluid element located at rotational symmetric position. After

ensemble-averaging of neutron energy spectra contributed from all fluid elements,

the final shape of neutron energy spectrum defined by Eq. (3.8) exhibits a positive

excess kurtosis for any LOS located on the equator.

Figure (3.11)-(a) shows the profile of neutron energy spectrum observed by

a LOS located on the positive x−axis for mode 
 = 2. Because neutron energy
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Figure 3.12: Measurement of kurtosis M4 for the single-mode spectrum 
 = 1−12
simulated by 1% − 14% initial velocity perturbations. For a normal Gaussian
distribution, the kurtosis is 3, while the excess kurtosis is zero which is defined by
subtracting 3 from kurtosis.

spectra of fluid elements within the donut-shape warm bubble are Doppler-shifted

to the left and to the right symmetrically, the blue curve with flow effects is shown

higher than the red curve without flow effects near the tails of the spectrum, lead-

ing to a positive excess kurtosis. As a result, the effect of symmetric Doppler shift

caused by parallel and anti-parallel flows within the large donut-shape warm bub-

ble, leads to zero skewness but positive excess kurtosis of neutron energy spectra

for any LOS located on the equatorial plane for mode 
 = 2 at all levels of initial

velocity perturbations.

Figure (3.11)-(b) shows the profile of neutron energy spectrum observed by a

LOS located on the north pole for mode 
 = 1. The neutron energy spectrum

is roughly proportional to the superposition of a Doppler-shifted neutron energy

spectrum due to the jet, flowing along the negative z direction, and an un-shifted

neutron energy spectrum due to the background, ∼ Exp [−(En − μ+)
2/ (2σ2

B)] +

Exp [−E2
n/ (2σ

2
B)], where μ+ = E0+vz

√
2E0/mn is the Doppler-shifted mean neu-

tron energy relative to the LOS located at the positive z-axis. This configuration

of neutron energy spectrum has a negative excess kurtosis.

Figure (3.12) shows the measurements of skewness and kurtosis for the neutron

energy spectrum model by Eq. (3.8) in the single-mode spectrum 
 = 1 − 12

simulated by DEC3D with 1% − 14% initial velocity perturbations for a LOS
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located on the north pole along the positive z-axis and a LOS located on the

equatorial plane along the positive x-axis. Figure (3.12)-(a) shows that for a LOS

located at the north pole, neutron energy spectra for mode 
 = 1 are observed

to exhibit the largest negative skewness due to the jet flowing along the negative

z direction, and simultaneously exhibit large negative excess kurtosis with M4 =

2.4 − 3 shown in Fig. (3.12)-(b). Without flow effects in Fig. (3.12)-(a, b, c),

skewness are zero and kurtosis of neutron energy spectra for all modes are about

∼ 3.1 − 3.2, which agrees with the property of Gaussian distribution derived for

a stationary fusion plasma [Bry73]. The small deviation from 3 is caused by non-

single thermal ion temperature distribution over space within the distorted hot

spot, and is observed to increase slightly with perturbations. Figure (3.12)-(c)

shows that mode 
 = 2 exhibits large positive excess kurtosis with M4 = 3.1− 3.4

for the LOS located on the equatorial plane, because of symmetric parallel and

anti-parallel flows within the large donut-shape warm bubble. Characteristic of

kurtosis are observed not clearly distinguishable for modes 
 > 3 in Fig. (3.12)-

(b, c). Measurements of directional variation of skewness and excess kurtosis for

neutron energy spectra can be used to identify the signature of mode 
 = 1 and 2

in experiments.

3.4 A velocity variance decomposition technique

3.4.1 Physical origin of velocity variance

The methodology to infer ion temperatures relies on the width of neutron energy

spectra, which are governed by DT ion-pair center-of-mass motions and Doppler

shift effects caused by non-stationary fusion plasma. To understand the physi-

cal origin of the velocity variance term in Eq. (3.5) from the first principle of

Newtonian mechanics, the main result of Munro [Mun16, MFH+17] and Appelbe
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[AC11, AC14] relativistic neutron kinematics treatment are reviewed. Only the

case for DT is considered, but the same analysis is valid to DD.

Consider a Lorentz boost of the neutron momentum pn in the center-of-mass

(CM) frame of a DT ion-pair by its CM frame velocity vDT
cm relative to the neutron

momentum p′n observed in the fluid rest frame. vDT
cm is the velocity component

parallel to the LOS unit vector d̂, where neutrons are detected.

p′n = γcm(pn + vDT
cm En/c

2), (3.13)

where En = mnc
2+Kn is the total mass-energy of neutron in the CM frame and c

is the light speed. mn and Kn are the rest mass and the relativistic kinetic energy

of neutron in the CM frame. The Lorentz factor γcm = (1− β2
cm)

−1/2
is a function

of the DT ion-pair CM frame velocity βcm = vcm/c. The kinetic energy of neutron

in the CM frame is obtained from the DT nuclear fusion energy release Q = 17.6

MeV [AtV04] and the relative kinetic energy K or the total kinetic energy of DT

fusion reactants in their CM frame [AC11].

p2n
2mn

= K0 +
μ

mn

K, (3.14)

where K0 = mαQ/(mn + mα) = mnv
2
0/2 is the neutron birth energy and μ =

mnmα/(mn + mα) is the reduced mass of DT fusion products. Let p0 = mnv0

be the neutron momentum at the zero DT relative kinetic energy limit K = 0

and substitute p0 =
√
2μQ into Eq. (3.14) to expand the neutron momentum

pn = p0 (1 +K/Q)1/2 with positive relative kinetic energy K > 0 at the first

order,

pn �
(
1 +

K

2Q

)
p0. (3.15)

Substitute Eq. (3.15) into Eq. (3.13) and expand the Lorentz factor γcm � 1 +
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β2
cm/2 at the first order to obtain the neutron momentum in the fluid rest frame,

p′n = p0 +
K

2Q
p0 +mnv

DT
cm +	1 +	2, (3.16)

where 	1 = βcmKn/c and 	2 = β2
cm(pn + vDT

cm En/c
2)/2 are two relativistic correc-

tion terms. The neutron velocity p′′n observed in the laboratory frame along the

direction of LOS unit vector d̂ is obtained by the second Lorentz boost by the fluid

velocity �v observed in the laboratory frame,

�p′′n · v̂ = γv(�p
′
n · v̂ + vE ′n/c

2), (3.17)

�p′′n · v̂⊥ = �p′n · v̂⊥, (3.18)

where E ′n = γvmnc
2 is the total mass-energy of neutron in the fluid rest frame,

γv = (1− β2
v)
−1/2

is the Lorentz factor as a function of fluid velocity βv = v/c,

and v̂⊥ is a unit vector perpendicular to the direction of fluid velocity defined by

v̂ = �v/v. Only the component of neutron momentum �p′′n · v̂ parallel to the fluid

velocity vector is Lorentz boosted. Expand the Lorentz factor γv � 1+β2
v/2 at the

first order and add two equations above to obtain the neutron momentum vector

�p′′n = (�p′′n · v̂)v̂ + (�p′′n · v̂⊥)v̂⊥ in the laboratory frame, and use E ′n � (1 + 1
2
β2
v)mnc

2.

�p′′n = �p′n +mn�v +
β2
v

2

[
mnv + �p′n · v̂ + vE ′n/c

2
]
v̂. (3.19)

Magnitudes of neutron momenta p′′n = �p′′n · d̂ and p′n = �p′n · d̂ parallel to the LOS

unit vector d̂ are obtained by taking a dot product on both sides of Eq. (3.19),

p′′n = p′n +mn�v · d̂+
β2
v

2

[
mnv + �p′n · v̂ + vE ′n/c

2
]
v̂ · d̂. (3.20)

In the non-relativistic limit βv → 0, Eq. (3.20) is reduced to a simple mo-

mentum addition p′′n = p′n + mn�v · d̂, which implies that the neutron velocity
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p′′n = mnv
′′
n detected along with a given LOS unit vector d̂ is the sum of the neu-

tron birth velocity v0 =
√
2K0/m0, the DT center-of-mass velocity vDT

cm in the

fluid rest frame that contributes to the thermal ion temperature, a small velocity

shift κ = v0K/(2Q) > 0 due to DT relative kinetic energy, and a Doppler velocity

shift term �v · d̂ due to a non-stationary fusion plasma. The final expression of

non-relativistic neutron momentum observed in the laboratory frame is obtained

by substituting Eq. (3.16) with 	1 = 	2 → 0 into Eq. (3.20) with βv → 0,

v′′n = v0 + vDT
cm + κ+ �v · d̂. (3.21)

The burn-averaged mean neutron velocity is,

〈v′′n〉 = v0 + 〈κ〉+ 〈�v · d̂〉, (3.22)

where the mean fluctuation of DT center-of-mass velocity is zero 〈vDT
cm 〉 = 0, be-

cause vDT
cm is isotropic in space. The burn-averaged bracket is defined as 〈f〉 =∫

fdN/
∫
dN , where the burn distribution dN(T thermal

i , �v) is a four-dimensional

array that contains thermal ion temperatures and fluid velocities vx, vy and vz in

the laboratory frame. The total number of neutrons Ntotal =
∫
dN is obtained by

integrating over the burn distribution. The mean velocity shift due to DT relative

kinetic energy,

〈κ〉 = v0
〈K〉
2Q

, (3.23)

can be rewritten into Munro’s expression [Mun16, MFH+17] by substituting Q =

p20/(2μ) and approximating the reduced mass μ = mnmα/(mn+mα) for DT fusion

products,

mα

mn +mα

� 1− E0

MDTc2
, (3.24)

where MDT = mD + mT is the total DT reactant mass and E0 = mnc
2 + K0
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is the total mass-energy of neutron at the zero DT relative kinetic energy. Two

underlying assumptions are MDT � mn +mα and mnc
2 � K0. Substituting Eq.

(3.24) into Eq. (3.25),

〈κ〉Munro =

(
1− E0

MDTc2

)
〈K〉
p0

, (3.25)

where the mean DT relative kinetic energy 〈K〉 = 5T thermal
i [Bry73] is a function of

the thermal ion temperature. The value of the bracket is about [1− E0/(MDTc
2)] ∼

0.8, and the mean neutron velocity shift due to DT relative kinetic energy is

〈κ〉Munro = 1.47 km/s · keV−1 × 5T thermal
i [Mun16, MFH+17], which is small for

typical thermal ion temperatures in cryogenic implosions T thermal
i < 5 keV.

Introduce a velocity variable w ≡ v′′n−v0 relative to the neutron birth velocity,

which is parallel to LOS, and take the variance of w in Eq. (3.21).

var[w] = var
[
vDT
cm

]
+ var [κ] + var

[
�v · d̂

]
(3.26)

+ 2cov
[
vDT
cm κ

]
+ 2cov

[
κ(�v · d̂)

]
+ 2cov

[
(�v · d̂)vDT

cm

]
, (3.27)

where the covariance for any two scalar functions f and g is defined as cov[fg] =

〈fg〉 − 〈f〉〈g〉, and the variance for any scalar function f is defined as var [f ] =

〈f 2〉 − 〈f〉2, using the burn-average bracket defined previously. Equation (3.26) is

a general expression for the neutron velocity variance in the non-relativistic limit.

Three covariance terms approach to zero in the limit when DT center-of-mass

motions vDT
cm , small thermal shifts κ and non-stagnation hot-spot fluid motions

�v · d̂ are independent variables to give zero correlation with each other. Multiply

both sides of Eq. (3.26) with the DT total product mass (mn+mα) in the limit of

zero covariance terms to obtain the neutron-inferred ion temperature T inferred
i and
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the burn-averaged thermal ion temperature T thermal
i ,

T inferred
i = (mn +mα)var [w] , (3.28)

T thermal
i = (mn +mα)var

[
vDT
cm

]
+ (mn +mα)var [κ] , (3.29)

such that

T inferred
i = T thermal

i + (mn +mα)var
[
�v · d̂

]
. (3.30)

The second line of Eq. (3.28) means that the thermal velocity broadening of the

neutron energy spectrum is a sum of isotropic center-of-mass motions of DT ion-

pairs and DT ions relative motions in their CM frame. The second term in Eq.

(3.30) is the velocity variance that measures the Doppler velocity broadening due

to flow effects. The transformation from the energy variance in Eq. (3.6) into the

velocity variance is obtained by substituting σ2
B = 〈δE2

n〉−〈δEn〉2 = var [En] using

the linearized relation δEn =
√
2mnE0δvn.

var [En] = 2mnE0 · var [w] (3.31)

Brysk thermal ion temperatures T thermal
i can be recovered from above equation

by substituting σ2
B = var [En] using Eq. (3.6) and taking a zero flow effect limit

var
[
�v · d̂

]
→ 0 in Eq. (3.30).

The traditional method to infer ion temperatures from Gaussian-fitted neu-

tron energy spectra is only valid when flow effects are small. In the presence

of large hot-spot flow asymmetry, the superposition of Gaussian neutron energy

spectra from all non-stagnating fluid elements by Eq. (3.8) is shown to result in

non-Gaussian neutron energy spectra in Section 3.3.2. Consequently, the method-

ology of Gaussian-fitted neutron-inferred ion temperatures can result in poorer

correlation with experimental yields when neutron energy spectra exhibit large
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Figure 3.13: Comparison of inferred ion temperature ratio RT between the Brysk
temperatures by Eq. (3.30) through measuring the velocity variance and the syn-
thetic neutron energy spectrum through (a) inferring ion temperatures from the
FWHM of the neutron energy spectrum fLOS(En) and (b) inferring ion tempera-
tures from the velocity variance of the neutron velocity spectrum fLOS(vn).

non-zero skewness and excess kurtosis. By inferring ion temperatures from the

energy variance in Eq. (3.31) or the velocity variance of neutron velocity spectra

fLOS

(
vn =

√
2En/mn

)
, a robust agreement of neutron-inferred ion temperatures

was observed in Fig. (3.13) between the direction computation of the hot-spot fluid

velocity variance by post-processing DEC3D hydrodynamic data by Eq. (3.30) and

the measurement of velocity variance from neutron velocity spectra by Eq. (3.32),

T inferred
i = (mn +mα)

∫
(vn − 〈vn〉)2 fLOS(vn)dvn∫

fLOS(vn)dvn
. (3.32)

3.4.2 Single-mode velocity variance

The neutron energy spectrum model in Eq. (3.8) only provides qualitative ex-

planation for ion-temperature measurement asymmetry. The model is too simple

to explain the complicated multi-mode ion-temperature measurement variations.

To quantify effects of hot-spot flow asymmetry on single-mode and multi-mode

ion-temperature measurement asymmetry, physical properties of velocity variance

in Eq. (3.30) are comprehensively analyzed in this section through a systematic

vector decomposition of the �v · d̂ term.
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It is convenient to define the variable of normalized ion temperature to absorb

the fusion product mass term for compact representation purpose.

T̂i = Ti/(mn +mX), (3.33)

where X = 3
2He for DD, and X = 4

2He or α for DT fusion reactions. Equation

(3.30) in terms of normalized temperatures is

T̂ inferred
i = T̂ thermal

i + var
[
�v · d̂

]
, (3.34)

where the velocity variance is,

var
[
�v · d̂

]
= 〈(�v · d̂)2〉 − 〈�v · d̂〉2. (3.35)

The hot-spot fluid velocity vector �v parallel to the LOS unit vector d̂ is decomposed

into components along three orthogonal Cartesian axes. Expand the inner product,

�v · d̂ = (vx, vy, vz) · (gx, gy, gz) = vxgx + vygy + vzgz, (3.36)

and the square of the inner product,

(�v · d̂)2 = v2xg
2
x + v2yg

2
y + v2zg

2
z + vxvy2gxgy + vyvz2gygz + vzvx2gzgx. (3.37)

The three geometrical factors that define the LOS unit vector d̂ is,

gx = sin θ cosφ, (3.38)

gy = sin θ sinφ, (3.39)

gz = cos θ. (3.40)

By substituting vector decomposition in Eqs. (3.36) and (3.37) into neutron-
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averaged brackets in Eq. (3.35),

var
[
�v · d̂

]
=

∑3
i=1 σiigigi +

∑
i �=j σijgigj. (3.41)

The factor of 2 is absorbed by the symmetric summation in the second term of Eq.

(3.41). The summation indices that define Cartesian coordinates 1 = x, 2 = y,

and 3 = z will be used interchangeably. Shorthand notations for variance σii (with

i = j) and covariance σij (with i �= j) are defined as,

σii = 〈v2i 〉 − 〈vi〉2, (3.42)

σij = 〈vivj〉 − 〈vi〉〈vj〉. (3.43)

Therefore, Brysk neutron-inferred ion temperatures in Eq. (3.34) are well defined

by a complete set of six hot-spot flow parameters in terms of three directional

variances (σxx, σyy, and σzz) and three covariances (σxy, σyz, and σzx). LOS effects

are manifested through three geometrical factors gx, gy, and gz. The terminology

of “directional variance”, for variables σxx, σyy and σzz, are used to distinguish

themselves from the velocity variance var
[
�v · d̂

]
defined in Eq. (3.35) before the

vector decomposition. The compact form of non-relativistic Brysk ion temperature

in Eq. (3.34) is,

T̂ inferred
i = T̂ thermal

i +
∑

i,j σijgigj. (3.44)

Figure (3.14) compares the ion temperature ratio RT = T inferred
i,max /T inferred

i,min sim-

ulated by IRIS3D with Brysk ion temperatures through a direct computation

of directional-variance and covariance defined by Eq. (3.44). RT for midmodes


 = 5−12 is shown to be smaller than that for low modes 
 = 1−4 due to smaller

magnitudes of neutron-averaged hot-spot fluid velocities. When hot spots are

significantly distorted, neutron energy spectra are no longer in Gaussian shape.
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Figure 3.14: Comparison of maximum to minimum neutron-inferred ion temper-
atures between IRIS3D and the Brysk ion temperatures to validate Eq. (3.44)
using DEC3D single-mode database 
 = 1− 12 with different initial velocity per-
turbations δv/v0 = 0.01− 0.14.

An increasing discrepancy is observed between Brysk ion temperatures defined

in Eq. (3.44) and ion temperatures inferred from the Gaussian-fit method in

IRIS3D. At RT = 1.4, which is comparable to OMEGA experiments with large

ion temperature variations, discrepancy between ion temperatures inferred from

the velocity variance measurement and the Gaussian-fit method for mode 
 = 4

is about 5% higher than the Y = X curve in Fig. 3.14. When neutron energy

spectra are non-Gaussian, an accurate ion temperature is obtained from a direct

measurement of energy variance or velocity variance from the neutron production

spectrum outlined by Eq. (3.32). The discrepancy between Brysk temperatures

and ion temperatures inferred from the variance measurement method is observed

to vanish.

The neutron-inferred ion-temperature measurement asymmetry is a collective

effect of six hot-spot flow parameters through a linear superposition relation,

	T̂i = T̂ inferred
i − T̂ thermal

i =
∑
i,j

σijgigj. (3.45)
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Equation (3.45) can be generalized into a system of linear equations that con-

nects the state vector containing the complete set of six hot-spot flow parameters

�σ = (σxx, σyy, σzz, 2σxy, 2σyz, 2σzx) with the ion-temperature measurement varia-

tion vector 	�TLOS observed at six LOS’s through a 6 × 6 invertible line-of-sight

matrix M̂3D
LOS, which is determined by six pairs of LOS angles θLOS and φLOS,

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

	T̂i,1

	T̂i,2

	T̂i,3

	T̂i,4

	T̂i,5

	T̂i,6

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
��TLOS

=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

gx,1gx,1 . . . . gz,1gx,1

gx,2gx,2 . . . . gz,2gx,2

gx,3gx,3 . . . . gz,3gx,3

gx,4gx,4 . . . . gz,4gx,4

gx,5gx,5 . . . . gz,5gx,5

gx,6gx,6 . . . . gz,6gx,6

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
M̂3D

LOS

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

σxx

σyy

σzz

2σxy

2σyz

2σzx

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
�σ

. (3.46)

For two-dimensional (2-D) planar flows with a translational symmetry in the z

direction, σzz = σzx = σyz = 0, the linear system is reduced to an invertible 3× 3

matrix,

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
	T̂i,1

	T̂i,2

	T̂i,3

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
gx,1gx,1 gy,1gy,1 gx,1gy,1

gx,2gx,2 gy,2gy,2 gx,2gy,2

gx,3gx,3 gy,3gy,3 gx,3gy,3

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

M̂2D
LOS

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
σxx

σyy

2σxy

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ , (3.47)

with the 2-D determinant (det) of M̂2D
LOS,

det2D = f × sin	φ12 sin	φ23 sin	φ31, (3.48)

where f = − sin2 θ1 sin
2 θ2 sin

2 θ3, 	φ12 = φ1 − φ2, 	φ23 = φ2 − φ3, and 	φ31 =

φ3−φ1. The determinant det2D is nonzero for any two pairs of nonparallel LOS’s,

i.e., φi − φj �= 0, π. Similarly, in 3-D six LOS’s cannot be chosen to be parallel

with each other to avoid forming a singular LOS matrix and the LOS matrix M̂3D
LOS
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should have a small conditional number to minimize error propagations.

The matrix representation can be utilized to approximate the true minimum

of neutron-inferred ion temperature through six ion-temperature measurements.

The terminology of Brysk and matrix model will be used interchangeably. Define a

column vector �Ti to represent six neutron-inferred ion-temperature measurements,

a column vector �Tth to represent the thermal ion temperature, and a 6 × 6 LOS

matrix M̂0 = M̂3D
LOS to store six LOS geometrical factors,

�Ti =
∑6

j=1 T̂
inferred
i,j êj,

�Tth = T̂ thermal
i

∑6
j=1 êj,

(3.49)

where {êj=1,...,6} are six orthonormal base vectors. Let T̂p be a prediction of

neutron-inferred ion temperature at an arbitrary LOS(θp, φp), which is uniquely

specified by the new LOS matrix M̂p and its matrix elements gigj(θp, φp),

�Ti = �Tth + M̂0 · �σ,
�Tp = �Tth + M̂p · �σ.

(3.50)

The solution for the state vector �σ is first obtained by multiplying the inverse of

the LOS matrix with the vector of six ion-temperature measurements,

�σ = M̂−1
0 · (�Ti − �Tth). (3.51)

The prediction of neutron-inferred ion temperature at the new LOS is,

�Tp = (̂I− M̂p · M̂−1
0 ) · �Tth + M̂p · M̂−1

0 · �Ti. (3.52)

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.52) is denoted by the departure
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matrix δ̂p,0, which characterizes the departure of the new LOS from the old one.

δ̂p,0 = Î− M̂p · M̂−1
0 . (3.53)

The exact relation predicting neutron-inferred ion temperatures at new LOS is,

�Tp = δ̂p,0 · �Tth + M̂p · M̂−1
0 · �Ti. (3.54)

When predictions of neutron-inferred ion temperatures are near the vicinity of old

LOS, the term δ̂p,0 · �Tth approaches zero. Therefore, an approximated solution of

neutron-inferred ion temperatures in the neighborhood of old LOS is,

�Tp � M̂p · M̂−1
0 · �Ti, (3.55)

and the minimum neutron-inferred ion temperature in the full map at all angles

θp and φp is,

T̂ appro.inf
i,min = Min[M̂p(θp, φp) · M̂−1

0 · �Ti]4π. (3.56)

To validate the vanishing contribution of the term δ̂p,0 · �Tth, six LOS’s at the

same neutron time-of-flight (nTOF) locations in OMEGA are chosen, indicated

by six red dots on the sky map in Fig. (3.15). Positions of six LOS angles

complete all matrix elements for M̂3D
LOS or its inverse M̂−1

0 . Using OMEGA six

LOS configuration, the following vector is computed,

M̂p(θp, φp) · M̂−1
0 · �Tth =

∑6
j=1 ajT̂

thermal
i êj, (3.57)
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Figure 3.15: A numerical test to show the term δ̂p,0 · �Tth has vanishing contribution
in 4π solid angles by taking the thermal ion temperature as 3 keV. Six LOS’s
are indicated by red dots. The coordinates (θ, φ) in unit of radians are (1.0700,
0.8314)1, (1.0847, 3.5888)2, (2.0345, 2.8274)3, (0.6705, 4.3563)4, (1.5334, 2.8142)5,
and (1.4831, 5.4412)6

with vector elements,

aj = cos2 θp + αj sin 2θp sinφp + sin2 θp(cos
2 φp + βj sin 2φp + sin2 φp). (3.58)

By neglecting the two small constants αj = 8.9 × 10−16 and βj = −2.2 × 10−16

in Eq. (3.58), we have aj � 1 in Eq. (3.57), resulting in a well-approximated

zero vector δ̂p,0 · �Tth = (̂I − M̂p · M̂−1
0 ) · �Tth � �0. Figure (3.15) shows a numerical

test to estimate δ̂p,0(θp, φp) · �Tth at all angles θp and φp by direct computing the

departure matrix δ̂p,0 using Eq. (3.53). Magnitudes of the vector components

δ̂p,0(θp, φp) · �Tth ∼ 10−15 keV are observed negligibly small.

Figure (3.16)-(a) shows the reconstruction of 4π approximated prediction of

neutron-inferred ion temperatures using Eq. (3.55) based on six neutron-inferred

ion temperatures from six LOS’s for mode 
 = 1 perturbation obtained from an

IRIS3D simulation. The neutron-averaged thermal ion temperature T thermal
i =

3.551 keV for mode 
 = 1 is shown to be in agreement with the prediction of
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Figure 3.16: (a) Prediction of neutron-inferred ion temperatures Tp in the full
map by Eq. (3.55) using six neutron-inferred ion temperatures, shown by the
red dots, at six nTOF locations in OMEGA. The neutron-averaged thermal ion
temperature 〈Ti〉b ≡ T thermal

i is 3.551 keV, and the minimum of neutron-inferred
ion temperature T thermal

i,pred ≡ T appro.inf
i,min is 3.525 keV. (b) Comparison of neutron-

inferred ion temperatures simulated by IRIS3D and the neutron energy spectrum
model using 16 LOS’s with that of simulated by the Brysk ion temperatures by
Eq. (3.55) using six LOS’s.

minimum neutron-inferred ion temperature T appro.inf
i,min = 3.525 keV obtained by

Eq. (3.56). Figure (3.16)-(b) shows that the prediction of neutron-inferred ion

measurements using Eq. (3.54) from north to south poles for mode 
 = 1 at

the fixed angle φ = 0, agrees with the result of IRIS3D and the neutron energy

spectrum model, both using 16 LOS’s uniformly distributed over azimuthal angles

θ ∈ [0, π].

Equation (3.45) can be used to explain the symmetric variation of neutron-

inferred ion temperatures for mode 
 = 1 from north to south poles. DEC3D

single-mode database shows that magnitudes of single-mode covariances are neg-

ligibly small. 3-D single-mode neutron-inferred ion-temperature variations are

therefore governed by three directional variance in Eq. (3.45),

	T̂ 3D
i (θ, φ) = sin2 θ(σxx cos

2 φ+ σyy sin
2 φ) + σzz cos

2 θ. (3.59)
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Figure 3.17: DEC3D single-mode simulations with δv/v0 = 0.07 initial velocity
perturbations. (a) Comparison of the directional and total velocity variances.
Mode 
 = 2 exhibits the largest total velocity variance. (b) Comparison of the
minimum inferred ion-temperature formula in Eq. (3.56) shown by open and solid
red circles with the improved approximation formula in Eq. (3.66) shown by open
and solid blue squares with isotropic variance separation. Significant improved
prediction of thermal ion temperatures is observed.

LOS dependence enters through the square of three geometrical factors , while the

magnitudes of three directional varianceof the hot-spot fluid velocity distribution

determine the ion-temperature measurement variation at different angles. For 2-D

rotational symmetric modes defined by m = 0, the property of directional variance

σxx = σyy leads to a simplified expression for 2-D single-mode neutron-inferred

ion-temperature measurement variations,

	T̂ 2D
i (θ, φ) = (σxx + σyy) sin

2 θ + σzz cos
2 θ. (3.60)

Figure (3.17)-(a) investigates the magnitude of directional variance in the

single-mode spectrum. For mode 
 = 1, the property of σxx + σyy  σzz in-

dicates that the last term σzz cos
2 θ in Eq. (3.60) dominates. Therefore, the

neutron-inferred ion-temperature measurement variation for mode 
 = 1 is,

	T̂ �=1
i � σzz cos

2 θ, (3.61)

which explains the sinusoidal curve shown in Fig. (3.16)-(b), with the maximum
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Figure 3.18: The full map of ion-temperature measurement variation for low
mode 
 = 4,m = 2 by Eq. (3.45) through direct computation of variance and
covariance from DEC3D hydrodynamic data. Two dim regions are resulted from
unequal directional variance σxx �= σyy in Eq. (3.59).

ion temperatures observed at north and south poles and the minimum ion tem-

perature observed on the equator. Although magnitudes of σzz for modes 
 = 1,

3, and 4 are close to each other, the flow structure for mode 
 = 1 has the least

non-translational hot-spot fluid motion on the x− y plane, resulting in the largest

anisotropic velocity variance σzz − σxx or σzz − σyy in Fig. (3.17)-(a). Mode 
 = 2

is shown to exhibit the largest total directional variance σ2
x+σ2

y in Fig. (3.17)-(a),

because of the large radial flow structure within the donut-shape warm bubble.

2-D m = 0 modes are shown to have larger directional variance in the z direction

than in x or y directions. Because the central spike along the z axis for 2-D m = 0

modes behaves as a 3-D spike due to the azimuthal rotational symmetry, the 3-D

central spike grows faster than 2-D ring-structure RT spikes, resulting in more

intense hot-spot fluid velocity disturbance in the z direction. Figure (3.17)-(b)

compares the minimum neutron-inferred ion temperature given by Eq. (3.56) for

different single modes, in which six neutron-inferred ion temperatures are simu-

lated by IRIS3D. The property of large isotropic velocity variance for mode 
 = 2 is

shown to cuase more than 10% higher minimum neutron-inferred ion temperature

than the neutron-averaged thermal ion temperature.
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Figure (3.18) shows that mode 
 = 4,m = 2 has sinusoidal ion-temperature

measurement variations in the azimuthal direction φ, which is caused by unequal

directional variance σxx �= σyy. The period of 2 variation is due to the presence

of sin2 φ and cos2 φ terms in Eq. (3.59). As a result, 3-D effects of azimuthal ion-

temperature measurement variations are caused by different values of directional

variance in x, y and z directions. Equation (3.34) implies that the variation among

different directional variance is the source of neutron-inferred ion temperature

measurement asymmetry. Therefore, the directional variance in Eq. (3.59) can be

written into a sum of a constant part defined as a directional-independent isotropic

velocity variance σiso and a fluctuation part of directional variance 	σii,

σii = σiso +	σii. (3.62)

Effects of isotropic velocity variance on minimum inferred ion temperatures can

be explained by substituting Eq. (3.62) into Eq. (3.45). By using the vector

property
∑3

i=1 gigi = d̂ · d̂ = 1, the isotropic velocity variance σiso is shown to exist

uniformly in three different orthogonal directions,

∑3
i=1(σiso +	σii)gigi = σiso +

∑3
i=1 	σiigigi. (3.63)

The fluctuation part 	σii of directional variance is shown to be the origin of

neutron-inferred ion-temperature measurement variations, whereas the isotropic

velocity variance σiso is shown to cause minimum neutron-inferred ion tempera-

tures above thermal ion temperatures. Equation (3.45) can be written as,

	T̂i(θ, φ) = σiso +
∑3

i=1 	σiigigi +
∑

i �=j σijgigj. (3.64)

The isotropic velocity variance σiso should be subtracted from all directional vari-

ance σii in order to shift minimum neutron-inferred ion temperatures in Eq. (3.55)
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down to the level of thermal ion temperatures. By neglecting covariance terms in

Eq. (3.64), the functional form of single-mode isotropic velocity variance can be

taken as the minimum value among three directional variance σxx, σyy and σzz in

order to remove the uniform background of directional variance,

σiso = Min[σxx, σyy, σzz]. (3.65)

An improved approximation for thermal ion temperatures is obtained by removing

the isotropic velocity variance using Eq. (3.65) from the minimum inferred ion

temperature in Eq. (3.55):

T̂ thermal
i,appro � T̂ appro.inf

i,min − σiso. (3.66)

The improved approximation for thermal ion temperatures using Eq. (3.66) is

studied by blue squares in Fig. (3.17)-(b). After removing the isotropic velocity

variance, minimum neutron-inferred ion temperatures indicated by red circles are

all down to the level of neutron-averaged thermal ion temperatures for all differ-

ent single modes, within 3% uncertainty. Low mode 
 = 1 is shown to exhibit the

least isotropic velocity variance, and its minimum neutron-inferred ion tempera-

ture is shown close to the neutron-averaged thermal ion temperature within 1%

uncertainty, even without removing the isotropic velocity variance.

However, solutions of isotropic velocity variance given by Eq. (3.65) are ob-

tained from calculating directional variance using simulation data. σiso cannot be

determined in experiments, caused by the fact that both isotropic velocity vari-

ance and thermal ion temperatures are directionally independent. As a result,

the minimum inferred ion temperature includes a nonseparable contribution from

isotropic hot-spot fluid motions.

The method of vector decomposition can be applied to expand each high order
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Figure 3.19: Investigation of 3-D effects of covariance terms for the multimode
perturbation 
 = 10,m = 5, and 
 = 1 by post-processing DEC3D hydrodynamic
data to obtain directional variance and covariance: (a) use Eq. (3.44) to obtain
T̂ inferred
i = T̂ thermal

i +
∑3

i=1 σiigigi +
∑

i �=j σijgigj; (b) use the same formula but

neglects directional variance terms to obtain T̂ inferred
i = T̂ thermal

i +
∑

i �=j σijgigj.

correction term in Munro’s relativistic treatment [Mun16], at the cost to require

more LOS ion-temperature measurements. For 14 MeV neutrons, the relativistic

correction is approximately to be < 5% [Mun16, MFH+17].

In applications, the true minimum inferred ion temperature provides more real-

istic evaluations of the true thermal temperature. The reconstruction of neutron-

inferred ion temperatures through six LOS ion-temperature measurements can also

be used to infer orientations of neutron-averaged hot-spot flow velocities. Since

the latter is well correlated with neutron-inferred areal density variations in the

presence of low mode 
 = 1 − 2, relations between variations in ion temperature

and areal density measurements can be used to understand signature of low mode

asymmetries in experiments.

3.4.3 Multi-mode velocity variance

Figure (3.19)-(a) investigates the effect of rotational asymmetry on neutron-inferred

ion-temperature measurement asymmetry for a two-mode simulation that has a
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Figure 3.20: Plot (a) compares RT in DEC3D two-mode simulations (1) with a
dominant low mode 
 = 1 in the blue curve and (2) with a dominant high mode

 = 10,m = 5 in the red curve. Plot (b) compares the corresponding yield-over-
clean.

dominant low mode 
 = 1 and a small perturbation of high mode 
 = 10,m = 5.

The azimuthal rotational symmetry is broke slightly due to the presence of odd-m

mode, leading to a significant 3-D neutron-inferred ion-temperature measurement

variation on the sky map observed in Fig. (3.19)-(b). 3-D effects of non-zero

covariance terms denoted by 	T̂ cov
i in Eq. (3.41) are considered separately,

	T̂ cov
i (θ, φ) = σxy sin

2 θ sin 2φ+ σyz sin 2θ sinφ+ σzx sin 2θ cosφ. (3.67)

Two bright spots observed in Fig. (3.19)-(b) are caused by the period of 2 in

polar and azimuthal angles θ and φ. Since covariance terms can be negative,

the 4π minimum of three covariance terms 	T̂ cov
i should be included inside the

minimum bracket in Eq. (3.65) to obtain the value of isotropic velocity variance

for multimode perturbations.

Figure (3.20) compares the ion temperature ratio RT and yield-over-clean

(YOC = 2-D or 3-D fusion yield/ 1-D clean yield) in DEC3D two-mode simu-

lations: (1) a dominant low mode 
 = 1 with an increasing initial perturbation of

a high mode 
 = 10,m = 5; (2) a dominant high mode 
 = 10,m = 5 with an

increasing initial perturbation of a low mode 
 = 1. The steeper rise of neutron-

inferred ion-temperature variation is observed for the dominant high mode 
 = 10
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Figure 3.21: (a) The neutron-inferred ion-temperature sky map simulated by
IRIS3D at high resolution by post-processing a strongly distorted DEC3D mul-
timode simulation with an initial perturbation spectrum 	v/v0

∑12
�=1 Y

m=�/2
� and

YOC = 0.36. (b) DEC3D mass density and velocity field profiles on the x − y
plane. A developed jet structure is observed in the x direction. The shape of the
distorted hot spot is indicated by Te = 0.5-keV contour surface.

simulations, because of a rapid increasing fluid velocity disturbance in the z direc-

tion from σkeV
zz = 0.44 to σkeV

zz = 1.82, whereas the fluid velocity disturbance on the

x − y plane was observed to increase slightly from σkeV
xx = 0.294 to σkeV

xx = 0.325.

The overall effect of superposition of a mode 
 = 1 with a dominant mode 
 = 10

significantly increases the flow asymmetry in the z direction.

Figure (3.21)-(a) shows an neutron-inferred ion-temperature sky map simulated

by IRIS3D for a strongly perturbed 3-D multi-mode simulation with the a YOC

= 0.36. The initial perturbation spectrum 	v/v0
∑12

�=1 Y
m=�/2
� consists of modes


 = 1 − 12, m = 0 for odd-
 modes and m = 
/2 for even-
 modes. Each mode

has the same initial velocity perturbation 	v/v0 = 0.14. Directional variance are

σkeV
xx = 1.2, σkeV

yy = 0.74, and σkeV
zz = 0.76, indicating the existence of a dominant

jet structure as shown by the velocity field profile in Fig. (3.21)-(b). The motion

of the jet on the x − y plane can be read from the neutron-averaged hot-spot

fluid velocities 〈vx〉 = −7.6 km/s and 〈vy〉 = −5.4 km/s, roughly indicating the

orientation of the jet from (θ = π/2, φ1 = 0.95) to (θ = π/2, φ2 = 4.1), which

accounts for two asymmetric bright spots observed in Fig. (3.21)-(a).

Figure (3.22)-(a) shows the reconstruction of a 3-D neutron-inferred ion-temperature

sky map by Eq. (3.44), and is shown in a good agreement with IRIS3D simulation
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Figure 3.22: Reconstruction of 3-D neutron-inferred ion-temperature profiles by
Brysk ion temperature model for the strongly perturbed multi-mode simulation
shown in Fig. (3.21) (a) using Eq. (3.44) by including three directional variance
terms denoted by var = σxxgxgx + σyygygy + σzzgzgz and three covariance terms
denoted by cov = 2σxygxgy + 2σyzgygz + 2σzxgzgx, (b) including only the three
directional variance terms, and (c) including only the three covariance terms. The
neutron-averaged thermal ion temperature is 〈Ti〉IRIS3D

b = 2.7 keV.

in Fig. (3.21)-(a). Magnitudes of covariance terms σkeV
xy = 0.26, σkeV

yz = −0.048,

and σkeV
zx = −0.089 in the strongly perturbed multimode simulation are large

enough to cause significant 3-D ion-temperature measurement variations. Effects

of directional variance and covariance on neutron-inferred ion-temperature mea-

surement variations are investigated separately in Figs. (3.22)-(b) and (3.22)-(c),

showing that the formation of two bright asymmetric spot located at θ = π/2 and

φ = 0 in Fig. (3.22)-(a) are caused by large covariance terms.

3.5 Hot-spot residual kinetic energy

Effects of Doppler velocity broadening on neutron energy spectra can be used to

infer properties of hot-spot nontranslational residual kinetic energies. The sum of

three measurements of ion temperature at orthogonal LOS’s along with x1 = x,

x2 = y, and x3 = z directions is related to the thermal ion temperature and the
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total velocity variance, in which three covariance terms vanish exactly,

1

3

3∑
j=1

T̂ inferred
i,j = T̂ thermal

i +
1

3

(
σiso +

3∑
i=1

	σii

)
. (3.68)

The appearance of isotropic velocity variance causes larger averaged ion temper-

atures than thermal ion temperatures by an amount of σiso. Since geometrical

factors or LOS effects do not enter the sum of ion-temperature measurements at

three orthogonal axes, the apparent ion temperature is further increased by an

amount of 	σxx + 	σyy + 	σzz due to anisotropic velocity variance. The total

velocity variance and the hot spot nontranslational fluid velocity disturbance are

closely related. The hot-spot fluid velocities in three orthogonal directions can be

decomposed into a translational component of neutron-averaged linear velocity 〈vi〉

and a nontranslational component of velocity fluctuation denoted by 	vnontransi ,

vi = 〈vi〉+	vnontransi . (3.69)

Substituting Eq. (3.69) into the definition of directional variance σii = 〈(vi −

〈vi〉)2〉, the expression of total velocity variance is equivalent to the inner product

of total nontranslational hot-spot fluid velocities,

σ2
total ≡

∑3
i=1 σii = 〈	�v · 	�v〉nontrans. (3.70)

By introducing the total nontranslational hot-spot residual kinetic energy (KE),

KEnontrans
HS =

1

2
Mb

HS〈	v2〉nontrans, (3.71)

whereMb
HS = 1

2
nb
i mDTV

b
HS is the neutron-averaged hot-spot mass, nb

i is the neutron-

averaged hot-spot total ion number density, V b
HS is the neutron-averaged hot-spot

volume, mDT is the total DT ion-pair mass, and the superscript b denotes the
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spatial neutron-averaging. By expressing the total velocity variance in terms of

the hot-spot nontranslational residual kinetic energy using Eq. (3.71), Eq. (3.68)

can be written into,

1

3

3∑
j=1

T̂ inferred
i,j = T̂ thermal

i

(
1 +

2KEnontrans
HS

3Mb
HST̂

thermal
i

)
. (3.72)

The product of neutron-averaged hot-spot mass and the normalized thermal ion

temperature can be simplified into Mb
HST̂

thermal
i � IEb

HS/6. The thermodynamic

equilibrium between electron and ion temperatures is assumed to give the neutron-

averaged hot-spot total pressure P b
HS = 2nb

i T
thermal
i , which is a common approx-

imation adopted in deceleration phase hydrodynamic models [SB05a, BCBW16]

to express the ion-temperature-dependent fusion reactivity as a function of the

total gas pressure. mDT � mn + mα is assumed by neglecting the small mass

deficit in DT fusion reactions, and IEb
HS = 3

2
P b
HSV

b
HS is the neutron-averaged hot-

spot internal energy. Therefore, the average of three ion temperatures measured

at orthogonal directions in Eq. (3.72) is related to the ratio of neutron-averaged

nontranslational hot-spot residual kinetic energy to the neutron-averaged hot-spot

internal energy:

1

3

3∑
j=1

T̂ inferred
i,j = T̂ thermal

i

(
1 + 4

KEnontrans
HS

IEb
HS

)
. (3.73)

Equation (3.73) is validated in Fig. (3.23)-(a), in which the nontranslational hot-

spot kinetic energy is replaced by the total hot-spot kinetic energy KEtotal
HS because

their magnitudes are close: KEtotal
HS � KEnontrans

HS . This approximation is only valid

for modes 
 ≥ 2 with small amount of translational hot-spot residual kinetic

energies. Figure (3.23)-(b) investigates the effect of isotropic velocity variance by

comparing minimum neutron-inferred ion temperatures obtained by Eq. (3.56)

with thermal ion temperatures in the mode spectrum. Mode 
 = 1 is shown to
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exhibit the least isotropic flow so that its minimum inferred ion temperature is close

to the thermal ion temperature. Mode 
 = 2 is shown to exhibit large deviations

between minimum inferred temperatures and thermal temperatures because of

large isotropic velocity variance. The intimate relation between ion-temperature

measurement variation and residual kinetic energy can be shown by considering

the conservation of total energy at the time of stagnation between 3-D and 1-D

implosions [WBS+18a],

IEb
HS,3D/IE

b
HS,1D = 1− RKEtotal − RIESH, (3.74)

where notations for the normalized total residual kinetic energy RKEtotal, the

normalized neutron-averaged hot-spot residual kinetic energy RKEb
HS, and the

normalized shell internal energy RIESH are defined by

RKEtotal = (KE3D
total −KE1D

total)/IE
b
HS,1D,

RKEb
HS = (KEb,3D

HS −KEb,1D
HS )/IEb

HS,1D,

RIESH = (IE3D
SH − IE1D

SH)/IE
b
HS,1D.

(3.75)

The ratio of the neutron-averaged hot-spot residual kinetic energy to the neutron-

averaged hot-spot internal energy can be rewritten as KEb
HS,3D/IE

b
HS,3D = RKEb

HS/(1−

RKEtotal − RIESH). Except for low mode 
 = 1, the neutron-averaged nontrans-

lational hot-spot residual kinetic energy in Eq. (3.73) can be well approximated

by the neutron-averaged total hot-spot residual kinetic energy since modes 
 ≥ 2

contain less translational hot-spot fluid motions. Therefore, the summation of

neutron-inferred ion temperatures at three orthogonal directions in Eq. (3.73) is

a function of residual kinetic energies:

1

4

(∑3
j=1 T̂

inferred
i,j

3T̂ thermal
i

− 1

)
� RKEb

HS

1− RKEtotal − RIESH

. (3.76)
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Figure 3.23: DEC3D 77068 single-mode database. Plot (a) validates Eq. (3.73)
by comparing the sum of three neutron-inferred ion temperatures at x̂, ŷ, and ẑ to
the thermal ion temperature and total variance. The red dots are low mode 
 = 1.
Plot (b) compares the minimum neutron-inferred ion temperatures defined by Eq.
(3.56) with the neutron-averaged thermal ion temperatures for all single modes.
The red dots are low mode 
 = 1 and the blue dots are low mode 
 = 2. Plot
(c) compares the average neutron-inferred ion temperatures over three orthogonal
directions with hot-spot and shell residual kinetic energies to validate Eq. (3.76).

Equation (3.76) shows that increasing neutron-inferred ion temperatures are caused

by nontranslational hot-spot residual kinetic energies. Only when KEnontrans
HS = 0

in Eq. (3.72), the average of neutron-inferred ion temperature measured at three

orthogonal axes is equal to the thermal ion temperature. Figure (3.23)(c) shows

that Eq. (3.76) is valid for all modes 
 ≥ 2. Mode 
 = 1 is the outlier because

it has large translational hot-spot fluid motions that violate the approximation of

KEnontrans
HS � KEb

HS,3D in Eq. (3.76).

3.6 Conclusion

A comprehensive analysis of velocity variance in Brysk ion temperatures [Bry73,

Mur14, Mun16] is presented for single-mode and multimode RT instabilities in the

deceleration phase of ICF implosions. 3-D effects of hot-spot flow asymmetry on

variations in ion-temperature measurement is shown to be uniquely determined by

a complete set of six hot-spot flow parameters including three directional variance

and three covariance, which are calculated from hot spot fluid velocity distribu-
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tions. An approximated solution to minimum neutron-inferred ion temperatures

is derived, and the approximated neutron-inferred ion-temperature profiles over

full 4π solid angles are shown to be well reconstructed by six ion-temperature

measurements. The reconstructed neutron-inferred ion-temperature profiles are

in agreement with the result of the neutron energy spectrum model [GSB+14] and

Monte Carlo neutron transport code IRIS3D. [WRF18] Predictions of minimum

neutron-inferred ion temperatures for low mode 
 = 1 are shown to close to thermal

ion temperatures because mode 
 = 1 exhibits the least isotropic velocity variance.

Low mode 
 = 2 is shown to exhibit a large isotropic velocity variance due to its

large radial flow structure within the donut-shape warm bubble on the equato-

rial plane. A large isotropic velocity variance is shown to cause the minimum

neutron-inferred ion temperature well above the thermal ion temperature. An

improved approximation of the thermal ion temperature is derived by separating

the isotropic velocity variance. The presence of nontranslational hot-spot residual

kinetic energy is shown to cause larger averaged neutron-inferred ion temperatures

measured at three orthogonal directions than the thermal ion temperature.
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4 Impact of Isotropic Flows within the Hot

Spot

4.1 Motivation

In National Ignition Facility (NIF) experiments [GJKC+16], DD neutron-inferred

ion temperatures less than that of DT were inferred. Ratios of DD to DT neutron-

inferred ion temperatures were observed in between TDD/TDT = 0.8 − 1, and

simultaneously these shots exhibited a small ion-temperature measurement varia-

tion among different LOS. The “isotropic source ”was hypothesized [GJKC+16] to

explain DD and DT neutron-inferred ion temperatures being well above thermal

ion temperatures. Although the physical interpretation for the velocity variance

was described in Murphy [Mur14] for the limit of fully developed turbulence and

by Munro [Mun16, MFH+17] with relativistic corrections, an accurate descrip-

tion for the isotropic source from the structure of velocity variance is missing.

The presence of isotropic sources leads to overestimation of the inferred hot-spot

pressure [SGE+12, KTB+14], which is an important metric to assess implosion

performance.

In Chapter 3, the technique of decomposing the velocity variance into six hot-

spot flow parameters [WBS+18b], provides a unified framework to understand the

complex 3-D flow structure analytically. In this chapter, a comprehensive analysis

for the structure of velocity variance is presented, through applying the technique

of Chapter 3, with the objective to derive a general expression for the isotropic
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velocity variance for single-mode and multi-mode perturbations, and investigate

the impact of isotropic sources on causing the DD/DT ion-temperature ratio to

fall below unity.

4.2 Physical meaning of variance and covariance

In Chapter 3, the technique [WBS+18b] that decomposes the velocity variance in

the non-relativistic Brysk ion temperatures in Eq. (3.30) is extended to a full rel-

ativistic treatment by retaining 	1 and 	2 terms in Eq. (3.16). However, magni-

tudes of relativistic corrections are too small compared with large ion-temperature

measurement variations caused by the velocity variance term. The extension of

Chapter 3 technique to a relativistic version is proposed as for future work, because

the main component of isotropic source is hidden in the non-relativistic Brysk ion

temperatures.

By substituting the fluid velocity �v = viêi measured in the laboratory frame

and the LOS unit vector d̂ = giêi into the velocity variance var
[
�v · d̂

]
, the compact

representation for non-relativistic Brysk ion temperatures in Eq. (3.30) is,

T̂ inferred
i = T̂ thermal

i + gigjσij, (4.1)

where Einstein summation convention for any two repeating indices is used. The

summation indices running over i = 1, 2 and 3 correspond to Cartesian coor-

dinates x, y and z respectively. {êi} is a set of orthonormal unit vectors that

parallel with the x-axis: ê1 = (1, 0, 0), the y-axis: ê1 = (0, 1, 0) and the z-axis:

ê3 = (0, 0, 1) respectively. The Kronecker delta δij is unity for i = j and zero

for i �= j, which naturally splits the summation term in Eq. (3.44) into three

directional-variance “var” and three covariance “cov”. The notation of “var” rep-

resents the directional-variance and it should not be confused with that for the
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velocity variance var
[
�v · d̂

]
. Define the projector operator P to select i = j and

i �= j components in the summation.

var = Pi=j[gigjσij] = g1g1σ11 + g2g2σ22 + g3g3σ33, (4.2)

cov = Pi �=j[gigjσij] = 2g1g2σ12 + 2g2g3σ23 + 2g3g1σ31. (4.3)

In Chapter 3, negligible small single-mode covariance terms were observed in

DEC3D single-mode database. This property is not valid in multi-mode pertur-

bations, because the onset of rotational asymmetry triggers a transition from zero

single-mode covariance to non-zero multi-mode covariance.

σ12 = 〈v1v2〉 − 〈v1〉〈v2〉, (4.4)

σ23 = 〈v2v3〉 − 〈v2〉〈v3〉, (4.5)

σ31 = 〈v3v1〉 − 〈v3〉〈v1〉. (4.6)

An accurate physical interpretation for directional-variance and covariance terms

is derived as follows in order to build up the physical picture for an isotropic

source systematically. The burn-averaged linear 〈vi〉 and bilinear 〈vivj〉 hot-spot

fluid velocities are non-zero only for odd-m single modes.

〈v1〉 = δm,modd
〈v1〉modd

, (4.7)

〈v2〉 = δm,modd
〈v2〉modd

, (4.8)

〈v3〉 = δ�,�odd〈v3〉�odd , (4.9)
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Figure 4.1: Comparison of single-mode burn-averaged linear velocities in (a) and
bilinear velocities in (b) at stagnations simulated by DEC3D at 7% initial velocity
perturbation for OMEGA shot 77068. Mode 
 = 1 has large burn-averaged z-
velocity due to the jet. Burn-averaged bilinear velocities in (b) are negligible. The
combined results in (a) and (b) lead to vanishing single-mode covariance.

and

〈v1v2〉 = δm,modd
〈v1v2〉modd

, (4.10)

〈v2v3〉 = δm,modd
〈v2v3〉modd

, (4.11)

〈v3v1〉 = δm,modd
〈v3v1〉modd

. (4.12)

Figure (4.1) shows the survey of burn-averaged linear and bilinear velocities in

DEC3D deceleration-phase single-mode database, with the mode spectrum 
 =

1− 12 including 2-D m = 0 modes and 3-D m = 
even/2 modes. Periodic jumps of

burn-averaged linear and bilinear velocities are observed only to occur 3-D m �= 0

modes, which lead to the result of zero single-mode covariance,

σ
(meven)
12 = σ

(meven)
23 = σ

(meven)
31 = 0. (4.13)

To understand the physical origin of zero single-mode covariance caused by az-

imuthal symmetry, the fluid velocity �v is decomposed into a burn-averaged compo-

nent 〈�v〉 that represents the mean fluid velocity within the distorted 3-D hot spot

and a fluctuation component 	�v, in a similar manner of Reynolds decomposition
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in fluid mechanics,

�v(�x, t) = 〈�v(t)〉+	�v(�x, t). (4.14)

In the spatial integration to calculate the burn-averaged or neutron-averaged

bracket, the covariance term σij = 〈(vi − 〈vi〉)(vj − 〈vj〉)〉 is separated into two

equal halves, defined by the left integration domain DL : 0 ≤ φ < π and the right

integration domain DR : π ≤ φ < 2π,

σij = 〈	vi(φDL
)	vj(φDL

)〉+ 〈	vi(φDR
)	vj(φDR

)〉. (4.15)

The physical meaning of azimuthal symmetry in angle φ implies the conservation

of a zero total translational momentum of the whole capsule in the direction or-

thogonal to the rotation axis. Equivalently, the whole capsule experiences a zero

net torque, which determines the rotation of the whole capsule off the rotational

axis. The azimuthal symmetry is manifested by requiring the existence of a pair of

parallel and anti-parallel flow velocities rotational symmetrically on the x−y plane

in the single-mode perturbations, which immediately leads to the zero covariance

for even-m modes in Eqs. (4.13) and (4.15).

	vi(θ, φDL
) = −	vi(θ, φDR

). (4.16)

In the presence of odd-m modes, the whole capsule rotates and translates

on the plane orthogonal to the rotation axis, meaning that the loss of azimuthal

symmetric configuration to maintain the perfect cancellation of the pair of parallel

and anti-parallel flows in the covariance term in Eq. (4.15). However, magnitudes

of non-zero covariance for odd-m modes decrease with the azimuthal variation

number m. Because for large odd-m modes, flow velocities are highly localized

within the cold bubbles, which are even colder with lower burn weights as RT spikes

converge to form the secondary piston. As a result, the overall contribution to the
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covariance terms due to the azimuthal symmetric high-velocity vorticity within the

cold bubbles decreases as m increases. Therefore, single-mode covariance terms

are analytically zero for even-m modes and approach zero in the limit of large

odd-m modes,

limmodd→∞σ
(modd)
ij = 0. (4.17)

Eq. (4.7) shows that burn-averaged linear velocities 〈vi〉 are non-zero only for

odd-
 and odd-m modes. Since non-zero 〈vi〉 can result in translation of the whole

capsule in x, y or z directions due to unbalanced momenta, the terminology of

non-translational velocity is adopted to describe the term 	�v = �v − 〈�v〉. The

physical meaning of the directional-variance, which is defined as the square of

fluctuation velocity with respect to the mean,

σii = 〈(vi − 〈vi〉) · (vi − 〈vi〉)〉 = 〈	vi	vi〉, (4.18)

is related to the residual kinetic energy of the non-translational hot-spot fluid

velocity in the direction êi defined by,

KEnontrans
hs,i =

1

2
Mhs〈	vi	vi〉, (4.19)

or equivalently

σii = 2KEnontrans
hs,i /Mhs. (4.20)

The physical meaning of the covariance is related to the measurement of the degree

of azimuthal asymmetry,

σij = 〈(vi − 〈vi〉) · (vj − 〈vj〉)〉 = 〈	vi	vj〉. (4.21)

For fully-developed turbulence, the fluctuation velocity 	vi can be treated as a
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Figure 4.2: A level diagram to represent the transition of levels of the absolute
magnitudes of covariance from single modes to multi-modes, and finally to a fully-
developed turbulence by random mixing of multi-modes.

random variable with a zero mean 〈vi〉 = 0. Using the property of zero correlation

between any two pair of 	vi and 	vj, the burn-averaged bracket in Eq. (4.21)

can be decomposed into a product of two independent burn-averaged fluctuation

velocities 〈	vi	vj〉 = 〈	vi〉〈	vj〉 = 0, resulting in zero covariance in the limit of

fully-developed turbulence. Figure (4.2) shows a level diagram to summarize the

transition of magnitudes of covariance from highly-structure azimuthal-symmetric

single modes to multi-modes, and finally to fully-developed turbulence. Magni-

tudes of covariance for odd-m modes are only slightly above zero, as explained

by the small contribution to burn-averaged velocities due to the fact of low burn

weights for azimuthal asymmetric high-velocity vorticity within the cold bubbles.

Both single-mode perturbations and fully-turbulent hot spots satisfy the same

Brysk ion temperatures in Eq. (4.1) with zero covariance terms. This observation

agrees with Murphy work [Mur14], in which no covariance terms are present in

analyzing effects of turbulent kinetic energy on inferred ion temperatures.
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4.3 Properties of isotropic velocity variance

In this section, the analysis of isotropic source will proceed from single modes to

multi modes, following the order from the left to the right in the level diagram in

Fig. (4.2). For single-mode neutron-inferred ion-temperatures, three covariance

terms are analytically zero in Eq. (4.1) to conserve the rotational symmetry.

T̂ inferred
i,single−mode = T̂ thermal

i + Pi=j[gigjσij]. (4.22)

Following the same procedure described in Chapter 3, the directional-variance

σii = σiso +	σii is decomposed into a constant part σiso that is uniform in space

and a fluctuation part 	σii. The exact form for single-mode neutron-inferred

ion-temperature measurement is,

T̂ inferred
i,single−mode = T̂ thermal

i + σiso + Pi=j[gigj	σij]. (4.23)

The vector property gigjδij = 1 is used to derive above equation. Equation (4.23)

states that any directional-variance below the minimum of σxx, σyy and σzz does

not contribute to ion-temperature measurement variations but the fluctuation

parts 	σij contribute, because 	σij are multiplied with directional-dependent

geometrical factors. This observation leads to the following general expression for

single-mode isotropic velocity variance,

σiso(t) = Min[σxx(t), σyy(t), σzz(t)]. (4.24)

For m = 0 modes, σxx(t) = σyy(t) due to the rotational symmetry, the isotropic

velocity variance is simplified into,

σm=0
iso (t) = Min[σxx(t), σzz(t)], (4.25)
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Using Eq. (4.20), the isotropic velocity variance is related to hot-spot residual

kinetic energies. Therefore, the minimum neutron-inferred ion temperature in Eq.

(4.23), being well above the thermal ion temperature is caused the presence of

non-translational hot-spot residual kinetic energy.

The time-dependency of isotropic velocity variance in Eq. (4.24) is used to

capture the dynamical behavior of directional residual kinetic energy during the

neutron production temporal history. For modest even 
-mode perturbations, RT

spikes do not reach the origin at radius r = 0 during the whole pre-stagnation and

post-stagnation phases. However, for large even 
-mode perturbations, the fast-

growing RT spikes for low modes can reach the origin during the peak compression,

leading to a significant reduction of burn volume in the direction parallel to the

pair of center-reaching RT spikes and reduce the local burn weight for any flow

nearby the origin. An large mode 
 = 2 simulation is observed to have a time-

varying z-directional variance. Before the pair of RT spikes reaching the center, the

magnitude of σzz is dominated by the burn-averaged fluctuation velocity	v2z along

the z-axis. After the pair of RT spikes reaching the center, the burn volume along

the z-axis is reduced significantly, resulting in a sharp decrease of z-directional

variance σ�=2
zz  σ�=2

xx . The magnitude of expanding radial symmetric flow σxx or

σyy remains growing within the large donut-shape warm bubble irregardless large

or modest perturbations. The general expression of mode 
 = 2 isotropic velocity

variance is,

σ�=2
iso (t) = Min

[
σbubble
xx (t), σspike

zz (t)
]
. (4.26)

For a phase-reversed mode 
 = 2, the superscript for bubble and spike interchanges.

The relative importance of residual kinetic energies contributing to isotropic source

between converging RT spikes and expanding RT bubbles depends on the time-
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of time-integrated burn-averaged directional-variance
〈σxx〉 and 〈σzz〉 against different levels of initial velocity perturbations. The
transition of 〈σzz〉 < 〈σxx〉 is observed in large mode 
 = 2 perturbations with
	v/v0 > 10% in DEC3D simulations.

integrated burn-averaged isotropic velocity variance,

〈σiso〉 =
∫

Ẏ (t)σiso(t)dt/

∫
Ẏ (t)dt, (4.27)

where Ẏ (t) is the neutron production rate at time t. In an large mode 
 = 2

perturbation, the minimum neutron-inferred ion temperature was observed per-

pendicular to the equatorial plane of the large donut-shape warm bubble, where

the maximum neutron-inferred ion temperature is observed. In an modest mode


 = 2 perturbation [WBS+18b], the minimum neutron-inferred ion temperature

was observed parallel to the equatorial plane of the large donut-shape warm bub-

ble, and the maximum neutron-inferred ion temperature was observed along the

poles parallel to RT spikes.

Figure (4.3) compares the time-integrated burn-averaged directional-variance

〈σxx〉 and 〈σzz〉 between modes 
 = 1 and 
 = 2 against different levels of initial

velocity perturbations. The transition of σ�=2
zz < σ�=2

xx for mode 
 = 2 occurs at

10% initial velocity perturbation. The non-translational residual kinetic energy

RKE�=2
equatorial = 1

2
Mhsσ

bubble
xx,�=2 in Eq. (4.20) driven by the expanding radial flow

structure, parallel to the equatorial plane, within the large donut-shape warm

bubble for mode 
 = 2 is shown to grow monotonically with initial velocity per-

turbations, whereas mode 
 = 1 shows negligible small RKE�=1
equatorial. At large ini-
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tial velocity perturbations ≥ 10%, however, the growing non-translational residual

kinetic energy RKE�=2
equatorial eventually takes over the non-translational residual ki-

netic energy RKE�=2
pole =

1
2
Mhsσ

spike
zz,�=2 driven by the pair of RT spikes along the pole.

Figure (4.3) shows a sharp transition of z-directional variance 〈σzz〉 < 〈σxx〉 for

mode 
 = 2 at large initial perturbations. After the pair of RT spikes symmet-

rically reaching the origin at radius r = 0, the configuration of a pair of parallel

and an anti-parallel z-directional flows along the pole is lost and the main contri-

bution to the burn-averaged z-directional variance is caused by vz from vorticicty

further away from the center, where burn weights are much lower. As a result, the

burn-averaged z-directional variance is significantly reduced after the transition

to large mode 
 = 2 perturbations. Define 	T = T inferred
i,max − T inferred

i,min as the ion-

temperature measurement asymmetry, the summary of isotropic velocity variance

for mode 
 = 2 in Eq. (4.26) is,

σ�=2
iso,nonagg = σbubble

xx → 	Tsmall and σlarge
iso , (4.28)

σ�=2
iso,agg = σspike

zz → 	Tlarge and σsmall
iso , (4.29)

In Chapter 3, modest mode 
 = 2 simulations were shown to contribute the

most isotropic source in the single-mode spectrum 
 = 1 − 12, with small ion-

temperature ratios RT = T inferred
i,max /T inferred

i,min and small inferred ion temperature

variations among different LOS in Fig. (3.9). modest perturbations occur more

frequent than large perturbations in high-performance ICF implosion experiments.

Unless implosions are ideally 1-D, signature of small ion-temperature measurement

variations among different LOS indicate a large non-separable isotropic source in

the minimum neutron-inferred ion temperatures.

Figure (4.4) shows that no transition is observed for the rest of mode spectrum


 = 3 − 12 by comparing the ratio 〈σDT
zz 〉/〈σDT

xx 〉 with different levels of initial

velocity perturbations. The x-directional variance is shown not overtaking the
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of the ratio σDT
zz /σDT

xx for other modes 
 = 3 − 12 to
investigate the transition phenomenon.

z-directional variance for 1%-14% initial velocity perturbations. 2-D modes with

m = 0 are shown to be more anisotropic, with 〈σDT
zz 〉/〈σDT

xx 〉 > 2, than 3-D modes

with m �= 0, because the expanding radial flow structure for 3-D modes appears

to be spherical shape whereas the expanding radial flow structure for 2-D modes

appears to be ring shape to conserve the rotational symmetry about the z-axis.

The branch of 3-D modes lies inside the isotropic source regime defined by Riso :

1 ≤ 〈σDT
zz 〉/〈σDT

xx 〉 ≤ 2, which results in 3-D m �= 0 modes being more isotropic

source than 2-D m = 0 modes. 2-D modes 
 = 5− 6 are shown to approach Riso

at the cost of large perturbations.

The conditions to maximize the isotropic velocity variance in Eq. (4.24) occurs

when all directional-variance has equal and large magnitudes, which restricts the

anisotropic velocity variance to be zero simultaneously,

σmax
iso = Min[{σii} � 0] and {	σii} = 0, (4.30)

and the minimum ion-temperature among different LOS by Eq. (4.23) is,

T̂ inferred
i,single−mode = T̂ thermal

i + σiso. (4.31)

Mode 
 = 2 due to the transition property of σxx = σzz, and 3-D m �= 0 modes

due to lying inside the isotropic source regime Riso satisfy the maximization condi-
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tions, and contribute to large isotropic source in neutron-inferred ion-temperature

measurements. The summary of single-mode isotropic velocity variance is,

σlarge
iso : 
 = 2 → modest, (4.32)

σmoderate
iso : m �= 0 → 3D modes, (4.33)

σsmall
iso : m = 0. (4.34)

The third class specified by m = 0 represents rotational symmetric modes

about the z-axis including 2-D even-
 and odd-
 modes. Growth factors for RT

spikes along the z-axis is proportional to Legendre functions P�(cos θ), which are

peaked at the north θ = 0 and south θ = π poles. As a result, fast-growing RT

spikes along the z-axis drive more non-translational residual kinetic energies in the

z-direction than that in x or y directions, which are driven by rotational-symmetric

ring-structure RT spikes, so that 2-Dm = 0 modes behave more anisotropic than 3-

D m �= 0 modes due to σzz � σxx and σzz � σyy. The mechanism to produce large

isotropic source must require breaking the rotational symmetry along the z-axis

by introducing m �= 0 modes to form more three-dimensionally expanding warm

bubbles to raise the non-translational residual kinetic energy σxx and σyy so that

the class of 3-D m �= 0 modes are moderate isotropic. Mode 
 = 2 is the special

case among rotational symmetric modes because the rapid expanding donut-shape

warm bubble has fast-growing directional variance in σxx and σyy, which eventually

overtake the non-translational residual kinetic σzz driven by the pair of RT spikes

along the z-axis in large perturbations. Around the transition from modest to

large perturbations, mode 
 = 2 satisfies the maximization condition to develop a

large isotropic velocity variance according Eq. (4.24).
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4.4 Effects on DD/DT ion-temperature ratio

The exact expression of isotropic velocity variance in Eq. (4.24) is applied to

investigate the effect of growing isotropic non-stagnating hot-spot fluid motion on

inferring minimum of DD and DT ion temperatures.

TDD,inferred
i,min (t) = T thermal

i,DD (t) + (mn +m3He)σ
DD
iso (t), (4.35)

TDT,inferred
i,min (t) = T thermal

i,DT (t) + (mn +mα)σ
DT
iso (t). (4.36)

σDD
iso and σDT

iso are DD and DT isotropic velocity variance defined by Eq. (4.24)

respectively. Bosch-Hale fusion reactivities are used to calculate DD and DT burn-

averaged brackets 〈...〉DD/DT to define the directional-variance in Eq. (4.18). The

time-dependency is used to capture the transition from modest to large single-

mode perturbations. Any quantity without the notation of “(t)” is assumed ob-

tained by time-integrated burn-averaging. The ratio of DD to DT time-integrated

burn-averaged minimum neutron-inferred ion temperatures in Eq. (4.35) is

TDD,inferred
i,min

TDT,inferred
i,min

=

(
1 +

σDD
iso

T̂ thermal
i,DD

)(
1 +

σDT
iso

T̂ thermal
i,DT

)−1
, (4.37)

where DD and DT normalized thermal ion temperatures are defined as T̂ thermal
i,DD =

T thermal
i,DD /(mn + m3He) and T̂ thermal

i,DT = T thermal
i,DT /(mn + mα) respectively. The ratio

of DD to DT minimum neutron-inferred ion temperatures is a function of frke,

which is defined as the ratio of DT isotropic velocity variance to DT thermal ion

temperature,

frke = (mn +mα)σ
DT
iso /T

thermal
i,DT . (4.38)
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Omit the notation (...)inferredi , an approximate expression for DD/DT minimum

ion-temperature ratio in Eq. (4.37) is,

TDD
min/T

DT
min =

(
1 + frke ·

mn +mHe3

mn +mα

· σ
DD
iso

σDT
iso

)
(1 + frke)

−1 , (4.39)

assuming a local thermodynamic equilibrium (LTE) between DD and DT ions

T thermal
i,DD = T thermal

i,DT . The term frke is related to the DT non-translational isotropic

hot-spot residual kinetic energy KEnontrans
hs,DT,i = Mhsσ

DT
iso /2 by taking Eq. (4.20).

frke =

(
6

1− Pe/Phs

· mn +mα

mD +mT

)
·
KEnontrans

hs,DT,i

IEhs

, (4.40)

where Phs = Pi+Pe is the total hot-spot pressure, Pe is the electron pressure, IEhs =

3
2
PhsVhs is the total hot-spot internal energy, Vhs is the hot-spot volume. The value

within the bracket equals to 12 in Eq. (4.40), assuming LTE between electrons and

ions Pe = Pi, and a small mass deficit in DT fusion reactions mn+mα = mD+mT.

The conversion of frke into Murphy’s definition [Mur14] fM
rke = EM

k /EM
th is given

by,

fM
rke = frke/4, (4.41)

which is obtained by substituting EM
k = 3

2
Mhsσ

DT
iso and EM

th = 3
2
(nD + nT +

ne)T
thermal
i Vhs. The hot-spot mass-volume relation is Mhs = (mD + mT)niVhs/2,

and the total ion number density ni = nD + nT is assumed equal to the electron

number density ne for a fully ionized plasma. A factor of 3 is required to define

Murphy’s total hot-spot kinetic energy EM
k = 3KEnontrans

hs,DT,i , because the isotropic

velocity variance σiso in Eq. (4.24) is defined for the non-translational residual ki-

netic energy in one direction only. The ratio in Eq. (4.39) exhibits a lower bound
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Figure 4.5: (a) Comparison of 1-D profiles of normalized total ion number den-
sity and normalized thermal ion temperature for OMEGA shot 77068 at stagna-
tion. The blue solid line indicates the range of influence caused short-wavelength
mode perturbations from within the region Redge : rc < r < Rhs due to a higher
burn-weight factor Y DD

cell /Y
DD
total > Y DT

cell /Y
DT
total. The blue dashed line indicates the

range of influence caused by long-wavelength mode perturbations within the re-
gion Rcore : r < rc due to a higher burn-weight factor Y DT

cell /Y
DT
total > Y DD

cell /Y
DD
total.

(b) Comparison of DD and DT burn-weight factor defined by Ycell(r)/Ytotal as
function of radius. Arbitrary unit is used in the y-axis to show the difference of
burn-weight factors essentially.

in the limit of a large fraction of residual kinetic energy,

lim
frke→∞

(
TDD
min

TDT
min

)
floor

=
mn +m3He

mn +mα

· σ
DD
iso

σDT
iso

. (4.42)

By taking the ratio of DD to DT fusion product massR
DD/DT
m ≡ (mn+m3He)/(mn+

mα) = 0.8 and assume the ratio of DD to DT isotropic velocity variance R
DD/DT
σ ≡

σDD
iso /σ

DT
iso = 1, the lower bound equals to (TDD

minT
DT
min)floor = 0.8.

Figure (4.5)-(a) shows the 1-D stagnation ion number density and ion ther-

mal temperature for OMEGA shot 77068. DD and DT fusion reactivities are

obtained by fitting Bosch-Hale table over ion temperatures 1-5 keV to approx-

imate 〈σv〉DD = SDDT
βDD

keV s−1cm3 and 〈σv〉DT = SDTT
βDT

keV s−1cm3 respectively,

where constants are SDD = 3.9 × 10−22, SDT = 2.8 × 10−20, βDD = 3.4 and

βDT = 3.9. Figure (4.5)-(b) shows that a transition of the DD burn-weight factor

Y DD
cell /Y

DD
total = nDnD〈σv〉DD4πr

2	r/Y DD
total from being below to above DT burn-

weight factor Y DT
cell /Y

DT
total = nDnT〈σv〉DT4πr

2	r/Y DT
total at a critical radius rc. The

spatial profiles for burn-weight factors in Fig. (4.5)-(b) are characterized by the
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of fluid velocity field vectors on x−z planes for low modes

 = 1 − 2 and a high mode 
 = 12,m = 6. Contours of electron temperatures at
are shown to outline the region of high burn-weights. All plots are in the same
spatial scale shown by the rulers of 10μm in the corner of mode 
 = 1 plot. The
color contour shows the spatial profile of n2

i T
β
i r

2, where β = 3.9 is taken to study
the spatial distribution of DT burn-weight factor. The increasing burn weights
are shown by bright regions closer to hot spot interface within warm bubbles only.

shape function Fs(r) = n2
i T

β
i,thr

2 by omitting the proportionality constant SDD/DT,

the grid size in the radial direction 	r and the total yield Y
DD/DT
total . The critical ra-

dius is obtained by solving F ′s(r) = 0, where the superscript of prime (...)′ = d
dr
(...)

denotes for the spatial derivative with respect to the radius.

rc = 1/[0.5βL−1T (rc)− L−1n (rc)], (4.43)

where L−1T (r) = |T ′i /Ti| and L−1n (r) = |n′i/ni| are thermal ion temperature and

ion number density gradient scale lengths in the radial direction respectively. The

peaks in Fig. (4.5)-(b) through solving Eq. (4.43) are located at rDD
c = 15.7 μm

and rDT
c = 14.7 μm. The small difference in exponents β of temperature depen-

dence in fusion reactivities results in a small shift in position of the maximum

burn-weight, leading to slightly different DD and DT burn-averaged brackets. For

example, the ratio of burn-averaged DD to DT thermal ion temperatures based

on 1-D ion number density and ion temperature profiles in Fig. (4.5)-(a) is 0.971.
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Effects of different DD and DT fusion reactivities on burn-averaged isotropic

velocity variance are,

σDD
ii /σDT

ii > 1, when Max[	v2i (rc ≤ r ≤ Rhs)], (4.44)

σDD
ii /σDT

ii < 1, when Max[	v2i (r ≤ rc)], (4.45)

where Rhs is the hot-spot radius at the 1-keV electron temperature contour surface.

Figure (4.6) plots the fluid velocity field pattern on x−z plane between low modes


 = 1− 2 and a high mode 
 = 12,m = 6 on the top of the DT burn weight shape

function to visualize that the same hot-spot fluid velocity distribution is weighted

differently in space. For high modes, hot-spot residual kinetic energies are highly

localized within the cold bubbles in form of high-velocity vorticity, implying that

non-translation fluctuation velocities 	v2i are maximized in the region closed to

the hot-spot edge Redge : rc ≤ r ≤ Rhs. As a result, the burn-averaged value for

	v2i is higher in DD than DT in the vicinity of 3-D hot-spot boundaries so that

high modes favor the condition of σDD
ii /σDT

ii > 1. For low modes such as modest

mode 
 = 2 perturbations, the vortex structure is localized within the region of

hot core Rcore : r < rc so that the burn-averaged value for 	v2i is higher for DT

than DD and favors the condition of σDD
ii /σDT

ii < 1. By taking the first order

approximation for the ratio TDD
min/T

DT
min in Eq. (4.39),

TDD
min/T

DT
min � 1 + frke

(
mn +m3He

mn +mα

· σ
DD
iso

σDT
iso

− 1

)
. (4.46)

The properties of σDD
ii /σDT

ii > 1 and < 1 are in effect to perturb the bracket

(R
DD/DT
m R

DD/DT
σ − 1) slightly above or below the value of −0.2.

Figure (4.7) compares the ratio of DD to DT minimum neutron-inferred ion

temperatures, TDD
min/T

DT
min = TDD,inferred

i,min /TDT,inferred
i,min , against the fraction of non-

translational isotropic hot-spot residual kinetic energy frke in the single-mode
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of the ratio TDD
min/T

DT
min against the fraction of residual

kinetic energy frke for the mode spectrum 
 = 1 − 12 over all levels of 1%-14%
initial velocity perturbations. The back solid line is Eq. (4.39) by taking the

reaction product mass ratio R
DD/DT
m = 0.8 and isotropic velocity variance ratio

R
DD/DT
σ = 1. The blue arrows show the trend of decreasing DD/DT minimum

inferred ion-temperature ratio as a result of increasing isotropic velocity variance.

spectrum. A trend of decreasing DD/DT ion-temperature ratio with isotropic

velocity variance is observed. Points deviate from the black solid curve indicate

effects of different DD and DT isotropic velocity variance σDD
iso �= σDT

iso . The ratio

of TDD
min/T

DT
min for modest mode 
 = 2 perturbations are shown to below the black

curve, because the large radial flow structure is localized within the region of hot

core Rcore, where DT neutron rates are higher than DD’s. For large mode 
 = 2

and other mid- and high-mode perturbations, the ratio of TDD
min/T

DT
min are above the

black analytic curve, because short-wavelength velocity perturbations are localized

closed to the hot-spot edge Redge, where DD neutron rates are higher than DT’s.

Effects of isotropic velocity variance are shown to cause DD minimum ion temper-

atures to exhibit a maximum of 4% below than DT minimum ion temperatures.

In OMEGA experiments, the averaged ratio TDD
min/T

DT
min was about 0.967, which is

closed to the result of Fig. (4.7).

4.5 Multi-mode DD/DT ion-temperature ratio

Figure (4.7), suggests that single-mode perturbations can only result in a small

range of frke = 0−0.3. Since frke is the ratio of velocity-square to thermal ion tem-

perature, result of single-mode simulations remains unchanged by hydrodynamic-
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equivalent scaling to NIF deceleration phase simulations. Because ion tempera-

ture is an intensive parameter whereas perturbed velocities have approximately

the same RT growth factors between OMEGA and NIF.

To approach the limit of TDD
min/T

DT
min → 0.8 observed in NIF experiments, more

isotropic flows and lower thermal ion temperatures are required. Multi-mode per-

turbations can satisfy this requirement. Because one can superposition differ-

ent isotropic velocity variance from non-aggress mode 
 = 2 and 3-D m �= 0

modes as much as possible to produce large multi-mode isotropic velocity variance

σmulti−mode
iso [WBS+18b]. At the same, by tuning up initial velocity perturbations

of multi-mode spectra, lower thermal ion temperatures can be achieved by reduc-

ing conversion efficiencies of shell kinetic energies into hot-spot internal energies

[WBS+18a] due to RT instabilities.

To explain multi-mode ion-temperature measurement asymmetry, effects of

azimuthal asymmetries caused by non-zero covariance terms must be considered

to modify the expression for single-mode isotropic velocity variance in Eq. (4.24)

by taking the global minimum of Eq. (4.1) with respect to angles θ and φ,

T̂ inferred
i = T̂ thermal

i + σiso + Pi=j[gigj	σij]︸ ︷︷ ︸
≥0

+Pi �=j[gigjσij]︸ ︷︷ ︸
≤0 or ≥0

. (4.47)

Since the third term on the right-hand-side of Eq. (4.47) is positive-definite, the

overall minimum isotropic velocity variance for multi-mode perturbations that

includes three non-zero covariance terms is,

σmulti−mode
iso = σiso +Min [Pi �=j[gigjσij]] . (4.48)

The explicit form of covariance terms in terms of LOS angles cov12 = 2g1g2σ12,
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Figure 4.8: The full map of three different covariance terms to understand the
distributions of maximum and minimum values at all LOS angles θ and φ. (a)
shows x-y covariance term cov12/σ12 = sin2 θ sin 2φ, (b) shows y-z covariance term
cov23/σ23 = sin 2θ sinφ, (c) shows z-x covariance term cov31/σ31 = sin 2θ cosφ.
(d) overlaps all contour lines with values ±0.75 to examine the influence of super-
position effect.

cov23 = 2g2g3σ23 and cov31 = 2g3g1σ31 inside the square bracket of Eq. (4.48) are,

cov12/σ12 = sin2 θ sin 2φ, (4.49)

cov23/σ23 = sin 2θ sinφ, (4.50)

cov31/σ31 = sin 2θ cosφ. (4.51)

No analytic form is available to simplify the term Min [gigjσij(1− δij)], because

the global minimum depends on values of σ12, σ23 and σ31 after the superposition

cov12 + cov23 + cov31. Figures (4.8)-(a,b,c) show the variation of each covariance

term in the sky map, in which locations of global minimum of each covariance term

are outlined within the regions of contour values equal to −0.75. Figure (4.8)-(d)

shows that locations of global minimum of each covariance term do not overlap

with each other.
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As discussed in Section 4.2, the covariance terms defined by Eq. (4.21) ap-

proach zero in the fully turbulent limit. This property reduces the complexity

of multi-mode isotropic velocity variance in Eq. (4.48) to seek for large fraction

of residual kinetic energy frke to lower DD/DT minimum neutron-inferred ion-

temperature ratios in the fully turbulence limit.

σturbulence
iso → σiso, (4.52)

meaning that a fully turbulent hot spot is filled with non-translational residual

kinetic energies ∼ 〈	v2i 〉 driven by converging RT spikes and expanding warm

bubbles that are homogeneous in space, and has the same functional form of

single-mode isotropic velocity variance. Only non-fully turbulent hot spots are

described by non-zero covariance terms.

To understand the transition of increasing isotropic velocity variance from

single-mode to multi-mode perturbations, and simultaneously maintain a low level

of complexity of flow structures caused by mixing different modes, a series of sim-

ulations by mixing the same single mode with random phases are investigated

using the initial superposition spectrum: Am
� =

∑N
i=1(	v/v0)Y

m
� (θ + θi, φ + φi),

where θi and φi are random phases for the i-th single mode, N is the total number

of modes in superposition, and 	v/v0 is the initial velocity perturbation. Figure

(4.9) shows that DD/DT minimum neutron-inferred ion-temperature ratios ex-

hibit a significant reduction to the level of ∼ 0.9, as a result of rapid increasing

fraction of residual kinetic energy frke in random-phase mixing simulations. The

result of single-mode random-phase simulation suggests that the flow structure

of 3-D m �= 0 modes including Y m=2
�=4 and Y m=3

�=6 are candidates of large isotropic

source to account for the trend of TDD
min/T

DT
min → 0.8.

Figure (4.10) compares the isotropic velocity variance formula in Eq. (4.24)

between DD and DT using the same dataset in single-mode random-phase simu-
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of DD/DT minimum inferred ion-temperature ratio with
the fraction of residual kinetic energy in multi-mode perturbations. The initial
spectrum Am

� =
∑N

i=1(	v/v0)Y
m
� (θ + θi, φ + φi) is obtained by superposition of

a given single mode with N -set of random phases, where N = 20 was used. The
black solid-dashed line is the analytic curve by Eq. (4.39) with product mass ratio

R
DD/DT
m = 0.8 and DD/DT isotropic velocity variance ratio R

DD/DT
σ = 1. The blue

solid-dashed line is the same analytic curve by substituting Murphy’s definition
of fraction of residual kinetic energy frek = 4fM

rek Single mode perturbations only
provide a small range of f single−mode

rek : 0− 0.3 corresponding to a weak degradation
of DD/DT minimum ion-temperature ratios to below unity. The mechanism to
produce large isotropic source require multi-mode perturbations to fill in the hot
spot with numerous isotropic flows while significantly degrade the thermal ion
temperature to push frek = (mn + mα)σ

DT
iso /T

thermal
i to transit from single-mode

regime f single−mode
rek into multi-mode regime fmulti−mode

rek : 0.3 − 1. The legend of
different color points is the same as in Fig. (4.7). The purple and green points that
result in the least ratio TDD

min/T
DT
min ∼ 0.9 are single-mode random-phase simulations

for mode Y m=2
�=4 and Y m=3

�=6 respectively, meaning that their flow structure are highly
isotropic under random phase mixings. Data lies on the black curve implying the
accuracy of analytic formula by Eq. (4.39).
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of isotropic velocity variance formula in Eq. (4.24) in
the single-mode random-phase simulations between DD and DT. σDD

iso and σDT
iso

isotropic velocity variance are approximately equal at the leading order. Small
deviations are caused by the shifts in positions of peak burn-weight between DD
and DT.

lations. Although some small deviations are observed caused by the small shift in

the peaks of burn weight distribution between DD and DT, DD and DT isotropic

velocity variance are shown to be approximately the same at the leading order.

4.6 Diagnosing for hot spot flow isotropy

4.6.1 The first approximate closure

The presence of isotropic source in neutron-inferred ion temperatures leads to the

challenge of inferring thermal ion temperatures from ion temperature measure-

ments. In this section, three solution strategies are derived to infer thermal ion

temperatures and hot-spot isotropies simultaneously from ion-temperature mea-

surements by utilizing the unique expression of DD/DT minimum ion-temperature

ratio in terms of the fraction of residual kinetic energy frke in Eq. (4.39).

In the first strategy, the technique of six line-of-sight (LOS) ion-temperature

measurements [WBS+18b] is applied to solve for the minimum DD and DT neutron-

inferred ion temperatures in Eq. (4.39), followed by a ratio method to extrapolate

T thermal
i and σDT

iso using the solution of frke. This strategy is derived from the ob-

servation that the minimum Brysk DT ion temperature is also a function of frke
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according to Eq. (4.35),

TDT
min = T th

i,DT

(
1 +

mn +mα

T th
i,DT

· σDT
iso

)
= T th

i,DT (1 + frke) , (4.53)

where the superscript (...)thermal is replaced with (...)th for convenience. The

thermal ion temperature T th
i,DT = TDT

min/(1 + frke) can be extrapolated from Eq.

(4.53), followed by extrapolation of DT isotropic velocity variance σDT
iso = (TDT

min −

T th
i,DT)/(mn + mα). The solution for frke is obtained from the DD/DT minimum

ion-temperature ratio according to Eq.(4.39),

frke =
1− TDD

min/T
DT
min

TDD
min/T

DT
min −R

DD/DT
m R

DD/DT
σ

. (4.54)

The solution for minimum DD and DT neutron-inferred ion temperatures are ob-

tained by applying the six line-of-sight technique [WBS+18b] for both DD and DT

ion-temperature measurements. By utilizing the full properties of velocity vari-

ance in the non-relativistic Brysk ion temperatures in Eq. (4.22), the hot-spot flow

asymmetry is uniquely characterized by a state vector �σX = (σX
11, σ

X
22, σ

X
33, 2σ

X
12, 2σ

X
23, 2σ

X
31)

that contains the six hot-spot flow parameters including three directional-variance

(σX
11, σ

X
22, σ

X
33) and three covariance (σX

12, σ
X
23, σ

X
31). Six neutron-inferred normal-

ized ion-temperature measurements �TX
6 = (TX

1 , TX
2 , TX

3 , TX
4 , TX

5 , TX
6 )/(mn +mX)

forms an invertible linear system of equations,

�TX
6 = �T th

i,X + M̂LOS · �σX , (4.55)

where X = 3He for DD reactions and X = 4He or α for DT reactions. The matrix

elements for the k-th row of the line-of-sight matrix M̂LOS is given by M
(k)
LOS =

(g1g1, g2g2, g3g3, g1g2, g2g3, g3g1)
(k). The index k running over 1 to 6 corresponds to

the k-th LOS so that all geometrical factors gi(θk, φk)gj(θk, φk) for matrix elements

of k-th row M
(k)
LOS requires the k-th LOS angles θk and φk. The normalized thermal
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ion temperature vector is defined by �T th
i,X = T th

i,X(1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1)/(mn + mX). By

measuring DD and DT ion temperatures along the same LOS at six different

locations, the following two matrix equations for DD and DT are obtained.

�TDT
6 = �T th

i,DT + M̂LOS · �σDT, (4.56)

�TDD
6 = �T th

i,DD + M̂LOS · �σDD. (4.57)

From Eq. (4.55), the state vector is,

�σX = M̂−1
LOS ·

(
�TX
6 − �T th

i,X

)
. (4.58)

Ion temperatures at six new LOS are �TX
new = �T th

i,X + M̂new · �σX , where the state

vector is given by Eq. (4.58).

�TX
new =

(
Î − M̂new · M̂−1

LOS

)
· �T th

i,X + M̂new · M̂−1
LOS · �TX

6 . (4.59)

The first term δ̂ = Î−M̂new ·M̂−1
LOS is the departure matrix described in Chapter 3,

which measures how far the new six LOS’s are away from the original six LOS’s.

When new and original LOS’s overlap, the departure matrix is zero. Magnitudes

of peak-to-valley differences over 4π solid angles for the departure matrix are ob-

served [WBS+18b] to be negligible, leading to an approximate 4π reconstruction

of neutron-inferred ion temperatures using six line-of-sight ion-temperature mea-

surements. Figure (4.11) compares the peak-to-valley difference of the departure

matrix δ̂max − δ̂min = Max[δ̂(θ, φ)]4π −Min[δ̂(θ, φ)]4π against the conditional num-

ber for various configuration of the 6-th LOS in NIF. The minimum δ̂max − δ̂min

is shown to occur at (θ6 = 62, φ6 = 51) with conditional number of 21 for M̂LOS

in NIF. The matrix elements δ(θ, φ) vary from positive to negative values over

4π solid angles for a given LOS (θ6, φ6). Figure (4.11) shows that magnitudes of

δ̂max − δ̂min are small enough to be neglected in all configurations of the 6th LOS
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Figure 4.11: The search for the 6th LOS angles θ6 and φ6 in NIF is obtained by
discretizing θ and φ angles into 16 and 32 uniform mesh. Current NIF five LOS are
NITOF at (θ1 = 90, φ1 = 315) for DT, Spec-A at (θ2 = 116, φ2 = 316) for DT and
DD, Spec-SP at (θ3 = 161, φ3 = 56) for DT and DD, MRS at (θ4 = 73, φ4 = 324)
for DT, and Spec-E at (θ5 = 90, φ5 = 174) for DT and DD. The peak-to-valley are
defined by δ̂max = Max[δ̂(θ, φ)]4π and δ̂min = Min[δ̂(θ, φ)]4π, where the departure
matrix is given by δ̂ = Î − M̂new · M̂−1

LOS.

in NIF.

�TX
new = M̂new · M̂−1

LOS · �TX
6 . (4.60)

Using six line-of-sight DD and DT neutron-inferred ion-temperature measure-

ments, an approximate solution with the least number of LOS to the minimum of

DD and DT neutron-inferred ion temperatures are,

T
DD/DT
min = Min

[
M̂new(θ, φ) · M̂−1

LOS · �T
DD/DT
6

]
4π
. (4.61)

Equations (4.53), (4.54) and (4.61) form a closure to the linear system of DD

and DT non-relativistic Brysk ion temperatures to extrapolate the thermal ion

temperature at the cost to assume σDD
iso = σDT

iso in Eq. (4.54) and neglecting the

departure matrix δ̂ in Eq. (4.60).

T thermal
i,DT = TDT

min/(1 + frke). (4.62)
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Figure 4.12: (a) The map of standard deviation var[�Tnew(θ, φ)]
1/2 for OMEGA six

LOS. (b) The positions of re-allocated six LOS to minimize error propagations.

4.6.2 Error propagation analysis for the first closure

To analyze the propagation of ion-temperature measurement errors, an error vector

for six ion temperature measurements �δT 6 = (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5, ε6) is introduced in

Eq. (4.61). The distribution of measurement error εk=1,...,6 is a normal Gaussian

with standard deviations equal to the magnitude of error bar in experiments. Let

�TX
6 be the true measurement and �TX

new be ion temperature at new LOS subjected

to a vector of random error �δTX
6 .

�TX
new = M̂new · M̂−1

LOS · (�TX
6 + �δTX

6 ). (4.63)

By averaging different ensemble of normal Gaussian error distributions, the mean

temperature 〈�TX
new〉 is unaffected because the mean of random error is zero 〈 �δTX

6 〉 =

0. The variance of prediction, which is defined as var
[
�TX
new

]
= 〈

(
�TX
new − 〈�TX

new〉
)2

〉

is given by,

var
[
�TX
new

]
= 〈

(
M̂new · M̂−1

LOS · �δTX
6

)2

〉. (4.64)

Figure (4.12-a) shows the sky map of standard deviation var[�Tnew(θ, φ)]
1/2 for

current six LOS in OMEGA: (θ1 = 61, φ1 = 48) for 15.8m nTOF, (θ2 = 62, φ2 =
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206) for 15.9m nTOF, (θ3 = 117, φ3 = 162) for 13.0m nTOF, (θ4 = 38, φ4 = 250)

for 10.4m nTOF, (θ5 = 88, φ5 = 161) for 12.0m nTOF, (θ6 = 85, φ6 = 312)

for 5.3m nTOF. θ and φ angles are discretized into 16 and 32 uniform mesh. On

each grid (θi, φj), 100 random samples specified by a normal Gaussian distribution

ε(μ, σ) with zero mean μ = 0 and standard deviation σ = 0.2 keV are generated to

represent the six components of the error vector �δT 6(θi, φj) = (ε1, ε2, ε3, ε4, ε5, ε6).

The new temperature on each grid Tnew(θi, φj) given by Eq. (4.60) contains 100

repeated measurements with Gaussian error distribution. On each grid, the final

error propagated onto Tnew(θi, φj) is obtained by ensemble-averaging to obtain the

standard deviation var[�Tnew(θi, φj)]
1/2.

Figure (4.12-a) shows the distribution of error propagation for current OMEGA

six LOS obtained by ensemble-averaging of 100 random Gaussian errors to rep-

resent the error vector �δTX
6 in Eq. (4.63). The red region shows an intensive

error amplification above 1 keV due to nonlinear terms gigjgngm rooted from the

product of M̂new · M̂−1
LOS in Eq. (4.60). The blue region shows a moderate error

propagation between 0.2 keV to 0.5 keV. The purple region shows a small error

propagation less than 0.2 keV.

Figure (4.12-b) shows the positions of re-allocated six LOS to minimize error

propagations. The first three LOS are fixed along three orthogonal directions:

(θ1 = 0, φ1 = 0) along the z-axis, (θ2 = 90, φ2 = 0) along the x-axis and (θ3 =

90, φ3 = 90) along the y-axis to maximize their range of influence. The rest of three

LOS are produced by random selection, and are chosen when the combination of

these three LOS yields the least error propagation in the sky map defined by

Max[var[�Tnew(θ, φ)]
1/2]. The configuration in Fig. (4.12-b) has a maximum error

of 0.47 keV within the red region and a minimum error 0.15 keV within the blue

region. The upper bound for error propagator M̂new · M̂−1
LOS in Eq. (4.60) is shown

to be controllable by re-allocating six LOS to reduce the nonlinear term gigjgngm.

Figure (4.13)-(a) shows the performance of the 6-LOS method by Eq. (4.61)
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two systems of DD and DT matrix equations are reduced to two scalar equations,

�TDT
6 · ê6 = �T th

i,DT · ê6 + (mn +mα)M̂LOS · �σDT
6 · ê6, (4.65)

�TDD
6 · ê6 = �T th

i,DD · ê6 + (mn +m3He)M̂LOS · �σDD
6 · ê6. (4.66)

where �TX
6 = (T1, T2, T3, T4, T5, T6)

inferred
i,X and �T th

i,X = T th
i,X · ê6 are vectors contain-

ing six neutron-inferred ion temperatures and thermal ion temperatures without

normalized by fusion product masses respectively. The scalar product represents

the summation over six components in a compact form. For example, the scalar

product �σX
6 · ê6 = (σX

11, σ
X
22, σ

X
33, 2σ

X
12, 2σ

X
23, 2σ

X
31) · ê6. Assume DD and DT have

the same state vector �σDD
6 = �σDT

6 = �σ6 and the same thermal ion temperature

�T th
i,DD = �T th

i,DT = �T th
i , an invertible 2× 2 matrix system M̂2 is formed,

⎡
⎢⎣�TDT

6 · ê6
�TDD
6 · ê6

⎤
⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎣1 R

DT/DD
m

1 1

⎤
⎥⎦

M̂2

·

⎡
⎢⎣ �T th

i · ê6

mDDM̂LOS · �σ6 · ê6

⎤
⎥⎦ , (4.67)

where mDD = mn + m3He is the total DD product mass and R
DT/DD
m = (mn +

mα)/(mn +m3He) � 1.25 is the ratio of DT to DD product mass.

4.6.4 The third approximate closure

In the third strategy, using the multi-mode isotropic velocity variance formula

given by Eq. (4.48), the neutron-inferred ion temperature at a given LOS,

T̂ inferred
i = T̂min + σaniso(θ, φ), (4.68)

is a sum of the minimum ion temperature T̂min = T̂ thermal
i + σmulti−mode

iso and a

directional-dependent anisotropic velocity variance defined as,

σaniso = Pi=j[gigj	σij] + Pi �=j[gigjσij]−Min[Pi �=j[gigjσij]]. (4.69)
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From Eq. (4.68), with known DD and DT ion-temperature measurements along

the same LOS at one location,

T LOS
DT = TDT

min + (mn +mα)σ
DT
aniso, (4.70)

T LOS
DD = TDD

min + (mn +m3He)σ
DD
aniso. (4.71)

Assume DD and DT have the same anisotropic velocity variance σDD
aniso = σDT

aniso,

the DD minimum ion temperature can be extrapolated by removing the common

anisotropic term σaniso.

TDD
min = T LOS

DD − (T LOS
DT − TDT

min)R
DD/DT
m︸ ︷︷ ︸

σaniso

, (4.72)

where the ratio of DD to DT fusion product mass is given by R
DD/DT
m = (mn +

m3He)/(mn + mα), and TDT
min is the minimum DT ion temperature extrapolated

from the 6-LOS method. From Eq. (4.39), ratios of DD/DT minimum inferred

ion temperatures are below unity and approaches to the limit ∼ 0.8 given by Eq.

(4.42). As a result, experimental DD minimum neutron-inferred ion temperatures

are closer to thermal ion temperatures and exhibit a stronger correlation with

experimental yields.

Figure (4.14-a) shows a significant improvement in the correlation between ex-

trapolated minimum DD ion temperatures and experimental yields in OMEGA

experiments by implementing the third strategy using Eq. (4.72). The minimum

DT ion temperatures are taken as the minimum among all available nTOF DT

ion-temperature measurements TDT
min = Min[TDT

nTOF]. The exponent of DD ion-

temperature dependence with experimental yields is increased significantly from

1.76 for DD ion temperatures measured by 13.4 m nTOF to 3.52 for the extrap-

olated minimum DD ion temperatures. A less-spread and more tight correlation

with experimental yields is observed simultaneously. Figure (4.14-b) shows the
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Figure 4.15: DEC3D multi-mode simulation for a strongly distorted hot-spot.
Left is the 3-D electron temperature contour surface at 0.8 keV. DD and DT ion
temperatures are inferred along the same LOS at six different locations. Right
is the 2-D x-z plane for the hot spot electron temperature at stagnation. Black
arrows are hot spot fluid velocity vectors. The size of arrow heads increase with
the magnitude of fluid velocities. The red contour line is the electron temperature
at 0.55 keV.

Figure 4.16: The same DEC3D multi-mode simulation as described in Fig. (4.15)
for Brysk ion temperature in (a) and the neutron-inferred hot-spot flow velocities
in (b). A strong correlation is observed between the flow velocity vector of the jet
and positions of maximum neutron-inferred ion temperatures.
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Figures (4.16)-(a) and (4.16)-(b) show a strong correlation between DT neutron-

inferred ion temperatures obtained by Eq. (3.30) and neutron-inferred hot-spot

flow velocities defined by 〈�v · d̂〉 = gi〈vi〉. Two bright spots in Fig. (4.16)-(a) are

observed align with the same direction with the tail and the head of the jet as

shown in Fig. (4.16)-(b).

Table 4.1: DEC3D multi-mode perturbation (unit for
√
σij is km/s)

Variables T thermal
i,keV T inferred

min,keV T inferred
max,keV

√
σ11

√
σ22

√
σ33

√
σ12

√
σ23

√
σ31

DD 2.86 3.47 3.83 134 152 122 34.9i 32.6i 17.4i
DT 2.95 3.72 4.20 135 154 122 36.1i 34.5i 8.86i

Table (4.1) summarizes thermal and neutron-inferred ion temperatures, and the

six flow parameters between DD and DT corresponding to this multi-mode sim-

ulation. The imaginary number “i” is used to represent negative covariance. The

square-root of directional-variance is above ∼ 100 km/s, which is about the half of

DT ion-pair center-of-mass thermal velocity defined by
√
T thermal
i,DT /(mn +mα) =

238 km/s, indicating the strong influence of the velocity variance term due to non-

stagnating fluid motion. Directional-variance between DD and DT show small

deviations within 2-4%. Although relative large differences are observed in DD

and DT covariance, their absolute magnitudes are ∼ 4× smaller than directional-

variance.

Table (4.2) summarizes the performance to extrapolate thermal ion tempera-

tures from DD and DT ion-temperature measurements along six different LOS in

OMEGA as discussed in Fig. (4.12). The extrapolated thermal ion temperature

by the 6-LOS method is shown to be closer to the true thermal ion temperature

than that by M̂2 matrix inversion in Eq. (4.67). Impact of different fusion reactiv-

ities is observed to manifest in two different ways in this multi-mode simulation:

different neutron-averaged thermal ion temperatures T thermal
i,DD < T thermal

i,DT in Table

(4.2) and different velocity-variance state vectors �σDD �= �σDT in Table (4.1).
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Table 4.2: Performance of extrapolation thermal ion temperatures by inferring DD
and DT along the same LOS at six different locations. Each LOS output DD and
DT ion temperatures according to Brysk ion temperature formula in Eq. (4.1):
T inferred
i,X = T thermal

i + (mn + mX)gigjσ
X
ij , where “X”denotes He3 for DD reactions

and α for DT reactions. Values of six hot-spot flow parameters σX
ij are shown

in Table (4.1). In the method 3, thermal ion temperatures can be extrapolated
directly from DD and DT ion temperature measured along the same LOS at one
location given by M̂−1

2 ·(TDT
LOS, T

DD
LOS)

T ·(1, 0)T , where T denotes for the transpose of
a row vector into a column vector. In the method 2, the extrapolated thermal ion
temperature is the averaged of six extrapolated thermal ion temperature from each
LOS given by 1

6
M̂−1

2 · (�TDT
6 · ê6, �TDD

6 · ê6)T · (1, 0)T . In method 3, the extrapolated
thermal ion temperature is shown closer to the burn or neutron-averaged thermal
ion temperature.

T (keV) T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6 T thermal,no−flow
i,neutron−avg T thermal

i,extraoplate

DD 3.59 3.60 3.62 3.63 3.65 3.77 2.86 —
DT 3.88 3.88 3.92 3.93 3.96 4.12 2.95 —

Tthermal
i,(method 3) 2.39 2.46 2.38 2.41 2.41 2.33 — —

Tthermal
i,(method 2) — — — — — — — 2.40

Tthermal
i,(method 1) — — — — — — — 2.49

4.6.6 Error propagation analysis in the integration test

To understand the physical origin of the small deviation of ∼ 0.5 keV from the

true thermal ion temperature observed in Table (4.2), the DT velocity-variance

state vector �σDT = �σDD +	�σDT/DD in the exact DT 6-LOS matrix in Eq. (4.56)

is expanded in terms of DD velocity-variance state vector �σDD and a fluctua-

tion vector defined by 	�σDT/DD = �σDT − �σDD. Similarly, the DT thermal ion

temperature T thermal
i,DT = T thermal

i,DD + 	T thermal
i,DT/DD is expanded into the DD thermal

ion temperature and a fluctuation component defined by 	T thermal
i,DT/DD = T thermal

i,DT −

T thermal
i,DD , so that the normalized DT thermal ion temperature vector is rewritten as

�T th
i,DT = T thermal

i,DD ê6/mDT + 	T thermal
i,DT/DDê6/mDT, where the DT fusion product mass

is mDT = mn + mα. Two residual error vectors �εT = (	T thermal
i,DT/DDê6 · ê6, 0) and
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�εσ = (mDTM̂LOS · 	�σDT/DD · ê6, 0) are introduced in Eq. (4.67),

�y = M̂2 · �x+ �εT + �εσ, (4.73)

where �y = (�TDT
6 · ê6, �TDD

6 · ê6) and �x = (T thermal
i,DD ê6 · ê6,mDDM̂LOS · �σDD · ê6) are

left and right column vectors in Eq. (4.67). The error propagation is obtained by

multiplying both sides of Eq. (eqn:linear system residual error ) with the inverse

matrix of M̂2,

−M̂−1
2 · �εT · ê1 = −	T thermal

i,DT/DDê6 · ê6/det[M̂2], (4.74)

−M̂−1
2 · �εσ · ê1 = −mDTM̂LOS · 	�σDT/DD · ê6/det[M̂2], (4.75)

where the determinant is det[M̂2] = −1/4 by taking the product mass ratio

R
DT/DD
m = 1.25 and ê1 = (1, 0) is a unit vector to extract the first row ele-

ment. By direct computation of right hand sides of above equations to obtain

the exact values of averaged error propagation −M̂−1
2 · �εT · ê1/6 = 0.382 keV and

−M̂−1
2 ·�εσ · ê1/6 = 0.0788 keV, the DD neutron-averaged thermal ion temperature

2.86 keV can be recovered by adding these two residual errors to Tthermal
i,(method 2) in

Table (4.2).

4.6.7 TDD/TDT analysis

To understand the influence of different DD and DT burn-averaged thermal ion

temperatures and velocity variance, the ratio of DD to DT neutron-inferred ion

temperatures T LOS
DD /T LOS

DT at one given LOS is expanded with respect to DT’s using

Eq. (3.30).

T LOS
DD

T LOS
DT

= 1 +
	T thermal

i,DD/DT

T LOS
DT

+
gigj(mDDσ

DD
ij −mDTσ

DT
ij )

T LOS
DT

, (4.76)
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Figure 4.17: (a) Comparison of relative changes between the second and the third
term in Eq. (4.76). (b) Comparison of relative changes between the first and the
second term in Eq. (4.77).

where the relative change of thermal ion temperatures is defined as 	T thermal
i,DD/DT =

T thermal
i,DD −T thermal

i,DT . Substitute the expansion of DD velocity variance σDD
ij = σDT

ij +

	σ
DD/DT
ij , where the fluctuation is defined as 	σ

DD/DT
ij = σDD

ij − σDT
ij , the third

term on the right-hand-side of Eq. (4.76) becomes,

gigj

[(
mDD

mDT

− 1

)
·
mDTσ

DT
ij

T LOS
DT

+
mDD	σ

DD/DT
ij

T LOS
DT

]
. (4.77)

As a result, the exact expression for the ratio of DD to DT inferred ion tem-

peratures at arbitrary LOS in Eq. (4.76) contains a leading term caused by the

product mass difference (mDD/mDT − 1) � −0.2, which agrees with the result of

Eq. (4.46). Two secondary effects 	T thermal
i,DD/DT and 	σ

DD/DT
ij are caused by different

DD and DT fusion reactivities.

Figure (4.17)-(a) compares the relative changes caused by the second and third

terms in Eq. (4.76) at different LOS angles. The second term is shown to be

negative and exhibits a small range of variation∼ 0.4%, because the burn-averaged

DD thermal ion temperature is slightly smaller than DT’s. The third term is

shown to be negative, meaning that the velocity variance of DD is smaller than

DT at various LOS angles in this multi-mode simulation and produces a more

dominant negative slope of ∼ 3% variation. In this multi-mode simulation, the

isotropic velocity variance of DD is smaller than DT’s by ∼ 1%. Figure (4.17)-(b)
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Figure 4.18: Comparison of DD to DT ion-temperature ratios T 13.4m
DD /TPetal

DT mea-
sured along the same LOS in OMEGA experiments, indicated by black circles, with
the same multi-mode simulation described in Figs. (4.17-a, b and c), indicated by
red circles.

shows that the first term in Eq. (4.77) causes ∼ 2% variation, the second term

causes ∼ 1% variation, and the sum of these two terms explains the total of ∼ 3%

variation of the slope observed in Fig. (4.17)-(a).

Figure (4.18) compares the ratio of DD ion temperatures inferred by 13.4 m

nTOF to DT ion temperatures inferred by Petal nTOF along the same LOS in

OMEGA, shown by black circles. The general features are similar to NIF experi-

ments [GJCF+13], showing a DD/DT ratio below unity and a well-define negative

slope with DT ion temperatures. The red circles represent the same multi-mode

simulation studied in Figs. (4.17), and is interpolated by the blue curve to estimate

its range of influence. A similar trend of negative slope, caused by LOS variations

driven by two terms in Eq. (4.77), with OMEGA experiments is reproduced.

Figure (4.19) shows that the pattern of full-map variations of DD/DT ra-

tios given by Eq. (4.76) exhibit a good correlation with neutron-inferred ion-

temperature and hot-spot flow velocity asymmetries as shown in figures (4.16)-(a)

and (4.16)-(b), and are expected to exhibit strong correlations with areal density

variations for low modes.
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Figure 4.19: (c) The full map variation of DD/DT neutron-inferred ion temper-
ature ratios given by Eq. (4.76). General features are strongly correlated with
DT neutron-inferred ion temperature and neutron-inferred hot-spot flow velocity
asymmetries.

4.7 Effects of hot-spot flow anisotropy on yield

degradation

In this section, the residual kinetic energy model [WBS+18a] developed in Chapter

2 is applied to describe the yield degradation in terms of the ratio of the maximum

to minimum DT neutron-inferred ion-temperatures for low mode 
 = 1

YOC � (1− RKEtot)
μ, (4.78)

where μ = 4.4 − 5.5. Equation (4.78) is derived for low modes 
 = 1 − 6 in the

deceleration phase of ICF implosions assuming a time-invariant hot-spot adiabatic

parameter PhsV
5/3
hs , which is robust for OMEGA implosions because of weak alpha

heatings and radiation losses. For mode 
 = 1, the ratio of maximum to minimum

neutron-inferred ion temperatures is dominated by the non-translational hot-spot

residual kinetic energy along the direction of the jet parallel to the z-axis, and

exhibits the least non-translational residual kinetic energies 	σ11,	σ22 → 0 in x

and y directions parallel to the equatorial plane [WBS+18b, WBS+18a]. The exact
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form of Brysk ion temperature in Eq. (4.23) with zero covariance is approximated

as T̂ inferred
i,DT = T̂ thermal

i,DT + σDT
iso + g3g3	σDT

33 for mode 
 = 1, where ion temperatures

are normalized with respect to DT reaction product masses T̂DT = T/(mn +mα)

and the geometrical factor is g3 = cos θ. The ratio of maximum T̂max
i,DT(θ = 0, π)

and minimum T̂min
i,DT(θ = π/2) neutron-inferred ion-temperature of DT is,

(
Tmax
i,DT

Tmin
i,DT

)
�=1

=
T̂ thermal
i,DT + σDT

iso +	σDT
33

T̂ thermal
i,DT + σDT

iso

. (4.79)

By substituting the property of vanishing non-translational residual kinetic ener-

gies 	σ11 = 	σ22 = 0 in x and y directions into the isotropic velocity variance

formula in Eq. (4.24), mode 
 = 1 isotropic velocity variance is zero σDT
iso = 0

and the fluctuation part by definition 	σDT
33 = σDT

33 − σDT
iso = σDT

33 is equal to the

directional-variance in z-direction.

(
Tmax
i,DT/T

min
i,DT

)
�=1

� 1 + σDT
33 /T̂ thermal

i,DT . (4.80)

We define the total non-translational residual kinetic energy along one direction

f total
rke = frke + f aniso

rke , where the isotropic non-translational residual kinetic energy

frke is defined in Eq. (4.38) and the anisotropic non-translational residual kinetic

energy is defined as,

f aniso
rke = 	σii/T̂

thermal
i . (4.81)

We substitute the expression for σDT
33 /T̂ thermal

i,DT = f total
rke , the large ion-temperature

measurement ratio for mode 
 = 1 is

(
Tmax
i,DT/T

min
i,DT

)
�=1

� 1 + f total
rke , (4.82)

which is driven by the total non-translation residual kinetic energy along the di-

rection of the jet or in z-directions. Two hot-spot fluid properties for mode 
 = 1
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Figure 4.20: Investigation the fluid properties of mode 
 = 1: (a) examine the
small isotropic velocity variance in Eq. (4.85) (b) examine the fraction of the non-
translational hot-spot residual kinetic energy with respect to the total hot-spot
residual kinetic energy in Eq. (4.89)

are observed from DEC3D deceleration-phase single-mode simulations,

M3D
HSσ33/2 � KE3D

HS/3, (4.83)

RKEHS � RKESH. (4.84)

where the normalized hot-spot residual kinetic energy RKEHS and the normalized

shell, including both shocked and un-shocked parts, residual kinetic energy at

stagnation are defined as RKEHS = (KE3D
HS − KE1D

HS)stag/KE1D
max and RKESH =

(KE3D
SH −KE1D

SH)stag/KE1D
max respectively.

The first property is caused by the unique flow structure of mode 
 = 1 that

satisfies,

〈	v23〉 � 〈v23〉/3. (4.85)

Equation (4.85) provides a strong trend for both modest and large perturbations

as shown in Fig. (4.20)-(a). The second property, however, is a weaker correla-

tion that is observed to be valid only for modest perturbations, and implies that
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hydrodynamics of modest mode 
 = 1 perturbations is,

KE3D
HS/KE1D

max � RKEtot/2, (4.86)

where the normalized total residual kinetic energy at stagnation is defined as

RKEtot = RKEHS+RKESH. The simplification for f total
rke has the same form of frke

given by Eq. (4.40) by replacing the isotropic residual kinetic energy KEnontrans
hs,DT,i in

the z-direction with the total z-directional residual kinetic energy M3D
HSσ33/2. The

latter is expressed in terms of the one-third of the total hot-spot residual kinetic

energy according to Eq. (4.83),

f total
rke � 4KE3D

HS/IE
3D
HS. (4.87)

The ratio of 3-D hot-spot kinetic energies to 3-D hot-spot internal energies in Eq.

(4.87) is rewritten as,

KE3D
HS/IE

3D
HS =

(
KE3D

HS

KE1D
max

)(
KE1D

max

IE1D
HS

)(
IE1D

HS

IE3D
HS

)
. (4.88)

The three different terms in Eq. (4.88) are given by: (1) IE3D
HS/IE

1D
HS = 1 −

RKEtot which is an exact result from conservation of total energy at stagnation

[WBS+18a], (2) IE1D
HS/KE1D

max � 1/2 which is observed from the 1-D implosion

database meaning that about a half of the maximum 1-D shell kinetic energy is

converted into the 1-D hot-spot internal energy at stagnation, and (3) the last

term of KE3D
HS/KE1D

max is replaced by Eq. (4.86). Equation (4.88) is rewritten as

KE3D
HS/IE

3D
HS � RKEtot/(1− RKEtot). (4.89)

Equation (4.89) is studied in Fig. (4.20)-(b), which is shown to be valid only

for modest mode 
 = 1 perturbations defined by condition R3D
min/R

stag
1D > 1/2. In
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high-performance ICF experiments, mode 
 = 1 ion-temperature measurement

asymmetries generally belong to the class of modest perturbation regime. There-

fore, the ratio of maximum to minimum DT neutron-inferred ion temperatures for

mode 
 = 1 in Eq. (4.80) is a unique function of the total residual kinetic energy,

(
Tmax
i,DT/T

min
i,DT

)
�=1

� 1 + 4RKEtot/(1− RKEtot), (4.90)

which is inverted to give,

RKEtot = ξ/(1 + ξ), (4.91)

where the ion-temperature measurement asymmetry parameter ξ = (1/4)(RT −

1) ≥ 0 is a function of ion-temperature ratio RT = Tmax
i,DT/T

min
i,DT. Therefore, the yield

degradation through Eq. (4.78) is a function of neutron-inferred ion-temperature

measurement asymmetry parameter for mode 
 = 1,

YOC = [1− ξ/(1 + ξ)]μ . (4.92)

When the ion temperature asymmetry parameter is small 0 ≤ ξ  1 for modest

mode 
 = 1 perturbations, the total residual kinetic energy is proportional to the

ion temperature ratio in Eq. (4.91) RKEtot � ξ = (1/4)(RT − 1) and the yield

degradation through Eq. (4.78),

YOC =

[
1− 1

4

(
Tmax
i,DT

Tmin
i,DT

− 1

)]μ

. (4.93)

Equations (4.90) and (4.93) are only valid for mode 
 = 1 in the limit of

vanishing isotropic velocity variance in Eq. (4.80) and applying two approximate

fluid properties in Eqs. (4.85) and (4.86) in the regime of modest perturbations.

For large-
 modes or fully turbulent hot spot, the anisotropic velocity variance

decrease significantly and transit into the isotropy limit: TBrysk
max /TBrysk

min → 1, which
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Figure 4.21: Examination of Eq. (4.92) where ξ = 1
4
(RT − 1) and RT =

T IRIS3D
max /T IRIS3D

min . For mode 
 = 1, T IRIS3D
max are obsvered at the north and south

poles while T IRIS3D
min is observed at the equator.

have characteristics of small ion-temperature measurement variations among LOS

and large minimum inferred ion temperatures. Apart from mode 
 = 1 that

has well-behave fluid properties governed by Eqs. (4.85) and (4.86), neutron-

inferred ion-temperature measurement asymmetries for mid and high modes do

not exhibit strong correlations with total residual kinetic energies, resulting in

weak correlations between YOC and ion-temperature ratios.

To validate Eq. (4.93), DEC3D hydrodynamic data at stagnation are post-

processed by IRIS3D [WRF18], a Monte-Carlo based neutron transport code.16

detectors are set up from north to south poles uniformly at a fixed azimuthal angle

φ = 0 to infer ion temperatures from the width of the Gaussian-fitted neutron

energy spectra. Figure (4.21) compares the yield degradation with the ratio of

neutron-inferred maximum to minimum ion temperatures obtained from IRIS3D.

The data of mode 
 = 1 curve is shown accurately bounded in between YOC =

[1− ξ/(1 + ξ)]4.4 and YOC = [1− ξ/(1 + ξ)]5.5 curves as predicted by Eq. (4.92).

IRIS3D shows that mode 
 = 2 exhibits a small ion-temperature ratio due to

large isotropic velocity variances or large Tmin. Ion temperature ratios for 2-D

mode 
 = 4,m = 0 are shown significantly larger than 3-D mode 
 = 4,m = 2

because of 3-D spherical appearance of spike-to-bubble flow structure. Mid and

high modes 
 = 5 − 12 do not exhibit large ion temperature ratios because their

clean volumes have negligible small hot-spot residual kinetic energy.
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Figure 4.22: A correlation study between OMEGA experimental yields and
DD/DT neutron-inferred ion-temperature measurement asymmetries. The im-
pact of hot-spot flow isotropy represented by the term TDD

min/T
DT
min is a function of

non-translational hot-spot residual kinetic energies given by Eq. (4.39). The im-
pact of hot-spot flow anisotropy represented by the term 1− ξ is a function of the
shell residual kinetic energies for low modes. The impact of different fusion reac-
tivities between DD and DT is represented by the term 1−T

LOS(13.4m)
DD /T

LOS(petal)
DT .

GLILAC
10 is the mode 10 growth factor obtained from 1-D LILAC simulations.

Figure (4.22) shows a correlation study to summarize impacts of DD and

DT ion-temperature measurement asymmetries on OMEGA experimental yields.

When hot-spot flow anisotropies are strong, DT neutron-inferred ion-temperature

exhibits strong directional-dependent measurements, captured by the large expo-

nent of the hot-spot flow anisotropy term 1− ξ, where ξ = (TDD
min/T

DT
min − 1)/4. Im-

pact of hot-spot flow isotropy is characterized by the ratio of DD to DT minimum

inferred ion-temperatures TDD
min/T

DT
min, which is a function of non-translational hot-

spot residual kinetic energies by Eq. (4.39). Although hot-spot flow isotropies are

invisible in DD or DT ion-temperature measurements, they quantify the content

of non-translational hot-spot residual kinetic energies. The minimum DD ion tem-

perature is extrapolated from Eq. (4.72). Secondary effects of different fusion reac-

tivities between DD and DT is represented by the term 1−T
LOS(13.4m)
DD /T

LOS(petal)
DT ,

and GLILAC
10 is the mode 10 growth factor obtained from 1-D LILAC simulations

to present the dominant laser mode driven by 60-beam geometry in OMEGA.
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4.8 Conclusion

A comprehensive analysis of the impact of isotropic velocity variance on the

DD/DT neutron-inferred ion-temperature ratio is presented. A general expression

of isotropic velocity variance for single modes, multi modes and fully-developed

turbulence is derived. The secondary effects of different fusion reactivities lead-

ing to differences in DD and DT neutron-averaged velocity variance are studied.

The regime of large multi-mode perturbations are shown to produce large enough

isotropic hot-spot flows driving the ratio TDD
min/T

DT
min to the theoretical limit of 0.8.

Three approximate solution strategies are proposed to diagnose fusion ion ther-

mal temperature, hot-spot flow isotropy and flow anisotropy through utilizing

the measurements of the DD/DT ion-temperature ratio. The six-LOS technique

shows a promising capability to extrapolate the true minimum thermal ion tem-

peratures, and its prediction accuracy is shown limited only by error propagation.

An expression for the minimum DD ion temperature is derived by removing the

anisotropic velocity variance, and is shown strongly correlated with experimental

yields in OMEGA data. An analytical expression to quantify the effect of mode


 = 1 ion-temperature measurement asymmetry on yield degradation in the limit

of strong hot-spot flow anisotropies is derived. In multi-mode simulation, the slope

for DD/DT ion-temperature ratio caused by LOS variations is shown to reproduce

the trend of OMEGA experimental data.
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5 DEC3D Computer Code

5.1 Motivation

• DEC3D is a sopyhciated extension of the original code DEC2D, written by

K. Anderson, R. Betti and T. A. Gardiner.[ABG01].

• DEC3D is a code development project with the objective to model the full

three-dimensional physics in the deceleration phase of inertial confinement

fusion implosions using advanced modern numerical techniques.

In the 2-D code development, three important new features were implemented

in this thesis: (1) the upgrade of hydrodynamic solver from MacCormack finite-

difference scheme [Sod78] to Godunov’s scheme with MUSCL [vL79] and PPM

[CW84] approximate Riemann solvers to attain a strong shock capturing capabil-

ity in simulations for highly nonlinear RT instabilities, (2) the implementation of

the multi-group radiation and alpha particle transport packages for accurate ac-

counting radiation coolings and radiative ablative RT instabilities, as well as strong

alpha heatings in the burning plasma regime, and (3) the upgrade of Cartesian

mesh into spherical mesh, with the application of the macro-zoning technique,

to attain a noise-free simulation environment due to the grid effects in spherical

implosions.

In the 3-D code development, because of the parallel architecture, most of

numerical methods such as the direct solve by the Gaussian elimination method

for implicit diffusions in the original DEC2D can not be applied in the 3-D parallel
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TC14047J1

Figure 5.1: The 3-D electron temperature contour at 1 keV at stagnation for the
single-mode Y m=6

�=12 . The resolution is 128×128×256 for r, θ, φ zones, respectively.

code after the domain decomposition. The following is a summary of the most

up-to-date code development status for DEC2D and DEC3D accomplished in this

thesis.

Table 5.1: The summary for DEC2D and DEC3D.

Numerical methods Original DEC2D DEC2D DEC3D

Mesh Cartesian Cartesian Cartesian

– Spherical Spherical

Moving-mesh Finite-difference Conservative Conservative

Hydro solver MacCormak MUSCL PPM

Diffusion solver Direct solve Direct solve Iterative solve by

– – SOR & HYPRE

Multi-group radiation No Yes Yes

Multi-group alpha No Yes Yes

In this chapter, a comprehensive description for literature review on theories,

advanced modern numerical techniques, benchmark tests, and code description

are presented.

The integrated performance for DEC3D is summarized as follows. Figure (5.1)

shows the perturbed simulation of a single-mode Y m=6
�=12 . For perturbed simulations,
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0

Figure 5.2: The benchmark test for a full 3-D, deceleration-phase, clean simula-
tion for the shot 77068. Comparison of solutions between LILAC (black circles)
and DEC3D (solid red curves) for (a) density, (b) total pressure, (c) radial velocity,
and (d) electron temperature profiles at stagnation using resolution 128×64×128
in r, θ, φ directions. The 1-D burn radius at stagnation for shot 77068 is ∼ 19 μm,
and the return shock is located at ∼ 28 μm.

neutron yields converge when the angular resolution is about 128 × 256 in θ and

φ directions for mode 
 = 12. The resolution of the DEC3D single-mode database

is 128 × 128 × 256 in r, θ, φ directions, about 25 zones per wavelength for mode

10, which is sufficient for Legendre modes 
 = 1 to 12 studies.

The benchmark test for a full 3-D, deceleration-phase, clean 1-D unperturbed

simulation for the shot 77068 is shown in Figs. (5.2)–(5.3) to summarize the

integrated numerical performance of DEC3D. In the radial velocity profile, the

steep spatial gradient across the return shock at r ∼ 28 μm is well resolved by

the third-order PPM method, while LILAC solution is shown to be more diffusive

due to the use of numerical viscosity. The performance of HYPRE for the thermal

diffusion are validated in the electron temperature profile. A slight larger total

pressure at r = 0 in DEC3D than LILAC is observed, which results in slight

increases in the ion temperature and neutron production.
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Figure 5.3: The benchmark test for neutron productions without alpha heating.
Comparison of solutions between LILAC (black circles) and DEC3D (solid red
curves) for the temporal history of neutron rate. The fusion reactivity < σv >
scales with ion temperatures Ti in a power law ∼ T 3.85

i for the temperature range
0.2 < Ti < 5 keV in the BUCKY [HMS05] fusion reactivity model.

5.2 Physical models

5.2.1 Governing equations

DEC3D is a deceleration phase ICF code that solves an inviscid single-fluid two-

temperature plasma model. The single-fluid pressure P = Pe + Pi is a sum of

the electron Pe and ion Pi pressures. Ideal gas equation of state and fully ionized

plasma are assumed i.e., with the ratio of specific heats γ = 5/3, the averaged

Deuterium-Tritium (DT) ion charge Z̄ = 1 and the ideal gas laws for electrons

and ions Pe/i = ne/iTe/i, where ne/i and Te/i are the number density and ther-

mal temperature for electrons and ions respectively. During the deceleration and

disassembly phases, the high temperature hot spot is sufficient to maintain the

fully ionized plasma state, and the high density shell remains weakly degenerate

P/PFermi ∼ 4 − 5 so that the ideal gas approximation is adequate. Here PFermi is

the Fermi pressure [AtV04].
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The governing equations for the inviscid single-fluid plasma are as follows.

∂tρ+ �∇ · (ρ�v) = 0, (5.1)

∂t(ρ�v) + �∇ · (ρ�v ⊗ �v + ÎP ) = 0, (5.2)

∂t

(
P

γ − 1
+

1

2
ρv2

)
+ �∇ ·

[
�v

(
γP

γ − 1
+

1

2
ρv2

)
+ �Q

]
= S. (5.3)

Here Î is the identity matrix, ⊗ is the outer product, �Q and S represent the sum

of heat flux and heat source terms caused by thermal diffusion, alpha heating and

radiation transport, �v is the single-fluid velocity and ρ = nim̄i is the single-fluid

mass density, where m̄i = (mD + mT)/2 is the average of D and T ion masses.

The internal energy of electrons change dramatically in space and time as a result

of the strong electron heat conduction that diffuses the heat of hot spot into the

cold shell, the strong electron drag force that slows down alpha particles in the

straight-line motion, the intense radiation-material interaction that cools down the

hot-spot electrons by self-emissions of high-energy group photons or radiative heat

diffusion by re-absorbing low-energy group photons, and the strong heat transfer

into ions by electron-ion collisions. These rigorous plasma energy transfer processes

leads to different electron and ion thermodynamic temperatures, resulting in the

single-fluid two-temperature plasma model.

Figure (5.4) shows the flow chart for executing different physical modules in

one time-step by applying the time-splitting technique [Har11]. The coarsening

mapping M̂ is computed first to map the fine states of fluid variables �Q onto the

coarser states �Qc = M̂ �Q, followed by the hydrodynamic update: ∂t �Qc = Ĥ �Qc,

which operates on coarser states to attain a relaxed time-step size	t. Next various

plasma transport phenomena are followed, which operate on the fine states �Q and

are solved implicitly using the relaxed time-step size 	t obtained from the hydro-

step, including the heat transfer due to the electron and ion thermal diffusions:

∂t �Q = T̂ �Q, the electron and ion equilibration: ∂t �Q = Ê �Q, the radiation-material
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Figure 5.4: The flow chart for executing different physical module in one time-step
in DEC3D.

interaction: ∂t �Q = R̂ �Q, and the straight-line slowing-down of alpha particles due

to electron drags: ∂t �Q = Â �Q.

In the operator representation, the system of Eqs. (5.1)–(5.3)

∂t �Q =
[
Ĥ + T̂ + Ê + R̂+ Â

]
�Q, (5.4)

has an exact solution within the time-step size 	t,

�Q(tn+1) = e[Ĥ+T̂ +Ê+R̂+Â]�t �Q(tn),

= eĤ�teT̂ �teÊ�teR̂�teÂ�t �Q(tn)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Lie splitting �Qn+1

Lie

+O(	t2) (5.5)

The solution form of �Qn+1
Lie in the second line in Eq. (5.5) is called Lie split-

ting, which is obtained by an operator expansion using Baker-Campbell- Hausdorff

(BCH) formula [Sha94] and has a leading error proportional to 	t2. For example,

an advection-diffusion process ∂t �Q =
[
Ĥ + T̂

]
�Q, which is only governed by a

hydro Ĥ and a thermal diffusion T̂ steps, has the following approximated solution
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using the BCH formula,

�Q(tn+1) = e[Ĥ+T̂ ]�t �Q(tn),

= eĤ�teT̂ �t �Q(tn)− 	t2

2

[
Ĥ, T̂

]
�Q(tn). (5.6)

Unless the operators of Ĥ, T̂ , Ê , R̂ and Â commute with each other

[
Ĥ, T̂

]
=
[
T̂ , Ê

]
=
[
Ê , R̂

]
=
[
R̂, Â

]
= 0, (5.7)

the Lie splitting is first-order accurate in time. However, the commutation rela-

tions in Eq. (5.7), requiring all PDEs for hydrodynamics and plasma heat transfer

processes being linear operators in space, are not easily fulfilled in reality.

In this chapter, five individual sections are presented in the following order to

cover the governing equations in DEC2D and DEC3D for

(1) the hydrodynamics module (∂t �Q = Ĥ �Q),

∂tρ+ �∇ · (ρ�v) = 0, (5.8)

∂t(ρ�v) + �∇ · (ρ�v ⊗ �v + ÎP ) = 0, (5.9)

∂t

(
P

γ − 1
+

1

2
ρv2

)
+ �∇ ·

[
�v

(
γP

γ − 1
+

1

2
ρv2

)]
= 0, (5.10)

(2) the thermal diffusion module (∂t �Q = T̂ �Q) with electron and ion thermal

conductivities κe and κi,

∂t

(
Pe

γ − 1

)
= �∇ · κe

�∇Te, (5.11)

∂t

(
Pi

γ − 1

)
= �∇ · κi

�∇Ti, (5.12)

(3) the electron-and-ion equilibration module (∂t �Q = Ê �Q) with the electron and
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ion relaxation time τei,

∂tTe = − 1

τei
(Te − Ti) , (5.13)

∂tTi = − 1

τei
(Ti − Te) , (5.14)

(4) the multi-group radiation transport module (∂t �Q = R̂ �Q) with Planck and

Rosseland opacities κP
g and κR

g , and the flux-limited diffusion coefficient D̄g, the

group-weighted self-emission factor, radiation energy density and radiation pres-

sure Bg, 〈Ug〉 and 〈Pg〉,

∂t〈Ug〉+ �∇ · �v〈Ug〉+ 〈Pg〉�∇ · �v = �∇ · D̄g(κ
R
g )�∇〈Ug〉+ cκP

g (Bg − 〈Ug〉), (5.15)

(5) the one-group or multi-group alpha particle transport module (∂t �Q = Â �Q)

with the alpha particle energy density, diffusion coefficient and birth energy εα,

Dα and Eα0 = 3.5-MeV, D and T ion number densities nD, nT and fusion reactivity

< σv >DT, and the alpha-electron relaxation time ταe,

∂tεα = �∇ ·Dα
�∇εα + nDnT < σv >DT Eα0 −

εα
ταe

. (5.16)

Since the fully implicit discretization, which is unconditionally numerical stable

for large time-step sizes, is applied to solve for all diffusion type equations, the

relaxed time-step size 	t obtained from the coarser states in the hydro-step is

used in modules (2)–(5).

5.2.2 Cartesian & spherical mesh discretization

Cartesian mesh DEC2D and DEC3D

In Cartesian mesh versions, the cell-center coordinates (xi, yj, zk) are defined as

xi = (i − α)	xx, yj = (j − α)	yy and zk = (k − α)	zz. The value of α can be
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taken as 1 or 0.5 , but it is restricted to be 0.5 in spherical coordinates to avoid

singularities. A uniform discretization 	xx = 	yy = 	zz = L(t)/N in x, y and

z directions is adopted to provide a uniform resolution for RT instabilities, where

L(t) is the length of the simulation domain in one direction at the time t and N is

the number of cells. At each time step 	t, the length of simulation domain L(t)

is updated explicitly according to dL
dt

= βvshellCM (t),

L(tn+1)− L(tn)

	t
= βvshellCM (tn), (5.17)

where vshellCM (t) is the center-of-mass velocity of the imploding shell in the deceler-

ation phase or the exploding shell in the disassembly phase, and β is a constant

in between 1− 2 to control the moving mesh velocity.

For 3-D simulations, the problem of increasing computational times and CPU

memories due to operating with a large data size to store 3-D variables, leads to

the implementation of massively parallel simulations. The domain decomposition

for the Cartesian-mesh version DEC3D is implemented as follows. Let mx, my

and mz be the number of sub-domains in each orthogonal direction respectively,

the total number of sub-domains is therefore given by mx × my × mz, whereas

the total number of cells in each sub-domain is given by N sub
x × N sub

y × N sub
z ,

where N sub
x = N/mx, N sub

y = N/my and N sub
z = N/mz are respectively, the

number of cells in each sub-domain along x, y and z directions. Under the domain

decomposition, the storage for a 3-D variable N3 is split into N sub
x ×N sub

y ×N sub
z

stored by each core, which is labelled as “rank”. The reduced size to store a 3-

D array within a sub-domain not only relaxes the memory requirement but also

shorten the computational times to complete a N sub
x ×N sub

y ×N sub
z do-loop.

Figure (5.5) demonstrates the flexibility of Cartesian topology domain de-

composition implemented in the Cartesian-mesh version DEC3D through the

message-passing-interface (MPI). Two figures on the top show a sector of 3-D
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Figure 5.5: The Cartesian topology domain decomposition [CLS94] for the
Cartesian mesh version DEC3D [WBB+15] through the message-passing-interface
(MPI) for a 3-D mass density profile.

mass density profile with domain decompositions in x, y and z directions defined

by mx ×my ×mz, in which 2 × 2 × 2 is shown on the left and 2 × 2 × 1 on the

right, Whereas two figures at the bottom show the full 3-D mass density profile

with domain decompositions of 2× 2× 2 on the left and 4× 4× 4 on the right.

Within each time-step 	t, cell information at the boundaries are exchanged

with neighboring sub-domains through MPI send and receive functions, whereas

ghost cells are obtained from physical boundary conditions such as the azimuthal

rotational symmetry along the poles at inner boundaries or the zero inflow of fluid,

heat and radiation from the vacuum at outer boundaries without MPI exchanges.

The exchange of boundary only operates on variables on the fine mesh.

Figure (5.6) shows the MPI send and receive scheme implemented in the

Cartesian-mesh version DEC3D. The left graph shows the exchange of cell in-

formation at boundaries, whereas the right graph show a 2×2 domain decomposi-
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.6: Exchanging boundary information between neighboring sub-domains
through MPI send and receive functions in one time-step.

tion in order to visualize MPI send and receive operations to complete an explicit

update for a 2-D mass density profile in a hydro-step..

Code descriptions for the Cartesian-meshDEC3D were presented in [WBB+15].

The most up-to-date numerical methods and available solvers are summarized in

Table 5.2. However, the multi-group radiation transport is solved by the classical

red-black SOR iteration, which was observed to convergence extremely slowly for

X-ray diffusions. The multi-grid solver by HYPRE was implemented only in the

spherical-mesh DEC3D as descried in Table 5.2. Apart from the third-order PPM

hydro solver and HYPRE diffusion solver, all up-to-date solvers such as the multi-

group alpha transport were available in the Cartesian-mesh DEC2D in this thesis,

because the second-order MUSCL hydro solver and the direct solve of implicit

diffusions by Gaussian elimination were observed working efficiently.

In future work, PPM and HYPRE will be implemented into this Cartesian-

mesh version DEC3D for the interest of high-resolution and strong shock-capturing

capabilities for turbulence simulations.
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Table 5.2: The summary for Cartesian-mesh DEC2D and DEC3D.[WBB+15]

Numerical methods DEC2D DEC3D

Mesh Cartesian Cartesian

Moving-mesh Conservative Conservative

Hydro solver MUSCL MUSCL

Diffusion solver Gaussian elimination Iterative solve by SOR

Multi-group radiation Yes Yes

Multi-group alpha Yes No

One-group alpha Yes Yes

Spherical mesh DEC2D and DEC3D

In spherical coordinates, the cell-center coordinates (ri, θj, φk) are defined as ri =

(i−1/2)	r, θj = (j−1/2)	θ, and φk = (k−1/2)	φ. The discretization in radius

and angles are defined by 	r = R(t)/Nr, 	θ = π/Nθ, and 	φ = 2π/Nφ, with

indices i = 1, ..., Nr, j = 1, ..., Nθ, and k = 1, ..., Nφ. The total number of cells

is Nr × Nθ × Nφ, and the length of the radial domain R(t) is updated explicitly

according to d
dt
R(t) = βvshellCM (tn) in the same manner as Eq. (5.17 ).

At the outer radii rN and rN+1, the zero inflow boundary condition is applied

to the mass density ρN = ρN+1, the total pressure PN = PN+1 and the radial

velocity vr, N = vr, N+1. At the origin and along the poles, no boundary condition

is imposed for 3-D perturbing flows. Because the periodicity in the polar angle

θ and the azimuthal angle φ set up a 3-D relation to map the variables from the

ghost cells with that from the interior cells. Equation (5.18) shows the set of 3-D

relations to map values of ghost cell Qg at coordinates rg, θg, θNθ+g, φg and φNφ+g,

where g = 1 − 3 because three ghost cells are needed for PPM third-order hydro

solver. Figure (5.7) shows an example of spherical mesh for one radial sub-domain.

The boundary information for three ghost cells shown in red circles in each end of
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Figure 5.7: Three ghost cells are required at each boundary of the radial sub-
domain for the third-order explicit PPM hydro update.

the radial domain are obtained by MPI boundary exchanges.

Q (r1−g, θj, φk) = Q
(
rg, θNθ−j+1, φk+Sign(Nφ/2−k)×Nφ/2

)
,

Q (ri, θ1−g, φk) = Q
(
ri, θg, φk+Sign(Nφ/2−k)×Nφ/2

)
,

Q (ri, θNθ+g, φk) = Q
(
ri, θNθ+1−g, φk+Sign(Nφ/2−k)×Nφ/2

)
,

Q (ri, θj, φ1−g) = Q
(
ri, θj, φNφ+1−g

)
,

Q
(
ri, θj, φNφ+g

)
= Q (ri, θj, φg) .

(5.18)

The domain decomposition is applied in the radial direction through message-

passage-interface (MPI). [CLS94] Let m be the total number of sub-domains in

the radial direction, the total number of cells in each sub-domain is given by

N sub
r × Nθ × Nφ, where N sub

r = Nr/m. Figure (5.8) shows an example of 3-D

single-mode 
 = 6 simulation. The radial domain is decomposed into six sub-

domains, showing different layer of mass density profiles for the 3-D RT spikes.

The core of rank 0 stores data for the inner most cells, whereas the core of rank 5

store data for the outer most cells.
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Figure 5.8: The radial domain decomposition of DEC3D into six sub-domains
for a 3-D mass density profile for a single-mode 
 = 6 simulation.

5.2.3 Macro-zoning

Near the origin ri → 0 and along the north pole θj → 0 and the south pole

θj → π, the polar arc length 	Sθ = ri	θ and the azimuthal arc length 	Sφ =

ri sin θj	φ for finite-volume cells are too small, resulting in an extremely small

time-step size 	t as required by the Courant condition [CF76]. The problem of

small time-step size only affects the explicit schemes for hyperbolic equations such

as PPM hydrodynamics, because the distance travelled by a characteristic wave

in an explicit update for the wave propagation cannot be lager than the cell size.

The macro-zoning technique is applied in DEC3D to map fluid variables from the

fine mesh onto a coarser mesh to relaxed the time-step size.

	t = Min[	r/vmax,	Sθ/vmax,	Sφ/vmax]i,j,k, (5.19)
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Figure 5.9: Example of coarse mesh generation of azimuthal mesh along the poles
in DEC3D.

where vmax = Max[vr ± cs, vθ ± cs, vφ ± cs] is the local maximum speed of hydro-

dynamic signal propagation and cs =
√

γP/ρ is the local sound speed. In each

time-step, the coarsening algorithm is computed within each radial layer of cells:

(I) first the fine mesh detection, (II) second the coarse mesh generation (III) and

finally the prolongation and restriction [TOS01] of primitive variables between fine

and coarse mesh. Figure (5.9) shows an example of coarse mesh structure near the

z-axis obtained by the three-step coarsening algorithm. The minimum arc length

in the polar and azimuthal angles on the coarser mesh are restricted to be about

	r/2, so that the final time-step size is determined by the radial discretization

	r in Eq. (5.19)

In step (I), the fine meshes are detected whenever either one of the following

fine mesh definitions are satisfied for an individual finite-volume cell.

	Sfine
θ = ri	θ < 	r/2,

	Sfine
φ = ri sin θj	φ < 	r/2.

(5.20)

In step (II), a new discretization in polar and azimuthal angles is computed in-

dependently to produce a coarser polar mesh 	θcoarse = 	θ ×Mθ and a coarser
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Figure 5.10: Illustration of 3-D coarse mesh generation near the origin and along
the poles in different radial subdomains.

azimuthal mesh 	φcoarse = 	φ × Mφ through the binary re-combination. This

choice of coarse mesh generation algorithm restricts the original resolution in the

polar angle Nθ = 2a and azimuthal angle Nφ = 2b to require positive non-zero inte-

gers a and b respectively. The even integer multipliers Mθ = 2Lθ and Mφ = 2Lφ are

selected by the following coarse mesh conditions, where Lθ and Lφ are restricted

to be positive integers.

	Scoarse
θ = ri	θ ×Mθ > 	r/2,

	Scoarse
φ = ri sin θj	φ×Mφ > 	r/2.

(5.21)

A general coarsening factor fcoarse is defined to specify the definition of fine mesh.

For instance, Eqs. (5.20-5.21) refer to a coarsening factor equals to 1/2. The

solutions for Lθ and Lφ in Eq. (5.21) with an arbitrary coarsening factor are

Lθ > Log[fcoarse	r/(ri	θ)]/Log2,

Lφ > Log[fcoarse	r/(ri sin θj	θ)]/Log2.
(5.22)

For solution Lθ = Lφ = 0, no coarsening is required. Equation (5.22) is used to

determine the new discretization in the coarser polar mesh 	θcoarse = 	θ × 2Lθ

and the coarser azimuthal mesh 	φcoarse = 	φ× 2Lφ for each radial layer of cells
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from r1 to rNr including the cells at the origin and along the poles. Figure (5.10)

shows the coarse mesh generation in the first and second radial subdomains to

illustrate the appearance of the coarse mesh structure near the origin and along

the poles respectively. In step (III), physical quantities on the fine mesh are

mapped onto the coarser mesh through the volume-averaging. After the explicit

Riemann solver update for hydrodynamics, new physical quantities on the coarser

mesh are mapped onto the fine mesh. Coarsening treatment is only applied to the

explicit hydrodynamics. Other modeling equations including thermal, alpha and

radiation diffusion are solved implicitly on the fine mesh because implicit schemes

are numerically stable with no restriction on the time-step size.

5.3 Hydrodynamics

5.3.1 Conservative moving mesh

1-D finite volume moving-mesh

In finite-volume methods, all numerical fluxes passing through cell interfaces are

treated conservatively, with the advantage to conserve the total mass, momenta

and energy within and leaving the simulation domain over times. DEC2D and

DEC3D implements the moving-mesh method derived for one-dimensional hyper-

bolic conservation laws by Fazio and LeVeque [FL03].

In the non-relativistic limit, the transformation is Galilean

t = τ, (5.23)

x = ξ + vτ, (5.24)

and satisfies the following chain rules that relate the time and spatial derivatives
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between the stationary and moving frames,

(
∂

∂t

)
x

=

(
∂

∂τ

)
ξ

(
∂τ

∂t

)
x

+

(
∂

∂ξ

)
τ

(
∂ξ

∂t

)
x

, (5.25)(
∂

∂x

)
t

=

(
∂

∂τ

)
ξ

(
∂τ

∂x

)
t

+

(
∂

∂ξ

)
τ

(
∂ξ

∂x

)
t

. (5.26)

Substitute the Galilean transformations from Eqs. (5.23)–(5.24) into above chain

rules, and apply the triple product rule to rewrite the partial derivative as
(
∂ξ
∂t

)
x
=

−( ∂x
∂t )ξ

( ∂x
∂ξ )t

, the transformation for partial derivatives are

∂t = ∂τ −
xt

xξ

∂ξ, (5.27)

∂x = ξx∂ξ. (5.28)

Therefore, a 1-D hyperbolic conservation law

∂tq + ∂xf = 0 (5.29)

with the state variable q(x, t) and the flux variable f(x, t) described by the sta-

tionary frame coordinates (x, t) is transformed into the moving frame with the

state variable q̂(ξ, τ) and the flux variable f̂(ξ, τ),

∂τ q̂ −
xt

xξ

∂ξ q̂ + ξx∂ξf̂ = 0. (5.30)

Equation (5.30) can be rewritten into an exact conservative form by taking the fol-

lowing relations xξ∂τ q̂ = ∂τ (xξ q̂)− q̂∂τ (xξ), xτ∂ξ q̂ = ∂ξ (xτ q̂)− q̂∂ξ (xτ ), ∂τ (xξ) =

∂ξ (xτ ), xξξx = 1, and xτ = xt.

∂τ (xξ q̂) + ∂ξ

(
f̂ − xtq̂

)
= 0, (5.31)
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In the second step, the exact result in Eq. (5.31) is applied to a new trans-

formation, defined by xi = ξi	x, from the physical domain (xi, t
n) to a com-

putational domain (ξi, t
n). The time-dependent spatial discretization is given by

	x(tn) = L(tn)/N , where L(t) is the length of the physical domain at the time t

and N is the number of cells. Since the variable ξi is a dimensionless number in

the computational domain, an integration of Eq. (5.31) over the computational

domain of a cell

∫ ξi+1/2

ξi−1/2

dξ
[
∂τ (xξ q̂) + ∂ξ

(
f̂ − xtq̂

)]
= 0. (5.32)

Since the integration domain
[
ξi−1/2, ξi+1/2

]
is time-independent, the time deriva-

tive can be pulled out from the integral giving,

d

dτ

∫ ξi+1/2

ξi−1/2

dξ (xξ q̂) +
[
f̂ − xtq̂

]ξi+1/2

ξi−1/2

= 0. (5.33)

Substitute the Jacobian relation xξdξ = dx in Eq. (5.33), and define the cell-

averaged physical quantity Q(xi, t) in the physical domain. The term xξ is called

the capacity function in the wave propagation algorithm. [Lev02] When the mesh

is static, one can integrate Eq. (5.31) with xt = 0 and pulls out the time derivative

in the same manner. However, once the mesh moves, one can only pull out the

time derivative in the computational domain, which explains the significance of

the second step.

Q(xi, t) =
1

	x(t)

∫ xi+1/2

xi−1/2

q(x, t)dx, (5.34)

Finally, the conservative update for Eq. (5.33) is,

d

dt
[	x(t)Q(xi, t)] + [f − xtq]

xi+1/2

xi−1/2
= 0. (5.35)
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Figure 5.11: The principle of 1-D finite-volume moving-mesh method. The cell
interfaces are moving to the left in the next time step level tn+1 so that the cell-
averaged quantity Qn+1

i is defined by the linear interpolation to account for the
contribution of Qn

i−1 and Qn
i in the previous time-step level tn.

Equation (5.35) is the exact result for an explicit update for the 1-D hyperbolic

conservation law in Eq. (5.29) on a moving mesh. From a geometrical point of

view, the physical origin of moving mesh numerical fluxes xtq appears naturally

from the definition of cell-averaging. Figure (5.11) shows an example of a mesh

moving to the left at the next time level tn+1 with negative cell interface velocities

ẋn
i±1/2 < 0. Three cell-averaged quantities Qn

i−1, Q
n
i and Qn

i+1 at the time level tn

are located at positions xn
i−1, x

n
i and xn

i+1 respectively. Since the cell interfaces at

xn
i±1/2 move to the left to new coordinates at xn+1

i±1/2. In the finite volume method

approach, the cell-averaging of the quantity Qn+1
i bounded by space [xn+1

i−1/2, x
n+1
i+1/2]

at time tn+1 is defined as,

Qn+1
i =

	n
i−1/2

	xn+1
i

Qn
i−1 +

	n
i+1/2

	xn+1
i

Qn
i , (5.36)

where the ratios
�n

i−1/2

�xn+1
i

and
�n

i+1/2

�xn+1
i

measure the weights of Qn
i−1 and Qn

i respec-
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tively, and ẋn
i±1/2	t is the displacement of the cell interface over one time-step

	t. Substitute the distances traveled by the left and right cell interfaces at xn
i−1/2

and xn
i+1/2 respectively,

	n
i−1/2 = −ẋn

i−1/2	t, (5.37)

	n
i+1/2 = 	xn

i + ẋn
i+1/2	t. (5.38)

into the linear interpolation in Eq. (5.36)

Qn+1
i =

	xn
i

	xn+1
i

Qn
i −

	t

	xn+1
i

(
ẋn
i−1/2Q

n
i−1 − ẋn

i+1/2Q
n
i

)
. (5.39)

Equation (5.39) is the same explicit update as Eq. (5.35), except with the zero

physical flux f = 0, and is also known as the upwind update because the linear

interpolation in Eq. (5.36) uses the solutions of Qn
i−1 and Qn

i from the previous

time level tn. In the moving-mesh update by Eq. (5.39), motions of cell interfaces

are known in prior to the left, and is first-order accurate in time and space. The

explicit update of moving-mesh numerical fluxes can either be operator-split from

hydrodynamics, or simultaneously being updated with the hydrodynamics. The

latter results in less numerically diffusive solutions and are adopted in DEC2D

and DEC3D.

1-D wave-propagation algorithm

In order to attain a smooth transition to Riemann solvers, an upwind method fol-

lowing LeVeque wave-propagation algorithm [Lev02] was derived at second-order

accurate in space and time for the operator-split moving-mesh update with zero

physical fluxes.

∂τ (xξ q̂)− ∂ξ (xtq̂) = 0. (5.40)
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This moving mesh equation has the same feature of a 1-D scalar advection prob-

lem for a state variable �q, which is described by a linear system of hyperbolic

conservation laws with a constant-coefficient matrix Â.

∂t�q + Â · ∂x�q = 0, (5.41)

where the commutator [∂x(Â·�q), Â·∂x�q] commutes. The 1-D scalar advection equa-

tion can be rewritten into equations described by a diffusion and wave dispersion

terms by taking time derivatives on both sides of Eq. (5.41).

∂tt�q = Â2 · ∂xx�q, (5.42)

∂ttt�q = −Â3 · ∂xxx�q. (5.43)

The eigenvalues λ of the matrix Â through the diagonalization of Â = R̂ · Λ · R̂−1

by the right-eignvector matrix R̂ in Eq. (5.41) corresponds to the cell interface

velocity xt in Eq. (5.40). Let Λ+ be a matrix containing the positive eigenvalues

on the diagonal with negative ones replaced by zeros, and vice versa to define the

Λ− matrix, so as to define the matrices for Â+ = R̂ ·Λ+ ·R̂−1 and Â− = R̂ ·Λ− ·R̂−1,

which obey

Â = Â+ + Â−, (5.44)

|Â| = Â+ − Â−, (5.45)

Â± =
1

2

[
Â± |Â|

]
, (5.46)

Â2 = |Â|2. (5.47)

The last equality for matrices Â2 = R̂ · Λ̂2 · R̂−1 and |Â|2 can be validated by

comparing the elements of the diagonalized matrices {Λ̂2}ij = λ2
i δij and {(Λ̂+ −

Λ̂−)·(Λ̂+−Λ̂−)}ij = |λi|2δij, where δij is Kronecker delta which equals to one for i =
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j; otherwise zero, and λi is the eigenvalue at the i-row. Equations (5.44)–(5.47) will

be used to derive LeVeque wave-propagation algorithm to be discussed latter. For

compressible fluid dynamics, classical higher order > 1 finite-differencing schemes

are numerically unstable[Sod78]. To understand this basic concept, consider a

third-order Taylor expansion in time for a fluid variable q(x, t) from time levels tn

to tn+1 at a fixed space position x,

�q(x, tn+1) = �q(x, tn) +	t∂tq(x, t
n) +

	t2

2
∂tt�q(x, t

n) +
	t3

6
∂ttt�q(x, t

n) +O3,

(5.48)

which can be shown equal to

�qn+1 = �qn −	t Â · ∂x�qn︸ ︷︷ ︸
advection

+
	t2

2
Â2 · ∂xx�qn︸ ︷︷ ︸

diffusion

−	t3

6
Â3 · ∂xxx�qn︸ ︷︷ ︸

dispersion

+O3, (5.49)

by substituting the wave transport relations from Eq. (5.41) to Eq. (5.43). Equa-

tion (5.49) states that a first-order finite-difference scheme is numerically stable

because the truncation error term ∂xx�q is diffusive, but a second-order scheme is

numerically unstable because the truncation error term ∂xxx�q is dispersive.

At the first-order finite-difference discretization,

�qn+1 − �qn

	t
= −Â · ∂x�qn +

	t

2
Â2 · ∂xx�qn︸ ︷︷ ︸

diffusion

, (5.50)

the update equation contains not only an advection term but also includes a nu-

merical diffusion coefficient DO1(�t) =
�t
2
Â2 ∼ �t

2
λ̂i

2
due to the first-order explicit

time discretization, [Lev02] where DO1(�t) has the dimension of length2/time. The

strength of the intrinsic numerical diffusion depends on the characteristic wave ve-

locity λi.

This is the starting point for the classical method of artificial numerical viscos-

ity [VR50] by VonNeumann and Richtmyer in the early 1950s, which introduces
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one or more numerical diffusive terms into fluid equations to suppress the numeri-

cal noises triggered by second-order finite-difference discretization such as MacCor-

mack scheme [Mac] in 1970s. See the survey of classical finite difference methods

in 1980s by Sod. [Sod78] However, the main drawback is that the magnitudes

of artificial numerical viscosities require users’ input, and the correct magnitudes

that are large enough to suppress numerical noises are not known in prior to

simulations.

At the second-order finite-difference discretization,

�qn+1 − �qn

	t
= −Â · ∂x�qn +

	t

2
Â2 · ∂xx�qn −

	t2

6
Â3 · ∂xxx�qn︸ ︷︷ ︸

dispersion

, (5.51)

as the fluid transits from incompressible to compressible regimes, the steepening of

nonlinear waves [Whi74] occurs so that the wave propagation from behind contin-

uously catch up the wave propagation ahead, because of the gradually increasing

characteristic wave velocity λ from waves at behind to waves ahead, and eventually

forms a shock wave characterized by a sharp discontinuity.

The finite-difference approximation in Eq. (5.49) is known as the weak form[CF76],

meaning that spatial partial derivatives such as ∂xxx�q are not differentiable at any

discontinuity. However, discontinuous solutions such as shock waves and contact

discontinuous are admitted [CF76, Whi74] in Euler equations, so that numerical

methods for computational fluid dynamics (CFD) must be numerically stable to

transport a step function in time and space in a simple sense.

Godunov [God59] in 1960s proposed the strong form to solve the integral rep-

resentation of Euler equations by treating the fluid data between two adjacent

finite-volume cells as a Riemann problem. However, Godunov schemes are only

first-order accurate and is too diffusive in practices as explained by Eq. (5.50).

The turning point was due to the introduction of flux limiters in 1980s that sup-

press the noise amplifications for high-order > 1 schemes in a non-linear manner,
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first observed by Roe [Roe84, Roe97, Roe86] in his flux-vector splitting scheme, as

well as by Boris and Book in their flux-corrected transport (FCT) scheme. [BB73]

The functional forms of flux limiters are required to satisfy a set of algebraic rules,

which are called as the total variation diminishing (TVD) property first introduced

by Harten [Har83] in 1980s, derived from explicit discretization of hyperbolic con-

servation laws, so as to impose a strong condition of monotonically varying in space

for all profiles of fluid variables in the high-order schemes. Because the monotonic

solution is a fundamental property for Euler equations. [CF76, Tor09a]

The first genuine second-order Godunov scheme, called MUSCL, was formu-

lated by van Leer in 1980s [vL79], who first successfully translated the physics

of monotone solutions in terms of a clear geometric picture to design a mono-

tone flux limiter. The third-order Godunov scheme called PPM was derived

by Collela soon later in 1980s [CW84]. Variants of applying the TVD proper-

ties in finite-difference schemes emerged since 1980s, namely TVD-MacCormack

scheme by Davis [Dav84, Dav87], the explicit and implicit compact schemes by Yee

[Yee85, Yee87, Yee94, Yee97], and the essentially non-oscillatory (ENO) schemes

by Harten [Har89]. The construction of TVD finite-difference schemes can be

boosted to high order > 3 more readily than solving for geometric rules to con-

struct high order finite-volume approaches.

The Riemann problem between two adjacent fluid data can be solved either ex-

actly by computational expensive non-linear methods or approximation methods.

A family of approximated Riemann solvers were developed since 1980s, namely the

two-wave model approximate Harten-Lax-Van Lee (HLL) Riemann solver [HLL83]

and the three-wave model approximate Harten-Lax-Van Lee-Contact HLLC (C

for including for the contact discontinuity wave in HLL) Riemann solver by Toro

[Tor09a], and the five-wave model approximate HLLD Riemann solver by Mignone

[MUB08] for magnetohydrodynamics. HLLC is implemented in DEC2D and

DEC3D because it contains all three types of characteristic waves in Euler equa-
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tions including the non-linear rarefaction wave, the shock wave and the contact

discontinuity wave.

In the following, the main concepts of LeVeque wave-propagation algorithm

[Lev02] is recalled, which is served to provide a smooth transition to understand the

origin of flux limiters. Substitute the second-order center-in-space discretization

for partial derivatives ∂x and ∂xx in Eq. (5.49),

∂x�q
n
i =

�qni+1 − �qni−1
2	x

, (5.52)

∂xx�q
n
i =

�qni+1 − 2�qni + �qni−1
	x

, (5.53)

such that the second-order finite-difference scheme

�qn+1
i = �qni −	tÂ · ∂x�qni +

	t2

2
Â2 · ∂xx�qni +O2, (5.54)

is reduced to Lax-Wendroff discretization,

�qn+1
i = �qni − 	t

2	x
Â ·

(
�qni+1 − �qni−1

)
+

	t2

2	x
Â2 ·

(
�qni+1 − 2�qni + �qni−1

)
+O2, (5.55)

whereO2 = −�t3

6
Â3·∂xxx�qni is the dispersive truncation term. Define Lax-Wendroff

numerical fluxes �F LW
i±1/2 at the cell interfaces xi±1/2,

�F LW
i+1/2 =

1

2
Â ·

(
�qni + �qni+1

)
− 	t

2
Â2 ·

(
�qni+1 − �qni

)
, (5.56)

�F LW
i−1/2 =

1

2
Â ·

(
�qni−1 + �qni

)
− 	t

2
Â2 ·

(
�qni − �qni−1

)
, (5.57)

and expand

1

2
Â ·

(
�qni + �qni+1

)
= Â+�qni + Â−�qni+1 +

1

2
|Â|

(
�qni+1 − �qni

)
, (5.58)

1

2
Â ·

(
�qni−1 + �qni

)
= Â+�qni−1 + Â−�qni +

1

2
|Â|

(
�qni − �qni−1

)
. (5.59)
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Figure 5.12: van Leer’s geometrical interpolation for flux limiters. By defining
the slopes 	Qi+1/2 = Qi+1 −Qi and 	Qi−1/2 = Qi −Qi−1, a cell is considered as
a numerical noise if the product of slopes is negative 	Qi+1/2	Qi−1/2 < 0, and
no cell reconstruction is needed 	Qi = 0. Otherwise, the cell profile is monotonic
and is reconstructed by addling a linear slope 	Qi =

(
	Qi+1/2 +	Qi−1/2

)
/2.

Equations (5.58)–(5.59) imply that the first-order upwind solution contains a nu-

merical diffusion coefficient DO1(�x) = 1
2
|Â|	x [Roe84] due to the spatial dis-

cretization in Lax-Wendroff scheme. Similarly, the first-order but not upwind,

Lax-Friedrichs scheme [Tor09a] has a numerical diffusion coefficient DO1(�x) =

1
2
	x2/	t, [Lev02] which only depend on the mesh and time-step sizes but not

characteristic wave velocities. Define the differences of state variables 	�qi+1/2 =(
�qni+1 − �qni

)
and 	�qi−1/2 =

(
�qni − �qni−1

)
across the cell interfaces at xi±1/2, Lax-

Wendroff cell-interface numerical fluxes in Eqs. (5.56)–(5.57) are simplified into

�F LW
i+1/2 =

(
Â+�qni + Â−�qi+1

)
+

1

2
|Â|

(
Î − 	t

	x
|Â|
)
	�qi+1/2, (5.60)

�F LW
i−1/2 =

(
Â+�qni−1 + Â−�qi

)
+

1

2
|Â|

(
Î − 	t

	x
|Â|
)
	�qi−1/2. (5.61)

By replacing the state difference	�qi±1/2 with a total-variation-diminishing (TVD)

flux-limited state difference 	�qTVD
i±1/2 in Eqs. (5.60)–(5.61), the resulting flux-

limited second-order Lax-Wendroff scheme in Eq. (5.55) is called LeVeque wave

propagation algorithm. Comprehensive analysis for functional forms of TVD

flux limiters were reported by Sweby [Swe84]. Figure (5.12) shows the exam-
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ple of van Leer TVD flux limiter to explain flux limiters from a simple geomet-

rical point of view. The basic idea is to detect whether a cell belongs to nu-

merical noises or solutions of Euler equations that exhibiting monotone profiles

in space for all fluid variables. The detection is accomplished by checking the

product of slopes 	qi−1/2	qi+1/2 between two adjacent cells, where 	qi−1/2 =

qi − qi−1 and 	qi+1/2 = qi+1 − qi. A cell is noise if the product is negative

	qi−1/2	qi+1/2 < 0, otherwise the cell is reconstructed by adding a linear slope

	qi =
(
	qi+1/2 +	qi−1/2

)
/2. Therefore, one of the TVD flux limiters derived by

van Leer is,

	�q
TVD,(van Leer)
i =

1

2

(
	qi+1/2 +	qi−1/2

)
, if 	qi−1/2	qi+1/2 > 0, (5.62)

= 0, if 	qi−1/2	qi+1/2 < 0. (5.63)

This is called MUSCL scheme. [vL79] For those cell being detected as numerical

noises are updated with zero slopes 	�qi±1/2 in the upwind numerical fluxes in

Eqs. (5.60)–(5.61), implying that all cells with a noisy background are updated at

the first-order numerically diffusive method whereas all other cells with monotone

profiles are updated at second-order. Figure (5.13) compares the numerical sta-

bility in resolving the mass density profile across a sharp inner interface in a NIF

implosion between a classical finite-difference MacCormack scheme with artificial

numerical viscosities and MUSCL scheme. The principle of flux limiter is to switch

second-order solution into first-order numerically diffusive solution to damp the

growth of numerical noises.

�qn+1
i = �qni − 	t

	x

(
�F LW
i+1/2 − �F LW

i−1/2

)
. (5.64)

The last piece to attain a second-order TVD scheme to update the operator-
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Figure 5.13: Significant numerical noises are observed in MacCormack scheme
across the sharp shell interface, whereas the solution of MUSCL scheme HLLC
approximate Riemann solver is numerically stable.

split moving-mesh equation in Eq. (5.40) is to introduce the second-order Lax-

Wendroff TVD numerical fluxes �F
LW(O2)
i±1/2 in Eq. (5.39) by replacing the matrix

of characteristic wave velocities |Â| with the cell interface mesh velocity |ẋn
i±1/2|,

because the cell interface velocity is the characteristic wave velocity in the moving-

mesh equation in Eq. (5.40).

�F
LW(O2)
i±1/2 =

1

2
|Â|

(
Î − 	t

	x
|Â|
)
	�qTVD

i±1/2. (5.65)

Because the upwind numerical fluxes in Eq. (5.39) in the example of left-moving

cell interfaces can be generalized as the first-order Lax-Wendroff numerical fluxes

�F
LW(O1)
i±1/2 in Eqs. (5.60)–(5.61),

�F
LW(O1)
i+1/2 = Â+�qni + Â−�qi+1, (5.66)

�F
LW(O1)
i−1/2 = Â+�qni−1 + Â−�qi. (5.67)

For a moving mesh with all cell interfaces move to the left systematically, the

solution for the first-order Lax-Wendroff numerical fluxes is given by substituting
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Â+ = −ẋn
i±1/2 > 0 and Â− = 0,

�F
LW(O1),L
i+1/2 = −ẋn

i+1/2�q
n
i , (5.68)

�F
LW(O1),L
i−1/2 = −ẋn

i−1/2�q
n
i−1, (5.69)

and Â+ = 0 and Â− = −ẋn
i±1/2 < 0 for a right-moving mesh,

�F
LW(O1),R
i+1/2 = −ẋn

i+1/2�qi+1, (5.70)

�F
LW(O1),R
i−1/2 = −ẋn

i−1/2�qi. (5.71)

The first-order upwind scheme for Eq. (5.39) in the example of a left moving-mesh

can be written in first-order Lax-Wendroff form,

Qn+1
i =

	xn
i

	xn+1
i

Qn
i −

	t

	xn+1
i

(
F

LW(O1),L
i+1/2 − F

LW(O1),L
i−1/2

)
, (5.72)

and the second-order form of LeVeque wave-propagation algorithm is,

Qn+1
i =

	xn
i

	xn+1
i︸ ︷︷ ︸

geometry 1

Qn
i −

	t

	xn+1
i︸ ︷︷ ︸

geometry 2

(
F

LW(O1),L
i+1/2 + �F

LW(O2)
i+1/2 − F

LW(O1),L
i−1/2 − �F

LW(O2)
i−1/2

)
.

(5.73)

Figure (5.14) compares the performance of 1-D LeVeque wave-propagation al-

gorithm by Eq. (5.73) between a slow moving-mesh at ẋ = −1 and a fast moving-

mesh at ẋ = −2. Good agreements with the exact solution on static mesh are

observed for the fluid variables of the mass density ρ, velocity u and pressure P in

a 1-D planner shock tube problem. Although DEC2D and DEC3D do not imple-

ment the operator-split moving-mesh update because of relatively more diffusive

solutions than solving the moving-mesh update in Riemann solver simultaneously,

the value of Eq. (5.73) explains how two places of the cell geometry enter the
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of 1-D LeVeque wave-propagation algorithm between
a slow moving-mesh at ẋ = −1 and a fast moving-mesh at ẋ = −2 that updates
a operator-split moving mesh using Eq. (5.73), followed by a hydro update using
the second-order MUSCL-HLLC Riemann solver in a shock tube problem.

explicit update of finite-volume moving mesh. These geometrical factors result

from the capacity function xξ = 	x in Eq. (5.33). Without loss of generality, this

result is applied to the 3-D finite-volume moving-mesh update.

To understand the physical meaning of constructing an upwind solution, the

total change for a cell content Qn+1
i − Qn

i over one time-step 	t for a first-order

Lax-Wendroff update in Eq. (5.72) on a static mesh 	xn
i = 	xn+1

i = 	x can be

shown as a linear interpolation in four terms,

Qn+1
i −Qn

i = −
	tÂ+

i+1/2

	x︸ ︷︷ ︸
leave

Qn
i −

	tÂ−i+1/2

	x︸ ︷︷ ︸
enter

Qn
i+1 +

	tÂ+
i−1/2

	x︸ ︷︷ ︸
enter

Qn
i−1 +

	tÂ−i−1/2
	x︸ ︷︷ ︸
leave

Qn
i .

(5.74)

On the right hand side of Eq. (5.74), the first term measures the leaving cell

content Qn
i with a weight of

�tÂ+
i+1/2

�x
> 0 and the total sign is negative meaning
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Figure 5.15: The upwind solution in the first-order Lax-Wendroff update is equiv-
alent to a linear interpolation to weigh all possible cell contents leaving and en-
tering into a cell.

for a loss at the cell interface xi+1/2, the second term measures the entering cell

content Qn
i+1 with a weight of

�tÂ−
i+1/2

�x
< 0 and the total sign is positive meaning

for a gain at the cell interface xi+1/2, the third term measures the entering cell

content Qn
i−1 with a weight of

�tÂ+
i−1/2

�x
> 0 and the total sign is positive meaning

for a gain at the cell interface xi−1/2, the forth term measures the leaving cell

content Qn
i with a weight of

�tÂ−
i−1/2

�x
< 0 and the total sign is negative meaning

for a loss at the cell interface xi−1/2.

Figure (5.15) illustrate the wave propagations leaving and entering a cell Qn
i

over the time levels from tn to tn+1 with the position centered at xi on a static

mesh. The sign of characteristic wave velocity is indicated by the superscript of ±.

The contribution of adjacent cell contents Qn
i±1 is manifested by waves propagating

into the cell at xi. In hydrodynamics, these waves are categorized into three types

including the shock wave, the rarefaction wave and the contact discontinuity wave.

3-D finite-volume moving-mesh in Cartesian geometry

In this thesis, the finite-volume method approach was applied to discretize the

inviscid compressible Euler equations on both Cartesian and spherical moving-

mesh for DEC2D and DEC3D. The most up-to-date code development status is
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reported in Table 5.1. To discretize Euler equations in a systematic manner, the

following notations for time and space variables are introduced.

x0 = t, x1 = x, x2 = y, x3 = z, (5.75)

ξ0 = τ, ξ1 = ξx, ξ2 = ξy, ξ3 = ξz. (5.76)

The set of variables {xi=0,1,2,3} are coordinates in the physical domain, whereas

{ξi=0,1,2,3} are coordinates in the computational domain. Along a given i-direction,

let Li(t) be the length of the physical domain at time t and let Ni be the number

of cells for the discretization 	xi(t) = Li(t)/Ni. The general transformation of

coordinates between physical and computational domains is

x0 = ξ0, (5.77)

xi = ξi	xi(t), where 	xi(t) = Li(t)/Ni, ∀i = 1, 2, 3. (5.78)

Using the general chain rule relation

∂

∂xi

=
3∑

i=0

∂ξi
∂xi

∂

∂ξi
, (5.79)

the time and spatial derivatives in the physical domain are transformed into the

computational domain,

∂

∂t
=

∂

∂τ
+

3∑
i=1

∂ξi
∂t

∂

∂ξi
, (5.80)

∂

∂xi

=
∂ξi
∂xi

∂

∂ξi
, ∀i = 1, 2, 3. (5.81)

Define the total energy density of the fluid ε = P
γ−1 +

1
2
ρv2, where P is the fluid

pressure, γ = 5/3 is the ratio of specific heats for an ideal gas, ρ is the fluid

mass density and v is the fluid velocity. Euler equations in the physical domain
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described by a set stationary coordinates {xi=0,1,2,3},

∂

∂t

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
ρ

ρ�v

ε

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦+ �∇ ·

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ρ�v

ρ�v ⊗ �v + ÎP

�v (ε+ P )

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ = �0, (5.82)

can be represented by a system of vector equations that contains a vector of state

variables �q(�x, t) and three vectors of physical fluxes �fx(�x, t), �fy(�x, t) and �fz(�x, t)

in x, y and z directions respectively.

∂�q

∂t
+

∂ �fx
∂x

+
∂ �fy
∂y

+
∂ �fz
∂z

= 0, (5.83)

with the explicit form

∂

∂t

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ρ

ρvxx̂

ρvyŷ

ρvz ẑ

ε

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
+

∂

∂x

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ρvx

ρvxvx + P

ρvxvy

ρvxvz

vx (ε+ P )

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
+

∂

∂y

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ρvy

ρvyvx

ρvyvy + P

ρvyvz

vy (ε+ P )

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
+

∂

∂z

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ρvz

ρvzvx

ρvzvy

ρvzvz + P

vz (ε+ P )

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
= �0 (5.84)

In Cartesian coordinates, the time derivatives of stationary unit vectors x̂, ŷ and ẑ

are zero, so that ∂tx̂i = 0 for i = 1, 2, 3 which, however, is not valid for curvilinear

coordinates.

∂t (ρvix̂i) = x̂i∂t (ρvi) + (ρvi) ∂tx̂i︸︷︷︸
zero

. (5.85)
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Substitute the chain rules of Eqs. (5.80)–(5.81), and the property of zero time

derives for Cartesian unit vectors of Eq. (5.85), into Eq. (5.83),

∂�q

∂τ
+

3∑
i=1

∂ξi
∂t

∂�q

∂ξi
+

3∑
i=1

∂ξi
∂xi

∂ �fi
∂ξi

= �0. (5.86)

In above equation, substitute the triple product rule of ∂ξi
∂t

= −∂xi

∂t
/∂xi

∂ξi
to replace

the time derivatives, and multiply the both sides with a term
∏3

j=1
∂xj

∂ξj
,

(
3∏

j=1

∂xj

∂ξj

)
∂�q

∂τ
−

3∑
i=1

(
3∏

j=1, �=i

∂xj

∂ξj

)
∂xi

∂t

∂�q

∂ξi
+

3∑
i=1

(
3∏

j=1, �=i

∂xj

∂ξj

)
∂ �fi
∂ξi

= �0, (5.87)

The sum of first two terms in Eq. (5.87),

(
3∏

j=1

∂xj

∂ξj

)
∂�q

∂τ
=

∂

∂τ

(
3∏

j=1

∂xj

∂ξj
�q

)
− �q

∂

∂τ

(
3∏

j=1

∂xj

∂ξj

)
,

3∑
i=1

(
3∏

j=1, �=i

∂xj

∂ξj

)
∂xi

∂t

∂�q

∂ξi
=

3∑
i=1

[
∂

∂ξi

(
3∏

j=1, �=i

∂xj

∂ξj

∂xi

∂t
�q

)
− �q

∂

∂ξi

(
3∏

j=1, �=i

∂xj

∂ξj

∂xi

∂t

)]
,

is equals to

∂

∂τ

(
3∏

j=1

∂xj

∂ξj
�q

)
−

3∑
i=1

∂

∂ξi

(
3∏

j=1, �=i

∂xj

∂ξj

∂xi

∂t
�q

)
, (5.88)

because of the following chain rule,

3∑
i=1

∂

∂ξi

(
3∏

j=1, �=i

∂xj

∂ξj

∂xi

∂t

)
=

3∑
i=1

(
3∏

j=1, �=i

∂xj

∂ξj

)
∂

∂t

(
∂xi

∂ξi

)
=

∂

∂τ

(
3∏

j=1

∂xj

∂ξj

)
.

The third term in Eq. (5.87) is,

3∑
i=1

(
3∏

j=1, �=i

∂xj

∂ξj

)
∂ �fi
∂ξi

=
3∑

i=1

∂

∂ξi

(
3∏

j=1, �=i

∂xj

∂ξj
�fi

)
(5.89)
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Using results of Eqs. (5.88) and (5.89), Euler equations in the computational

domain in Eq. (5.87) can be written into a conservative form as follows,

∂

∂τ

(
3∏

j=1

∂xj

∂ξj
�q

)
+

3∑
i=1

∂

∂ξi

(
3∏

j=1, �=i

∂xj

∂ξj

)(
�fi −

∂xi

∂t
�q

)
= �0. (5.90)

To obtain the finite-volume discretization, integrate Eq. (5.90) over the volume

of a cell in the computational domain Dξ = [ξi−1/2, ξi+1/2] × [ξj−1/2, ξj+1/2] ×

[ξk−1/2, ξk+1/2],

∫
Dξ

dξ1dξ2dξ3

[
∂

∂τ

(
3∏

j=1

∂xj

∂ξj
�q

)
+

3∑
i=1

∂

∂ξi

(
3∏

j=1, �=i

∂xj

∂ξj

)(
�fi −

∂xi

∂t
�q

)]
= �0.

(5.91)

The integration of the first term in Eq. (5.94) is obtained by Leibniz integral rule

such that the time derivative is pulled out directly, without introducing an extra

surface integral term due to the property of time-independent boundaries in the

computational domain.

∫
Dξ

dξ1dξ2dξ3

[
∂

∂τ

(
3∏

j=1

∂xj

∂ξj
�q

)]
=

d

dt

(
Vijk

�Qijk

)
, (5.92)

where Vijk is the cell volume in the physical domain Dx = [xi−1/2, xi+1/2] ×

[yj−1/2, yj+1/2] × [zk−1/2, zk+1/2], and �Qijk is the cell-volume-averaged state vari-

able,

�Qijk =
1

Vijk

∫
Dx

dx1dx2dx3�q. (5.93)
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The integration of the second term in Eq. (5.94) for the i = 1 component is,

∫
Dξ

dξ1dξ2dξ3

[
∂

∂ξ1

(
∂x2

∂ξ2

∂x3

∂ξ3

)(
�f1 −

∂x1

∂t
�q

)]
=

[
A1

(
�F ∗1 − ∂x1

∂t
�Q∗
)]i+1/2

i−1/2
,

(5.94)

where A1 = 	x2	x3 is the cell surface area normal to the i = 1 direction, where

�F ∗1 and �Q∗ are the cell-surface-averaged cell-interface numerical flux and the cell-

surface-averaged cell-interface state variable respectively,

�F ∗1 =
1

A1

∫
∂Dx

dx2dx3
�f1, (5.95)

�Q∗ =
1

A1

∫
∂Dx

dx2dx3�q, (5.96)

and the same manner to define other two cell-interface numerical fluxes �F ∗2 and �F ∗3

and the cell-interface state variables �Q∗ in y and z directions. The notation of ∂Dx

referes to the surface of the physical domain Dx. The final form of finite-volume

moving-mesh update for Euler equations in 3-D Cartesian geometry is,

(
Vijk

�Qijk

)n+1

−
(
Vijk

�Qijk

)n

	t
=

3∑
i=1

[
An

i

(
�F ∗i − ẋi

�Q∗
)]i+1/2

i−1/2
. (5.97)

Figure (5.16) shows the performance of 3-D parallel simulations for mode 
 = 10

and 
 = 20 using Cartesian moving-mesh algorithm described by Eq. (5.97).

3-D finite-volume moving-mesh in spherical geometry

In spherical coordinates, Euler equations are,

∂ �Q

∂t
+

1

r2
∂(r2 �Fr)

∂r
+

1

r sin θ

∂(sin θ �Fθ)

∂θ
+

1

r sin θ

∂ �Fφ

∂φ
= �S. (5.98)
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Figure 5.16: Performance of 3-D parallel simulations for modes 
 = 10 and

 = 20 using the Cartesian-mesh version DEC3D implemented with the Cartesian
moving-mesh algorithm described by Eq. (5.97).

Here �Q is the state vector and �S is the geometry source vector representing the

pseudo forces due to the time derivative of momentum vectors in the spherical

coordinates.

�Q =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ρ

ρvr

ρvθ

ρvφ

ε

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, �S =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0

2P/r + ρ(v2θ + v2φ)/r

−ρvθvr/r +
cos θ
sin θ

(ρv2φ + P )/r

−ρvrvφ/r − cos θ
sin θ

ρvθvφ/r

0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (5.99)

Here ρ is the fluid mass density, vr, vθ, vφ are fluid velocity components in r, θ, φ

directions respectively. ε = P/(γ−1)+ρ(v2r+v2θ+v2φ)/2 is the total energy density.
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The flux vectors �Fr, �Fθ and �Fφ in Eq. (5.82) are

�Fr =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ρvr

ρv2r + P

ρvrvθ

ρvrvφ

hvr

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, �Fθ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ρvθ

ρvrvθ

ρv2θ + P

ρvθvφ

hvθ

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, �Fφ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ρvφ

ρvrvφ

ρvθvφ

ρv2φ + P

hvφ

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (5.100)

where h = ε + P is the enthalpy density. The pseudo force terms in the fluid

momentum equations are result of non-zero time derivative of rotating unit vec-

tors. Substitute the following time derivative relations of rotating unit vectors in

spherical coordinates into Eq. (5.85),

˙̂r = θ̇θ̂ + φ̇ sin θφ̂, (5.101)

˙̂
θ = −θ̇r̂ + φ̇ cos θφ̂, (5.102)

˙̂
φ = −φ̇ sin θr̂ − φ̇ cos θθ̂, (5.103)

such that the time derivatives of momentum vectors in spherical coordinates are

∂t (ρvrr̂) = r̂∂t (ρvr) +
ρvrvθ
r

θ̂ +
ρvrvφ
r

φ̂, (5.104)

∂t

(
ρvθθ̂

)
= θ̂∂t (ρvθ)−

ρv2θ
r

r̂ +
ρvθvφ cos θ

r sin θ
φ̂, (5.105)

∂t

(
ρvφφ̂

)
= φ̂∂t (ρvφ)−

ρv2φ
r

r̂ −
ρv2φ cos θ

r sin θ
θ̂, (5.106)

where the angular velocities are vθ = rθ̇ and vφ = r sin θφ̇. Extra terms in Eqs.

(5.104)–(5.106) are caused by non-zero ρvr ˙̂r, ρvθ
˙̂
θ and ρvφ

˙̂
φ. When the pressure

tensor is strongly anisotropic in space, the matrix elements for {P̂}ij are arranged

in the same manner as that for {�v ⊗ �v}ij in the flux vectors �Fr, �Fθ and �Fφ in

Eq. (5.100). When the pressure tensor is isotropic in space {P̂}ij = Pδij, the
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component-wise of the gradient of pressure can be rewritten as,

�∇P =

(
1

r2
∂(r2P )

∂r
− 2P

r

)
r̂ +

(
1

r sin θ

∂(sin θP )

∂θ
− P cos θ

r sin θ

)
θ̂ +

(
1

r sin θ

∂P

∂φ

)
φ̂,

which introduces two components in the radial and polar directions in the source

vector in Eq. (5.99).

The technique of mapping to computational domains to derive the moving-

mesh numerical fluxes in curvilinear coordinates is non-trivial because of geometric

factors in Eq. (5.98). In a more straightforward approach as described below,

Leibniz integral rule is generalized to solve for the cell-interface numerical fluxes

for any arbitrary unstructured moving mesh. Integrate the Euler equations in

Eq. (5.98) over a cell volume dV = r2 sin θdθdφdr in the physical domain D =

[ri−1/2, ri+1/2] × [θj−1/2, θj+1/2] × [φk−1/2, φk+1/2]. The volume integral over the

divergence term �∇· �F for any flux vector �F is represented by an equivalent surface

integral by Gauss law for all types of geometries such that

∫
D
dV

(
1

r2
∂(r2 �Fr)

∂r

)
=
[
Ar

�Fr

]i+1/2

i−1/2
, (5.107)

∫
D
dV

(
1

r sin θ

∂(sin θ �Fθ)

∂θ

)
=
[
Aθ

�Fθ

]j+1/2

j−1/2
, (5.108)

∫
D
dV

(
1

r sin θ

∂(�Fφ)

∂φ

)
=
[
Aφ

�Fφ

]k+1/2

k−1/2
, (5.109)

where Ar = r2 sin θdθdφ, Aθ = r sin θdφdr and Aφ = rdθdr are cell surface areas

normal to r, θ and φ directions respectively. The volume integral over the time

derivative is given by Leibniz integral rule,

∫
D
dV

(
∂ �Q

∂t

)
=

d

dt

∫
D
dV �Q−

∫
∂D

�Q�v∂D · d �A, (5.110)

where �v∂D is the cell interface velocity for any non-static mesh. The surface integral
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Figure 5.17: The implementation of moving-mesh in Cartesian and spherical
geometries in DEC2D and DEC3D. Leibniz integral rule states that the total rate
of change of a cell content d

dt

∫
D(t)

Q(�x, t)dV is the sum of the rate of change of the

cell content
∫
D(t)

∂
∂t
Q(�x, t)dV within the cell volume D(t) and the rate of change

of the cell content
∫
∂D(t)

Q(�x, t)�v∂D(t) · n̂dS due to the moving cell boundary ∂D(t),

where n̂ is the unit vector normal to the cell surface dS.

is decomposed into three components in r, θ and φ directions to measure the total

cell-interface numerical fluxes. In DEC2D and DEC3D, the mesh moves along the

radial direction only.

∫
∂D

�Q�v∂D · d �A =
[
Arṙ �Q

]i+1/2

i−1/2
(5.111)

The final form of finite-volume moving-mesh update for Euler equations in 3-D

spherical geometry is,

(
Vijk

�Qijk

)n+1

−
(
Vijk

�Qijk

)n

	t
=
[
An

r

(
�F ∗r − ṙ �Q∗

)]i+1/2

i−1/2
+
[
An

θ
�F ∗θ

]j+1/2

j−1/2
+
[
An

φ
�F ∗φ

]k+1/2

k−1/2

+
(
Vijk

�Sijk

)n

, (5.112)

where �F ∗ and �Q∗ are upwind solution from Riemann solvers at the cell interfaces.

The generalization to treat 3-D moving cell interfaces for an unstructured-mesh

in any curvilinear coordinates is summarized into two simple steps. In the first
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step, collect all time derivatives of unit vectors in rotating coordinates (ê1, ê2, ê3),

such as (êr, êθ, êφ) in spherical coordinates and (êr, êθ, êz) in cylindrical coordinates,

as source terms in the fluid momentum equations,

∂

∂t

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ρ

ρv1

ρv2

ρv3

ε

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
+ �∇ ·

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

ρ�v

ρ�v ⊗ �v + P̂

�v(ε+ P )

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

0

−
(
ρv2 ˙̂e2 + ρv3 ˙̂e3

)
· ê1

−
(
ρv3 ˙̂e3 + ρv1 ˙̂e1

)
· ê2

−
(
ρv1 ˙̂e1 + ρv2 ˙̂e2

)
· ê3

0

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
. (5.113)

The divergence of the pressure tensor P̂ can be treated in the same manner as the

fluid velocity outer product �v ⊗ �v or written as a pressure gradient in the same

form of the divergence with the same geometrical factors. The latter introduces

extra source terms as functions of pressures on the right hand side of Eq. (5.113).

The dot product in the source terms in Eq. (5.113) is a result of producing other

rotating unit vectors after taking the time derivative in the original base vector.

In the second step, integrate the conservation laws in Eq. (5.113) over a cell

volume D(t) by (1) applying Leibniz integral rule to pull out the time derivative to

account for the total moving-mesh cell-interface numerical flux across all surfaces

∂D(t) with cell interface velocities �v∂D(t) for any structured or unstructured mesh

and (2) applying Gauss law to convert the volume integral of divergence into a

surface integral of physical fluxes.

d

dt

∫
D(t)

Q(�x, t)dV =

∫
D(t)

∂

∂t
Q(�x, t)dV +

∫
∂D(t)

Q(�x, t)�v∂D(t) · n̂dS. (5.114)

Figure (5.17) show a sketch to illustrate the implementation of moving-mesh in

DEC2D and DEC3D for the step two. The moving-mesh cell-interface numerical

fluxes obtained by Leibniz integral rule, in above equation is absorbed into the

surface integral of physical fluxes obtained by Gauss law. The final form of finite-
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Figure 5.18: The wave propagation diagram on the x − t plane to explain the
two-wave model of HLL approximate Riemann solver.

volume moving-mesh update for Euler equations in 3-D curvilinear coordinates for

an unstructured mesh with N cell surfaces is,

(
V �Q

)n+1

−
(
V �Q

)n

	t
=

N∑
i=1

[
An

i

(
�F ∗i − v∂Di

�Q∗
)]i+1/2

i−1/2
, (5.115)

where
(
V �Q

)
is evaluated at coordinates of the cell center.

5.3.2 Approximate Riemann solvers

Approximate HLL Riemann solver

In this section, the approximate solutions of HLL and HLLC for a Riemann prob-

lem in 1-D Euler equations are derived following Toro’s work. [Tor09a] DEC2D

and DEC3D do not use LeVque wave-propagation algorithm to solve Riemann

problem, although it is feasible to track down upwind solutions by performing

characteristic wave tracings. The reason is that LeVque’s method assumes the

linearized wave approximation, which does not satisfy Rankine-Hugoniot jump

conditions for entropies across the shock front when waves become highly nonlin-

ear. An extra step called entropy fixed [Lev02] is required to remedy the solution,

and the same problem applies to all linearized wave approximated Riemann solvers

such as Roe’s. The solutions of HLL and HLLC, however, are valid for nonlinear
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waves. Consider a 1-D Riemann problem that contains two initial states �qL and

�qR, which are constant within the cells, separated by a cell interface at the position

of x0 = 0 at an initial time t0 = 0. As shown in Fig. (5.18), a set of linear and

nonlinear waves are initiated at the cell interface and propagate to a maximum

range of influence, after time tT = T , on the left at position TSL and the right

at TSR, where SL and SR are the slowest and fastest wave signals estimated by

Davis. [Dav88, Tor09a]

SL = min [vi,L − cL, vi,R − cR] , (5.116)

SR = min [vi,L + cL, vi,R + cR] , (5.117)

where c
√

γP/ρ is the ideal gas sound speed. The estimation of signal velocities

is the only place where the general equation of states matters, because the fol-

lowing derivation for HLL approximate Riemann solver is independent of material

properties.

∂�q

∂t
+

∂ �fx
∂x

= 0, �q(�x ≤ x0, t0) = �qL, �q(�x > x0, t0) = �qR. (5.118)

The explicit form for the state vector �q and the physical flux �fx in the x-direction

are the same as in Eq. (5.84) in Cartesian geometry. Integrate Eq. (5.118) over

the control volume defined by [xL, xR]× [t0, tT ],

∫ xR

xL

�q(x, T )dx =

∫ xR

xL

�q(x, 0)dx+

∫ T

0

�fx(xL, t)dt−
∫ T

0

�fx(xR, t)dt. (5.119)
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The first two integrals are expanded into different parts that cover the domain of

influence and the domain of un-influence,

∫ xR

xL

�q(x, T )dx =

∫ TSL

xL

�q(x, T )dx+

∫ TSR

TSL

�q(x, T )dx+

∫ xR

TSR

�q(x, T )dx,

= (TSL − xL)�qL +

∫ TSR

TSL

�q(x, T )dx+ (xR − TSL)�qR, , (5.120)

and

∫ xR

xL

�q(x, 0)dx =

∫ 0

xL

�q(x, 0)dx+

∫ xR

0

�q(x, 0)dx = −xL�qL + xR�qR, (5.121)

whereas the third and forth integrals are

∫ T

0

�fx(xL, t)dt = T �fx(�qL), (5.122)∫ T

0

�fx(xR, t)dt = T �fx(�qR). (5.123)

Substitute the results in Eqs. (5.120)–(5.123) into Eq. (5.119), and solve for the

integral
∫ TSR

TSL
�q(x, T )dx to obtain the approximated state vector �qHLL within the

range of influence defined as follows,

�qHLL =
1

T (SR − SL)

∫ TSR

TSL

�q(x, T )dx =
�qRSR − �qLSL + �fL − �fR

SR − SL

, (5.124)

where �fL = �fx(�qL) and �fR = �fx(�qR) are fluxes vectors evaluated using the initial

states of �qL and �qR respectively. Rankine-Hugoniot conditions are applied to relate

the jump of HLL flux �fHLL = �fx(�q
HLL) with respect to �fL/R across the sharp

discontinuities in the frame of moving at the slowest/fastest wave signal velocity

SL/R. Integrate the 1-D conservation law over space [ξ0 − dξ, ξ0 + dξ] in Eq.

(5.31) for a frame ξ0 moving at the wave signal velocity SK , and take the limit of
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vanishing spatial integration, where K = L/R denotes for left and right states.

lim
dξ→0

∫ ξ0+dξ

ξ0−dξ

[
∂τ (xξ q̂) + ∂ξ

(
f̂ − SK q̂

)]
= 0, (5.125)

to obtain the general jump conditions between two arbitrary states separated by

a moving discontinuity ξ0,

�fK − SK�qK = �fHLL − SK�q
HLL. (5.126)

Therefore, the upwind solution for a time-averaged HLL numerical flux at a cell

interface moving at a velocity ẋi±1/2 is,

�f ∗i±1/2 =
�fL, ẋi±1/2 ≤ SL (5.127)

= �fHLL, SL < ẋi±1/2 ≤ SR (5.128)

= �fR. ẋi±1/2 < SR (5.129)

Approximate HLLC Riemann solver

The two-wave model of HLL is only complete for 1-D hydrodynamics. In 3-D, how-

ever, the presence of non-zero tangential fluid velocities parallel to cell interfaces,

are responsible for shear flows. The complete description for 3-D hydrodynam-

ics is derived by Toro’s three-wave model of HLLC approximate Riemann solver

[Tor09a] by adding the contact discontinuity wave. Figure (5.19) shows the main

features of a wave diagram for 3-D Euler equations on the x− t plane. The slowest

wave signal SL and the fastest wave signal SR, corresponding to the propagation

of nonlinear waves including the rarefaction and shock waves, are the same as

HLL’s determined by Davis’ wave speed estimations. The contact discontinuity

wave signal S∗ is traveling at the same fluid velocity normal to the cell interface.

In the 1-D example along the x-direction, the wave signal S∗ = v∗x separates two
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Figure 5.19: The wave propagation diagram on the x − t plane to illustrate the
main features for the three-wave model of HLLC approximate Riemann solver.

unknown constant states �q∗L and �q∗R, with unequal mass densities ρ∗L �= ρ∗R and

unequal tangential fluid velocities v∗y,L �= v∗y,R, v
∗
z,L �= v∗z,R in y and z directions re-

spectively. The property gives rise to the shear flow along the transport of contact

discontinuity wave in the x-direction. However, the fluid pressure and the fluid

velocity normal to the cell interface are continuous across the contact discontinuity

wave S∗ to maintain the contact between two fluid elements or material interfaces.

P ∗L = P ∗R = P ∗, (5.130)

v∗x,L = v∗x,R = v∗. (5.131)

Since the intermediate states �q∗L and �q∗R have equal tangential fluid velocities with

the left state K = L and the right state K = R ,

v∗y,K = vy,K , (5.132)

v∗z,K = vz,K , (5.133)
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a total of four unknown variables P ∗, v∗, ρ∗L and ρ∗R are introduced. Any two

consecutive states are connected by Rankine-Hugoniot conditions across the jumps

at wave signals SL and SR,

[
�f − SK�q

]
= 0, (5.134)

for the fluid mass density,

ρK (vx,K − SK) = ρ∗K (v∗ − SK) , (5.135)

for the fluid x-momentum density,

ρKvx,K (vx,K − SK) + PK = ρ∗Kv
∗ (v∗ − SK) + P ∗. (5.136)

Combining Eqs. (5.135)–(5.136), the pressure for both intermediate states �q∗L and

�q∗R satisfies

P ∗ = PK + ρK (vx,K − SK) (vx,K − v∗) . (5.137)

By equating pressures P ∗L = P ∗R using above equation, the solution for the wave

signal of the contact discontinuity wave S∗ = v∗ is

S∗ =
PR − PL + ρRvx,R (vx,R − SR)− ρLvx,L (vx,L − SL)

ρR (vx,R − SR)− ρL (vx,L − SL)
. (5.138)

Substitute the solution of S∗ = v∗ from Eq. (5.138) into the jump condition for

the mass density and the x-momentum density in Eqs. (5.135)–(5.137), solutions

for the left and right intermediate mass densities ρ∗L, ρ
∗
P , P

∗ and the intermediate

state pressure P ∗ are obtained, which also define the left and right intermediate
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state fluid internal energy densities

ε∗K =
P ∗

γ − 1
+

1

2
ρ∗K

(
v∗v∗ + v2y,K + v2z,K

)
. (5.139)

The solution for HLLC intermediate states are completed,

�q∗,HLLC
K = [ρ, ρvx,K , ρvy,K , ρvz,K , εK ]

∗
K (5.140)

and can be used to determine the left and right HLLC cell-interface numerical

fluxes using Rankine-Hugoniot conditions in Eq. (5.134),

�f ∗,HLLC
K = �f ∗K − SK�q

∗
K + SK�q

∗,HLLC
K (5.141)

Therefore, the upwind solution for a time-averaged HLLC numerical flux at a cell

interface moving at a velocity ẋi±1/2 is,

�f ∗i±1/2 =
�fL, ẋi±1/2 ≤ SL (5.142)

= �fHLLC
L , SL < ẋi±1/2 ≤ S∗ (5.143)

= �fHLLC
R , S∗ < ẋi±1/2 ≤ SR (5.144)

= �fR. ẋi±1/2 < SR (5.145)

Multiple species’ internal energy advection

In DEC2D and DEC3D, the advection of multiple species’ internal energies e.g.,

electron pressures, alpha particle pressures and radiation pressures, is treated as

a scalar advection that has a characteristic wave travels at the same fluid velocity.
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The Lagrangian forms of Euler equations are [ZR02]

Dtρ+ ρ�∇ · �v = 0, (5.146)

ρDt�v + �∇P = 0, (5.147)

Dtε+ (ε+ P )�∇ · �v = Q, (5.148)

where Dt = ∂t + �v · �∇ is the material time derivative and Q is the rate of heat

energy density for sink or source, ε = P/(γ−1) for an ideal gas. The mass density

in Eq. (5.146) satisfies,

Dt ln ρ+ �∇ · �v = 0, (5.149)

Since fluid particles εfluid = 3
2
Pfluid and photons εphoton = 3Pphoton have different

equation of states, a general form for the internal energy density ε = ΓP is used

to rewrite Eq. (5.148), where Γ = 3/2 for fluids and Γ = 3 for radiation.

Dt lnP
Γ/(Γ+1) + �∇ · �v =

Q

P (Γ + 1)
. (5.150)

The advection of multiple species’ internal energies is operator-split from the heat

source or sink terms,

Dt lnP
Γ/(Γ+1) + �∇ · �v = 0, (5.151)

which is equivalent to the scalar advection for the mass density in Eq. (5.149)

so that the time evolution for species internal energies is equivalent to a scalar

advection of species pressure in a conservative form.

∂tP
Γ/(Γ+1) + �∇ · �vP Γ/(Γ+1) = 0, (5.152)
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The new components in HLLC intermediate state with multiple species pressures

Ps, where s = e for electrons and s = α for alpha particles,

�q∗,HLLC
K =

[
ρ, ρvx,K , ρvy,K , ρvz,K , εK , P

3/5
e , P 3/5

α , P
3/4
photon

]∗
K
, (5.153)

are determined from Rankine-Hugoniot conditions in Eq. (5.134),

P
Γ/(Γ+1)
s,∗,K =

(
vx,K − SK

v∗ − SK

)
P

Γ/(Γ+1)
s,K . (5.154)

MUSCL second-order high resolution method

The upwind solutions of HLL and HLLC are only first-order accurate in space and

time, and is too numerically diffusive to be used in practice. Although LeVeque

introduced TVD flux limiters to limit the second-order Lax-Wendroff correction

fluxes in Eq. (5.60)–(5.61), the assumption of linearized wave propagation in

LeVeque’s approach does not satisfy Rankine-Hugoniot conditions, resulting in

non-physical entropy jumps across strong shocks for highly nonlinear hydrody-

namic simulations. The genuine second-order high-resolution method that boosts

all types of first-order upwind solutions, was derived by van Leer in his MUSCL

scheme, [vL79] which stands for Monotonic Upwind Scheme for Conservation Laws.

Consider the primitive forms of Euler equations in Eqs. (5.146)–(5.148),

∂tρ+ �∇ · (ρ�v) = 0, (5.155)

êi∂tvi +
(
�v · �∇

)
�v + �∇P/ρ = −vi∂têi, (5.156)

∂tP +
(
�v · �∇

)
P + γP �∇ · �v = 0, (5.157)

where Einstein summation for any two repeating indices is assumed in Eq. (5.156)

to denote for non-zero time derivatives of unit vectors in rotating coordinates.

Introduce a state vector for primitive variables �W = (ρ, v1, v2, v3, P ) and a state
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vector for source terms �S = (0, S1, S2, S3, 0) such as due to pseudo forces or gravity.

In spherical geometry, the primitive forms of Euler equations in Eqs. (5.155)–

(5.157) can be written into

∂ �W

∂t
+

3∑
i=1

Âi ·
∂ �W

gi∂xi

= �S, (5.158)

where g1 = 1, g2 = r and g3 = r sin θ are metric factors. The short-hand notations

for coordinates are x1 = r, x2 = θ and x3 = φ. Consider a directional-splitting in

the i-direction with one-third of the original source vector,

∂ �W

∂t
+ Âi ·

∂ �W

gi∂xi

=
1

3
�S, (5.159)

First, an explicit predictor step with a half time-step size 	t/2 is applied to

produce an intermediate state W̃
n+1/2
0 with the cell center at x0 and at the mid-

time level tn+1/2,

W̃
n+1/2
0 = �W n

0 − 	t

2gi	xi

Ân
i · δ �W n

0 +
	t

6
�Sn
0 . (5.160)

Second, a corrector step with a half grid-size is applied to produce a linear slope

for a cell centered at x0 with edges x0±1/2,

W̄
n+1/2
0+1/2,L = W̃

n+1/2
0 +

1

2
δ �W n

0 , (5.161)

W̄
n+1/2
0−1/2,R = W̃

n+1/2
0 − 1

2
δ �W n

0 . (5.162)

The classical predictor-corrector steps in Eqs. (5.160)–(5.162) boost upwind so-

lutions to second-order in time and space but also trigger the propagation of nu-

merical noises whenever discontinuous solutions occur such as shocks and contact

discontinuities. The last step of MUSCL scheme is to replace the slope difference

δ �W with the TVD limited-slope δ �WTVD,(vanLeer) in Eqs. (5.62)–(5.63), to update
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Figure 5.20: Good agreements were obtained in the benchmark tests between
first and second order HLLC approximate Riemann solvers and the exact solutions
in a shock tube problem. The first-order upwind HLLC solution is numerically
diffusive, and is applied to update any cell with non-monotonic profile to damp
the numerical noises across .

any cell with a noisy background at first-order diffusive upwind schemes. MUSCL

is implemented without directional splitting in DEC2D and DEC3D.

Figure (5.20) shows the good agreement of benchmark tests between first-order

upwind, second-order MUSCL for HLLC approximate Riemann solvers and the

exact solution in a shock tube problem. The diffusive first-order upwind solution

is applied to update any cell with non-monotone profiles to damp the growth of

numerical noises.

Figure (5.21) shows the performance of a MUSCL scheme for HLLC approx-

imate Riemann solver for a 2-D mode 
 = 20. The sharp mass density profiles

across RT spikes introduce significant numerical noises in MacCormack scheme

even with the application of artificial numerical viscosities. However, numerical

noises are damped effectively by switching to the first-order diffusive upwind so-

lution update using the slope limiter described by Eq. (5.62)–(5.63).

Figure (5.22) shows the performance of second-order MUSCL scheme for HLLC

approximate Riemann solver for a highly nonlinear 2-D mode 
 = 20 simulation.
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Figure 5.21: Comparison of numerical noise damping capabilities on a mass
density profile between MUSCL scheme for HLLC and MacCormack scheme with
artificial numerical viscosities for a mode 
 = 20 for a NIF implosion simulation.

Figure 5.22: Performance of second-order MUSCL scheme for HLLC approximate
Riemann solver for a 2-D mode 
 = 20 on resolving the fluid velocity on the left
and the mass density on the right.
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Highly well resolved RT mushroom structures and numerically stable solutions are

obtained.

PPM third-order high resolution method

PPM solves the component-wise characteristic wave equations by using a parabolic

cell profile to define the upwind solution. Following the same notation as LeVeque

in Eqs. (5.44)–(5.47) to diagonalize the matrix Âi = R̂i · Λ̂i · R̂−1i in Eq. (5.158)

using the right-matrix R̂i in different directions i = 1, 2, 3, whereas the left-matrix

is defined as L̂i = R̂−1i . The eigenvalue of the matrix Âi is a set of characteristic

wave velocities {vi ± c, vi} for 3-D Euler equations, where c =
√

γP/ρ is the fluid

sound speed. vi ± c represents the nonlinear wave such as rarefaction and shock

wave, whereas vi with the multiplicity of D + m represents the linear wave of

contact discontinuity. Here D is the dimension of the single-fluid Euler equations

and m = 3 is the total number of additional species pressure advection equations

for electrons, alpha particles and photons added to the single-fluid Euler equations.

Multiply the both sides of Eq. (5.158) with the left-matrix L̂i to map the primitive

state vector �Wi in the i-direction onto the characteristic state vector �Ci = L̂i · �Wi,

∂ �C

∂t
+

3∑
i=1

Λ̂i ·
∂ �C

gi∂xi

= L̂i · �S. (5.163)

By performing directional-splitting, with each direction shares one-third of the

original source term L̂i · �S, and consider the j-component of the 1-D characteristic

wave equation along the i-direction.

∂Cj

∂t
+ λji

∂Cj

gi∂xi

=
1

3
L̂i · Sj, (5.164)

where λji is the characteristic wave velocity and g1 = 1, g2 = r and g3 = r sin θ

are metric factors. The upwind solution for Eq. (5.164) is first solved by LeVeque
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characteristic wave tracing method,

〈Cj(xk)〉n+1 = 〈Cj(xk)〉n −
	t

gi	xi

[
F ↓ji(xk+1/2)− F ↓ji(xk−1/2)−

1

3
L̂i · Sn

j (xk)

]
,

where the upwind cell interface numerical fluxes depend on the sign of character-

istic wave velocities λ±ji computed within the cell centered at xk at the time level

tn, in which + stands for right-traveling waves and - for left-traveling waves.

F ↓ji(xk+1/2) = λ+
ji〈Cj(xk)〉n + λ−ji〈Cj(xk+1)〉n, (5.165)

F ↓ji(xk−1/2) = λ+
ji〈Cj(xk−1)〉n + λ−ji〈Cj(xk)〉n. (5.166)

In the first step of PPM, all cell-averaged contents 〈Cj(xk)〉n on the right-hand-side

of Eqs. (5.165)–(5.166) are reconstructed,

〈Cj(xk)〉n =
1

	xi

∫ xi,k+1/2

xi,k−1/2

Cj(xi)dxi (5.167)

using a parabolic profile,

C(xi) = CL,k + σ (	Ck + C6,k(1− σ)) , (5.168)

σ =
xi − xi,k−1/2

	xi

, (5.169)

where the variables of 	Ck and C6,k are expressed in terms of two unknowns of

cell edge values CL/R,k,

	Ck = CR,k − CL,k, (5.170)

C6,k = 6(〈Cj(xk)〉n − (CR,k + CL,k)/2). (5.171)

The formula of parabola in Eq. (5.168) has a property that the total cell con-

tent is conserved after the high order parabola cell reconstruction, and is con-
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tinuous across any two adjacent cells C(xi,k−1/2) = CL,k and C(xi,k+1/2) = CR,k.

In the second-step of PPM, the two unknowns of left and right cell edge values

are assigned with high order finite-difference representations CL,k = Ck−1/2 and

CR,k = Ck+1/2 given by,

Ck+1/2 =
7

12
(〈Cj(xk)〉n + 〈Cj(xk+1)〉n)−

1

12
(〈Cj(xk+2)〉n + 〈Cj(xk−1)〉n) ,

The following monotone limited-slope [SGT+08] is applied for more numerically

stable results,

Ck+1/2 =
〈Cj(xk)〉n + 〈Cj(xk+1)〉n

2
− δ〈Cj(xk)〉nTVD + δ〈Cj(xk+1)〉nTVD

6
. (5.172)

In the last step of PPM, the left and right cell edge values are reset using the

following two conditions to ensure the interpolated parabola profile is monotone.

The first one is the same noise detection as in MUSCL, meaning any cell exhibits a

wiggle profile in the neighborhood of adjacent cells requires no cell reconstruction

and is solved at the first-order diffusive upwind scheme,

(1) If : (〈Cj(xk+1)〉n − 〈Cj(xk)〉n) (〈Cj(xk)〉n − 〈Cj(xk−1)〉n) < 0,

Then : CL,k = CR,k = Ck, (5.173)

The second one is to avoid overshooting the parabola above or below the left

and right cell edge values; otherwise, a local extrema within the cell is produced,

which happens when the assignment of two edge values are too closed to each

other CL,k ∼ CR,k but the curvature of the parabola is large. The condition of
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Figure 5.23: Benchmark test of PPM high resolution method to boost HLLC
upwind solution to the third order in the spherical-mesh version DEC3D with
LILAC’s result in a shock tube problem.

overshooting occurs when |	Ck| < |C6,k|,

(2) If : |CR/L,k − 〈Cj(xk)〉n| ≥ 2|CL/R,k − 〈Cj(xk)〉n|, (5.174)

Then : CR/L,k = 〈Cj(xk)〉n − 2
(
CL/R,k − 〈Cj(xk)〉n

)
. (5.175)

Figure (5.23) shows a good agreement in the benchmark test of PPM high

resolution method to boost HLLC solution to the third order in the spherical-

mesh DEC3D with LILAC in a shock tube problem.

5.4 Radiation transport

In this section, a comprehensive literature review on the radiation transport the-

ory is presented. The objective is to derive the essential governing equation

for the multi-group flux-limited radiation diffusion approximation implemented

in DEC2D [WED+14] and DEC3D [WBB+15].
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5.4.1 Multi-group flux-limited radiation diffusion

Boltzmann transport equation [Bru02] is a hyperbolic partial differential equation

(PDE) that

1

v

∂f

∂t
+ �Ω · �∇f = C(f). (5.176)

describes the transport of any type of particles through a material at a finite

particle speed v. The phase space density f
(
�x, ν, �Ω, t

)
is a seven dimensional

function: three space, two angles, one energy and one time. C is the collision

operator that represents all interactions with material. The loss of hyperbolic

PDE nature in the radiation diffusion approximation [Bru02] incurs the flux limiter

technique [Pom73] to avoid the numerical flux in the diffusion equation being larger

than the actual particle flux fv.

Boltzmann transport equation is applied to describe the time evolution of a

spectral radiation intensity Iν

(
�x, ν, �Ω, t

)
, which represents the radiant energy in a

spectral interval dν, passing per unit time through a unit area, with the direction

of radiant energy propagation contained within an element of solid angle dΩ along

the unit vector �Ω. [ZR02]

1

c

∂Iν
∂t

+ �Ω · �∇Iν = εν − κνIν . (5.177)

The left hand side of Eq. (5.177) describes the transport of the spectral radiation

intensity Iν at the light speed c, while the right hand side terms describe the

interaction between radiation and matter in terms of the emissivity εν (�x, ν, t),

which is the sum of spontaneous and stimulated emissions, and the opacity of

matter κν (�x, ν, t), which is the sum of scattering and true absorptions. In general,

emissivity and opacity are functions of angles due to relativistic Doppler effects.

However, the angular dependence of εν and κν is lost for static medium, since
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emitting and absorbing photons in the atomic level take place without preferential

direction. Because the scattering mean-free-path for a photon is much longer than

the absorption mean-free-path, it is reasonable to ignore the scattering effects

between free electrons and photons such as Thompson, Compton and Raman

scatterings in Eq. (5.177) in the deceleration phase of ICF implosions.

The dynamics of radiation transport in Eq. (5.177) is the following. Emissivity

εν is the source term that corresponds to emit photons. The absorption term

−κνIν with a minus sign indicates the attenuation of spectra radiation intensity

as the light wave or photons travel through the medium. The left hand side of

Eq. (5.177) is a differential operator that transports a photon over an infinitesimal

path length ds at the light speed c in the direction of unit vector �Ω,

dIν
ds

=

[
1

c

∂

∂t
+ �Ω · �∇

]
Iν . (5.178)

In Cartesian coordinates, the streaming term [Bru02]

�Ω · �∇Iν =

[
sin θ cosφ

∂

∂x
+ sin θ sinφ

∂

∂y
+ cos θ

∂

∂z

]
Iν (5.179)

measures the incident spectral radiation flux along the direction of unit vector �Ω.

Equation (5.177) is integrable along a straight line trajectory

dIν
ds

= εν − κνIν (5.180)

by introducing variables of the infinitesimal optical path dτν = κνds and the source

function Sν = εν/κν such that the straight line radiation transport

dIν
dτν

= Sν − Iν (5.181)
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has a simple formal solution

Iν(τ) = Iν(0)e
−τν +

∫ τν

0

dτ ′νSν(τ
′
ν)e

−τν+τ ′ν , (5.182)

where τν =
∫ s

s0
κνds is the optical path, which is dimensionless because the opacity

κν has the dimension of length−1 in Eq. (5.177). The optical thickness is deter-

mined by the fraction of spectral radiation intensity Iν(τ)/Iν(0) passing through

a material from initial position s0 to the final point s. [Sch65] A optically thick

plasma is defined by τν > 1, and a optically thin plasma by τν < 1. The ge-

ometrical interpretation for τν = 1 means that a photon travels on average of

one diffusion mean-free-path 1/κν before absorption. A realistic radiation trans-

port must seek for quantum mechanical treatments [Dir01, MS10] to quantize the

electromagnetic field interacting with charged particles through Coulomb poten-

tial. During the radiation-matter interaction, a photon is born and is emitted

isotropically in space, followed by an annihilation shortly. The averaged proba-

bility p(τν , τν + dτν) for a photon to travel from the point s in space to another

point s + ds before absorption is determined by the attenuation of the radiation

intensity dIν/Iν = dτν = κa
νds. Otherwise, the photon is scattered isotropically in

angles with the probability 1− p(τν , τν + dτν) at the point s+ ds.

When the real part of index of refraction μν varies strongly in space, the ray

tracing for optical paths is needed. From Snell’s law, the quantity Iν/μ
2
ν is constant

along every ray path, provided there is only negligible energy losses or gains due

to refraction, absorption, or emission. [CG68] Otherwise,

d

ds

(
Iν
μ2
ν

)
=

εν − κνIν
μ2
ν

, (5.183)
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and the material derivative is replaced with

d

ds
=

1

c

∂

∂t
+ �Ω · �∇+

d�Ω

ds
· �∇�Ω. (5.184)

The last term d�Ω
ds

· �∇�Ω in Eq. (5.184) measures the additional net change of the

spectral radiation intensity due to refractions of neighboring light rays. Born and

Wolf showed that the rate of change [BW80]

d�Ω

ds
=

1

μν

[
�∇μν − �Ω

(
�Ω · �∇μν

)]
(5.185)

is zero whenever �Ω is parallel with ±�∇μν or �∇μν = 0. The latter means for the

constant index of refraction in space. Equations (5.183)-(5.185) can be applied to

model the laser energy deposition onto the plasma, near the corona region at the

quarter of critical density, by using Kramers free-free opacity κff
ν [ZR02] to account

for the inverse bremsstrahlung radiation absorption.

κff
ν =

4

3

√
2π

3mekBTe

nineZ
2e6

hcmeν3

[
1

cm

]
, (5.186)

where ni and ne are ion and electron number densities. Quantities in Eq. (5.186)

are in C.G.S. units.

The interaction of radiation with matter is an exchange of energy between the

radiation field and the energy levels of molecules and atoms, which are defined by

the Boltzmann temperatures. For a plasma in local thermal equilibrium (LTE)

[CG68], the Boltzmann temperature is in equilibrium with the kinetic temperature

Ti=1,2,3,... for all energy levels, but not in equilibrium with the radiation field. In a

complete thermodynamic equilibrium (TE) [CG68], the Boltzmann temperature

is in equilibrium with the kinetic temperature for all energy levels, as well as

with the radiation field. The Boltzmann temperature is the electron temperature

Te because the total number of states for a system containing ionized atoms or
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molecules embedded within a huge free electron sea is dominated by the statistics

of electrons. [Coo66]

A TE plasma is characterized by the mean free path for absorption of radiation

to be less than the dimension of the plasma and a black-body radiation temper-

ature Tr. A full detailed balance [Coo66] is required for radiative and collisional

processes to establish a TE plasma Ti=1,2,3,... = Te = Tr. However, the escape of

radiation from plasma disturbs the full detailed balance, resulting in deviations

from TE.

For a collision-dominated plasma, LTE is established, which is defined by

Griem’s criterion [Gri62, Coo66] requiring collisional rates being much larger than

radiative transition rates, meaning that a LTE plasma satisfies Ti=1,2,3,... = Te

and the black-body radiation temperature Tr does not exist. The assumption of

LTE in multi-group radiation transport allows the existence of multiple radiation

temperatures, defined by T
(ν)
r = hν/kB, varying from low to high energy group

photons.

For a non-LTE plasma Ti=1,2,3,... �= Te and the black-body temperature Tr does

not exist, kinetic temperatures do not in thermal equilibrium with the electron

temperature such as due to imbalanced bound-bound and bound-free transition

rates. The modelings of non-LTE radiation transport require solving for different

kinetic temperatures Ti=1,2,3,... from a set of rate equations for all possible in-line

transitions.

In LTE, emissivity and opacity are related by Kirchoff’s law

εν = κνBν (5.187)

through a universal function of frequency and material temperature Te, the Planck
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spectrum Bν(ν, Te)

Bν(ν, Te) =
2hν3

c2
1

exp
(

hν
KBTe

)
− 1

, (5.188)

where h and KB are Planck and Boltzmann constants respectively. The −1 in the

denominator of Eq. (5.188) is due to the summation of non-interacting partition

functions for a boson gas or photons, which is a remarkable feature that causes

Bose-Einstein condensation for boson particles in low-temperature condensed mat-

ter. Kirchoff’s law simplifies the radiation transport equation, being not to depend

on the input of tabular emissivity data,

1

c

∂Iν
∂t

+ �Ω · �∇Iν = κν (Bν − Iν) (5.189)

Similar to fluid descriptions of plasma, macroscopic variables are obtained from

taking various moment of Boltzmann equation. The spectral radiant energy den-

sity Uν(�x, ν, t), the spectral radiant energy flux vector �Fν(�x, ν, t) and the spectral

radiant pressure tensor P̂ν(�x, ν, t) are defined as the zeroth, the first and the sec-

ond angular moment with respect to the spectral radiation intensity Iν(�x, ν, �Ω, t)

respectively. This is a key step to remove the angular dependence. Because multi-

group radiation diffusions solve for the fifth-dimensional variable Uν , but not the

seven-dimensional variable Iν , which is too computational expensive.

Uν(�x, ν, t) =
1

c

∫
4π

Iν(�x, ν, �Ω, t)dΩ, (5.190)

�Fν(�x, ν, t) =

∫
4π

Iν(�x, ν, �Ω, t)�ΩdΩ, (5.191)

P̂ν(�x, ν, t) =
1

c

∫
4π

Iν(�x, ν, �Ω, t)�Ω⊗ �ΩdΩ, (5.192)

where �Ω ⊗ �Ω denotes for the outer product between two vectors. In Cartesian

coordinates, the unit vector of radiation propagation �Ω = giêi is specified by three
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geometrical factors g1 = sin θ cosφ, g2 = sin θ sinφ and g3 = cos θ in the x-direction

ê1, the y-direction ê2 and the z-direction ê3 respectively. The matrix element of the

outer product is {�Ω ⊗ �Ω}ij = gigj. Integrate the equation of radiation transport

in Eq. (5.189) over all solid angles gives the zeroth moment equation

∂Uν

∂t
+ �∇ · �Fν = cκν (4πBν/c− Uν) . (5.193)

The factor of 4π is because the emission of photons is isotropic in angles stated by

Planck spectrum in Eq. (5.188). Multiply the equation of radiation transport in

Eq. (5.189) with the unit vector �Ω and integrate again over all solid angles. The

first moment of Planck spectrum vanishes because it is independent of angles.

1

c

∂ �Fν

∂t
+ c�∇ · P̂ν = −κν

�Fν (5.194)

Equations (5.193) and (5.194) are respectively, the energy and momentum equa-

tions of radiation transport. However, the spectral pressure tensor P̂ν is an un-

known variable, the closure problem in the high order moment analysis.

The closure is to represent the spectral radiant pressure tensor P̂ν in terms of

spectral radiant energy density Uν by introducing the spherical harmonic expan-

sion to the spectral radiation intensity Iν up to the first order, so-called Eddington

or P1 approximation. [Bru02, Pom73]

Iν(�x, ν, �Ω, t) =
1

4π
I(0)ν (�x, ν, t) +

3

4π
�Ω · �I(1)ν (�x, ν, t), (5.195)

where the scalar I
(0)
ν and the vector �I

(1)
ν are the zero and the first moment of the
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spectral radiation intensity Iν with respect to angles respectively.

I(0)ν (�x, ν, t) =

∫
4π

Iν(�x, ν, �Ω, t)dΩ, (5.196)

�I(1)ν (�x, ν, t) =

∫
4π

Iν(�x, ν, �Ω, t)�ΩdΩ. (5.197)

The closure assumes the spectral radiation intensity Iν varies weakly with respect

to angles by neglecting high order anisotropic terms. Define the angular-averaged

spectral radiant energy density 〈Uν(�x, ν, t)〉 and the angular-averaged spectral ra-

diant energy flux 〈�Fν(�x, ν, t)〉

〈Uν(�x, ν, t)〉 =
1

c

∫
4π

Iν(�x, ν, �Ω, t)dΩ, (5.198)

〈�Fν(�x, ν, t)〉 =
∫
4π

Iν(�x, ν, �Ω, t)�ΩdΩ. (5.199)

Substitute the relations of 〈Uν〉 = 1
c
I
(0)
ν and 〈�Fν〉 = �I

(1)
ν into Eq. (5.195)

Iν(�x, ν, �Ω, t) =
c

4π
〈Uν(�x, ν, t)〉+

3

4π
�Ω · 〈�Fν(�x, ν, t)〉, (5.200)

to obtain P1 approximation for Uν , �Fν and P̂ν in Eq. (5.190)

Uν(�x, ν, t) = 〈Uν〉+
3

4πc
〈�Fν〉 ·

∫
4π

�ΩdΩ, (5.201)

�Fν(�x, ν, t) =
c

4π
〈Uν〉

∫
4π

�ΩdΩ +
3

4π
〈�Fν〉 ·

∫
4π

�Ω⊗ �ΩdΩ, (5.202)

P̂ν(�x, ν, t) =
1

4π
〈Uν〉

∫
4π

�Ω⊗ �ΩdΩ +
3

4πc
〈�Fν〉 ·

∫
4π

�Ω⊗ �Ω⊗ �ΩdΩ. (5.203)

Using the properties of odd integrands
∫
4π

�ΩdΩ =
∫
4π

�Ω ⊗ �Ω ⊗ �ΩdΩ = 0 and

the even integrand
∫
4π

�Ω ⊗ �ΩdΩ = 4π
3

[ZR02], P1 approximation for Uν , �Fν

and P̂ν are Uν(�x, ν, t) = 〈Uν(�x, ν, t)〉, �Fν(�x, ν, t) = 〈�Fν(�x, ν, t)〉, and P̂ν(�x, ν, t) =

〈Uν(�x, ν, t)〉/3. The spectral radiant pressure tensor P̂ν = 〈Uν〉/3 is observed los-

ing its dependence on angles completely. Substitute P1 approximations into the
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energy equation in Eq. (5.193) and the momentum equation in Eq. (5.194),

∂〈Uν〉
∂t

+ �∇ · 〈�Fν〉 = cκν (4πBν/c− 〈Uν〉) , (5.204)

1

c

∂〈�Fν〉
∂t

+
c

3
�∇〈Uν〉 = −κν〈�Fν〉. (5.205)

Above closure equations are hyperbolic that constitute the fundamental transport

of radiation. However, the cost to assume a weakly anisotropic spectral radiation

intensity Iν leads to a reduction of characteristic speed of transport from the light

speed c to c/
√
3. The shortcoming of P1 approximations is illustrated by consid-

ering an electromagnetic wave propagation in vacuum without attenuation in the

limit of zero opacities κν → 0 in the closure equations, i.e., ∂2〈Uν〉
∂t2

= c2

3
∇2〈Uν〉. The

second approximation is the Fick’s law by assuming the spectral radiant flux varies

slowly in time compared with the spatial gradient for the spectral radiant energy

density, i.e., ∂〈�Fν〉
∂t

 c2

3
�∇〈Uν〉 in the momentum equation of radiation transport.

By dropping the time derivative in Eq. (5.205)

〈�Fν〉 = − c

3κν

�∇〈Uν〉 (5.206)

Substitute Eq. (5.206) into Eq. (5.204), the two of radiation transport equations

in the closure is reduced into a single parabolic diffusion equation

∂〈Uν〉
∂t

= �∇ ·Dν
�∇〈Uν〉+ cκν (4πBν/c− 〈Uν〉) (5.207)

with a local diffusion coefficient Dν with the dimension of length2/time

Dν =
c

3κν

. (5.208)

In free-streaming limit for a optically thin plasma, however, the transport of

photons described by a diffusion PDE can violate the causality relation, because a
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parabolic PDE by definition has an infinite characteristic speed of transport. Con-

sequently, the shortcoming incurred by Fick’s law leads to no upper bound for the

spectral radiant flux 〈�Fν〉 = −Dν
�∇〈Uν〉, so that the propagation of radiant energy

carried by the numerical flux 〈Fν〉 > 〈Fmax
ν 〉 = c〈Uν〉 could be faster than the ac-

tual transport by the group velocity c, when the local spatial gradient of �∇〈Uν〉 is

too large. The diffusion coefficient Dν in Eq. (5.207) is replaced by a flux-limited

diffusion coefficient D̄ν by introducing a nonlinear switch between the diffusion

limit, κν  |�∇〈Uν〉/〈Uν〉|, and the free-streaming limit, κν � |�∇〈Uν〉/〈Uν〉|, to

maintain the causality

D̄ν =
c

3κν + |�∇〈Uν〉/〈Uν〉|
. (5.209)

Equation (5.209) is called the harmonic flux limiter. Other ad hoc designs include

Larsen flux limiter [OAH00] with the practical choice of n = 2

D̄Larsen
ν =

c[
(3κν)

n + |�∇〈Uν〉/〈Uν〉|n
]1/n , (5.210)

and the min/max flux limiter

D̄min/max
ν = min

[
Dν , 〈Fmax

ν 〉/|�∇〈Uν〉|
]
. (5.211)

A nature flux limiting technique for numerical solutions of transport equations

was reported by Kershaw [Ker76]. The problem of overflow numerical flux is

encountered whenever a particle transport equation is approximated by a parabolic

type PDE such as the Spitzer-Härm electron thermal heat flux [SH53, SDMV81]

in steep temperature gradients in laser-induced plasma, in which the upper bound

of electron heat flux in the free-streaming limit is taken with αe ∼ 0.65 in the
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min/max flux limiter, by replacing �∇〈Uν〉 with �∇Te.

〈Fmax
e 〉 = αenekBTe

√
kBTe/me (5.212)

In LTE, radiation temperatures of photons at different energy levels are not

in equilibrium, leading to deviations from Planck spectrum. In the deceleration

phase of ICF implosions, the mean free path for low energy group photons is less

than the shell thickness, the strong absorption of low energy group photons leads

to a rapid radiative thermal mass ablation at the inner shell surface that increases

the density scale length and stabilize RT growth, whereas the escape of high energy

group photons cools down the hot spot temperature, lower the neutron yield and

degrades the alpha heating. To account for the transport of low and high energy

group photons accurately in the deceleration phase, the multi-group radiation

transport modeling is necessary.

The multi-group flux-limited radiation diffusion approximation is obtained by

integrating Eq. (5.207) over a frequency interval (νg, νg+1), where g is the index

of the gth-group to eliminate the dependence on the frequency variable ν.

∂〈Ug〉
∂t

= �∇ · D̄g(κ
R
g )�∇〈Ug〉+ cκP

g (Bg − 〈Ug〉) , (5.213)

where the group-integrated radiation energy density 〈Ug〉 and the group-integrated

Planck spectrum Bg are

〈Ug(�x, t)〉 =
∫ νg+1

νg

〈Uν(�x, ν, t)〉dν, (5.214)

Bg(Te) =

∫ νg+1

νg

4π

c
Bν(ν, Te)dν. (5.215)

The group-weighted self-emission Bg(Te; �x, t) is a function of the local electron

temperature Te(�x, t), and is reduced to the black-body emission by integrating the
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frequency domain over (0,∞),

Bblack−body(Te) =
8k4

Bπ
5

15h3c3
T 4
e =

4

c
σSBT

4
e , (5.216)

where σSB =
2π5k4B
15h3c2

is the Stefen-Boltzmann constant.

When interaction between radiation and hydrodynamics is strong, an advec-

tion term �∇ · �v〈Ug〉 and a work done term 〈Pg〉�∇ · �v must be added on the left

hand side of Eq. (5.213), respectively, to transport radiation energy densities by

the fluid motion, and to allow gaining radiation internal energies from plasma for

converging flows �∇ · �v < 0 or releasing radiation internal energies into plasma

for diverging flows �∇ · �v > 0. Exact derivation for relativistic and non-relativistic

radiation-hydrodynamics equations were reported by Pomraning [Pom73] and Cas-

tor [Cas04].

κg is group-averaged opacity. LTE tabular opacities are taken from Astrophysi-

cal Opacity Library [HMMA77] in DEC2D and DEC3D. Rosseland group-averaged

opacity κR
g weighs energetic photons more than Planck group-averaged opacity κP

g ,

so that Rosseland opacities are accurate for optically thick plasma whereas Planck

opacities are accurate for optically thin plasma.

Rosseland group-averaged opacity:

κR
g (ρ, Te) =

∫ νg+1

νg

∂Bν(ν, Te)

∂Te

dν/

∫ νg+1

νg

1

κν(ρ, Te)

∂Bν(ν, Te)

∂Te

dν, (5.217)

Planck group-averaged opacity:

κP
g (ρ, Te) =

∫ νg+1

νg

κν(ρ, Te)Bν(ν, Te)dν/

∫ νg+1

νg

Bν(ν, Te)dν. (5.218)
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5.4.2 Implementation in DEC2D and DEC3D

The following radiation transport package for the multi-group flux-limited radia-

tion diffusion approximation model was implemented in DEC2D [WED+14] and

DEC3D [WBB+15] by the author. The first application of the radiation transport

package in DEC2D to compare effects of radiative thermal mass ablation on modi-

fying the density gradient scale length on the inner shell surface between OMEGA

and NIF deceleration phase simulations was published in Ref. [BWNB15]. The

first code description of the package was presented in [WED+14].

∂〈Ug〉
∂t

+ �∇ · �v〈Ug〉+ 〈Pg〉�∇ · �v = �∇ · D̄g(κ
R
g )�∇〈Ug〉+ cκP

g (Bg − 〈Ug〉). (5.219)

The group-weighted self-emission energy density Bg is a product of the black-body

emission energy density a (kBTe)
4, where a = 8π5/(15h3c3) is a constant, and the

weight factor 0 ≤ b(ug, ug+1) ≤ 1 to measure the fraction of emission of each

energy group relative to the full frequency spectrum.

Bg = a (kBTe)
4 b(ug, ug+1), (5.220)

where ug = hνg/ (kBTe) is the ratio of the photon energy hνg to the local electron

thermal energy kBTe(�x, t). The weight factor is an integral of the normalized

Planck distribution function,

b(ug, ug+1) =
15

π4

∫ ug+1

ug

u3

eu − 1
du. (5.221)

In the one-group radiation diffusion model, the normalized Planck integral in Eq.

(5.221) is unity b(0,∞) = 1. The integrand gives the peak self-emission at the

photon energy hνg = 2.82kBTe, and decays to negligible small values at u > 15.

The definite Planck integral is evaluated approximately using the Polylog functions
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Linzg =
∑∞

k=1 z
k
g/k

n [Cla87] with zg = e−ug for large u ≥ 2.6,

b(ug ≥ 2.6, ug+1) � [Ln(z)3Li1z − 3Ln(z)2Li2z

+6Ln(z)Li3z − 6Li4z]
zg+1
zg ,

(5.222)

and Taylor series expansion for small u < 2.6,

b(ug, ug+1 < 2.6) �
[
u3

3
− u4

8
+

u5

60
+ ...

]ug+1

ug

. (5.223)

The radiation diffusion equation in Eq. (5.219) is solved fully implicitly in time

to provide numerically stable solution. In every time-step, high energy photons

are born within the high-temperature hot spot by the strong self-emission term

Bg ∼ T 4
e , and rapidly diffuse away from the hot spot into the cold shell, and finally

escape into vacuum due to the long diffusion mean free path, and simultaneously

free-free opacities in Eq. (5.186) vary significantly in space from the hot spot to

the cold shell and vacuum. Figure (5.24) shows the spatial variation of Karmers

free-free diffusion mean free path 
ν = 1/κff
ν , defined in Eq. (5.186), at stagnation

for a NIF implosion at photon energy level hν = 2.1-keV, implies that the diffusion

coefficient is strongly anisotropic in space. Since the hot spot is optically thin with

large 
ν , as shown in Fig. ((5.24)), the implementation of flux limiter is necessary

to account for a proper radiation cooling within the hot spot due to the escape of

high-energy-group radiation energy flux in the X-ray regime.

To model the stiff source, the fast diffusion and the strong spatial anisotropy

of opacities in radiation transport, HYPRE algebraic multi-grid [TOS01] pre-

conditioned GMRES [SS86] solver is used to invert the large non-symmetric sparse

matrix, resulted from the fully implicit discretization. Classical red-black successive-

over-relaxation iteration solver [Eva84] was observed to converge extremely slowly

in our numerical tests. The tridiagonal matrix for the implicit discretization in

Eq. (5.219), without the advection and PdV work terms, is solved by Gaussian
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Figure 5.24: The plot of Kramers free-free diffusion mean free path 
ν = 1/κν in
Eq. (5.186) using the mass density and electron profiles for a 1-D NIF implosion
at stagnation. The diffusion coefficient is changed significantly in space from the
hot spot, to the cold shell and finally to the outer vacuum.

elimination in DEC2D and by HYPRE using the multi-grid iteration in DEC3D.

Equation (5.219) is solved by a hydro-step and a diffusion-step by the operator

splitting technique: [Har11] (1) update the radiation energy densities for each

group due to the advection by flow and the work done on fluid

∂〈Ug〉
∂t

+ �∇ · �v〈Ug〉+ 〈Pg〉�∇ · �v = 0, (5.224)

by HLLC Riemann solver in hydrodynamics, and (2) update the resulting multi-

group radiation diffusion equation with stiff source terms by a fully implicit in

time and second-order in space discretization.

〈Ug〉n+1 − 〈Ug〉n
	t

= �∇ · D̄n
g
�∇〈Ug〉n+1 + cκn

g

(
Bn

g − 〈Ug〉n+1
)
. (5.225)

Here κn
g is the tabular Planck group-averaged LTE opacities, [HMMA77] which is

a function of the local material density and the local electron temperature at the

time level tn. The radiation-material interaction is modeled by coupling the net

change of the radiation emission source term and the absorption sink term for a
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total number of N groups to the electron temperature equation explicitly.

3

2
nn
e kB

(
T n+1
e − T n

e

	t

)
= −

N∑
g=1

cκn
g (B

n
g − 〈Ug〉n+1) (5.226)

Currently N = 4, 12 and 48 groups are available, and can be extended to more

energy groups directly. The 12-group radiation transport in OMEGA and NIF

deceleration phase simulations was observed works well to resolve the absorption

of low energy photons on the inner shell surface.

5.4.3 Boundary condition

The boundary condition of zero incoming radiation flux is imposed at the boundary

surface A(�x, t) of the simulation domain at time t.

F in
ν = −n̂ · �Fν(n̂ · Ω < 0;A(�x, t)) = 0. (5.227)

n̂ = �∇A(�x, t)/A(�x, t) is a unit vector normal to the boundary surface. Using

P1 approximation in Eq. (5.202) to solve for the incoming radiation flux F in
ν .

Without loss of generality, n̂ = ẑ can be assumed to perform the integration and

write 〈�Fν〉 = n̂ · 〈�Fν〉n̂ + n̂⊥ · 〈�Fν〉n̂⊥, where n̂⊥ is a unit vector orthogonal to n̂.

[AMJKM+05]

−n̂ · �Fν(n̂ · Ω < 0, A(t)) = − 1

4π

∫
n̂· �Ω<0

n̂ · �Ω
(
c〈Uν〉+ 3�Ω · 〈�Fν〉

)
dΩ, (5.228)

which is equal to F in
ν = − 1

4π

∫ 0

−1
∫ 2π

0
μ
(
c〈Uν〉+ 3μ〈�Fν〉 · n̂

)
dμdφ. Here the sym-

metric integration for the component of �Ω · n̂⊥ over 2π in angle φ vanishes, so that

the solution for the incoming radiation flux is

F in
ν =

c

4
〈Uν〉 −

1

2
〈�Fν〉 · n̂. (5.229)
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Figure 5.25: Benchmark tests of the 12-group radiation transport in DEC2D with
LILAC in a 1-D spherical slab. The initial electron temperature and mass density
profiles are Te(r < r0) = 5 keV and Te(r ≥ r0) = 0.5 keV; ρ(r < r0) = 50 g/cm3

and ρ(r ≥ r0) = 100 g/cm3.

The vacuum boundary condition of F in
ν = 0 with n̂ = r̂ in DEC2D and DEC3D is

reduced to the Marshak boundary condition, [Bru02] meaning that a half of the

maximum radiation flux 〈Fmax
ν 〉 = c〈Uν〉 leaves the simulation domain.

〈�Fν〉 · r̂ =
c〈Uν〉
2

. (5.230)

Figure (5.25) shows the result of four benchmark tests of the 12-group radiation

transport in DEC2D with LILAC between without and with harmonic, Larsen and

min/max flux limiters, defined in Eqs. (5.209), (5.210) and (5.211) respectively.

The geometry is a 1-D spherical slab with a radius of R = 100 μm, separated

by two initial states at the radius r0 = 50 μm. The initial electron temperature

profile: Te(r < r0) = 5 keV and Te(r ≥ r0) = 0.5 keV, and the initial material

mass density profile: ρ(r < r0) = 50 g/cm3 and ρ(r ≥ r0) = 100 g/cm3, are chosen

as typical values for the hot spot and the cold shell at stagnation for OMEGA and

NIF implosions. The black curve is the LILAC solution with the same flux-limited

radiation transport in four plots in Fig. (5.25). A good agreement is observed in
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Figure 5.26: The benchmark test of multi-group radiation transport implemented
in DEC2D. NIF* standards for National Ignition Facility.

simulating the radiative cooling within the hot spot, with Te(r < r0) dropping

from 5-keV to about 2-keV through the Marshak boundary condition at the edge

R. All forms of flux-limiters work well to transport the radiation flux properly

from a optically thin hot spot (r < r0) to a optically thick shell (r ≤ r0). Without

any flux limiter, the simulated hot spot temperature Te(r < r0) by DEC2D is

shown to be lower than that for LILAC, implying a overflow of high energy group

radiation flux into the vacuum.

Figure (5.26) shows the result of benchmark tests of the 12-group radiation

transport implemented in DEC2D with LILAC. Effects of radiative mass ablation

on the inner shell surface are compared between OMEGA and NIF implosions

without and with the 12-group radiation transport. For OMEGA implosions, the

effect of radiation transport is observed only leading to radiation cooling of the

hot spot by decreasing the electron temperature, but negligible radiative mass

ablation. For NIF implosions, in addition to radiation cooling, the diffusion mean

free path of low energy photons is shorter than the dimensions of the hot spot and

the cold shell, resulting in rapid radiation absorptions on the inner shell surface

and significant radiative mass ablation.
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Figure 5.27: The flow chart of parallel multi-group radiation transport imple-
mented in DEC2D. The diffusion equation for each group is solved independently
by multiple core in parallel for each time step, followed by summing over all groups
to obtained the net energy exchange with the plasma through an explicit update
on the electron temperature.

Figure 5.28: The performance of parallel multi-group radiation transport imple-
mented in DEC2D. The parallel code for 4-group radiation transport is about∼ 2×
faster than the serial code. The total amount of real computational time saved by
the parallel code is increased with the resolution from N = 200 to N = 800 in the
test.

5.4.4 Parallel multi-group radiation transport in DEC2D

The parallel simulation strategy to solve multi-group diffusions such as for radia-

tion and alpha particle transport is essential for high performance 3-D simulations.

Figure 5.27 shows the parallel architecture implemented in DEC2D to solve the

radiation diffusion equation in Eq. (5.225) of each energy group in multiple cores

in every time step through message-passing-interface (MPI) [CLS94]. After the

direct solve of the tridiagonal matrix of the implicit discretization by Gaussian

elimination, the net energy exchange with the plasma due to emission and ab-

sorption is summing over all groups in the core 0. Figure 5.28 shows that the

performance for a parallel code is about ∼ 2× faster than a serial code in solving
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Figure 5.29: Comparison of effects of radiation ablative stabilization on NIF
implosions between with and without radiation transport.

a 4-group radiation transport.

5.4.5 Radiative ablative stabilization of RT instabilities

In decelerating ICF shells, RT instabilities are mitigated by the mass ablation on

the inner shell surface caused by the heat flow from the central hot spot. The

ablative stabilization of deceleration phase RT instabilities reduces the RT growth

rate γ� as a unique function of the shell deceleration R̈, the minimum density

gradient scale length Lmin, the mass ablation velocity on the inner shell velocity

va, and a numerical coefficient βmin ∼ 1.5. [AtV04]

γ� =

√
R̈k

1 + Lmink
− βminkva, (5.231)

where k = 
/R is the wavenumber for a given mode 
. The importance of an

increasing density gradient scale length in Eq. (5.231) is shown reducing the RT

growth rate for high mode, but vanishing effect for low modes in the limit of

k → 0. Sources of heat flow in the deceleration phase of ICF implosions include

the radiative transfer of low energy photons, electron and ion heat transfer and

alpha particle energy deposition. Effect of radiation ablative stabilization for a NIF
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Figure 5.30: Effect of radiation ablative stabilization for a 2-D low mode 
 = 6
(above), and a high mode 
 = 20 (below).

implosion is studied in Fig. (5.29), showing a sharp decrease of peak mass densities

for RT spikes in the presence of radiation transport. Figure (5.30) compares effects

of radiation ablative stabilization between a low mode 
 = 6 and a high mode


 = 20. The rapid absorption of low energy photons near the inner shell surface

ablates the mass off from the cold shell at velocity va, leading to the appearance

of lower peak mass densities shown in Fig. (5.29) and thicker RT spikes shown in

Figs. (5.30). The mushroom structure in the non-linear stage for the high mode


 = 20 is shown significantly stabilized, but less effect on the low mode 
 = 6.
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5.5 Electron and ion heat conductions

5.5.1 Spitzer Härm thermal diffusion

The basic theory for electron heat flux �FSpitzer = −κe
�∇Te within a fully ionized

plasma are derived from the first-order perturbation in Fokker-Planck equation.

[SH53] When the gradient of electron temperature Te is too large such as at the

thermal heat front in a laser induced plasma, the electron heat flow must be flux-

limited to avoid the overflow of numerical fluxes FSpitzer > 〈Fmax
e 〉, see Eq. (5.212).

A proper modeling of electron and ion heat conductions plays an important role

to determine accurate ablative RT instabilities, as well as accurate neutron yield

productions in strong alpha heating studies. The transport coefficients for electron

thermal conductivity κe and ion thermal conductivity κi = κe

√
me/mi by Spitzer

[SH53, Spi90], where me and mi are electron and ion masses respectively, are

adopted in DEC2D and DEC3D.

κe =
20(2/π)3/2(kBTe)

5/2kB

m
1/2
e Z̄e4lnΛLM

ei︸ ︷︷ ︸
κL

0.095(Z̄ + 0.24)

1 + 0.24Z̄︸ ︷︷ ︸
δ

fLM, (5.232)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, e is the electron charge and Z̄ is the effective

charge of ions. κL is the thermal conductivity for a Lorentz gas, [Spi90] which is

an ideal fully ionized gas in which electrons do not interact with each other, and

all the positive ions are at rest. δ ≤ 0.396 is the Spitzer prefactor to reduce κL

to the effective coefficient of thermal conductivity δκL due to the thermoelectric

effect. Because the secondary electric field �E induces an opposite current to cancel

the flow of current caused by the temperature gradient �∇T in order to maintain

a finite total current �j = σ �E + α�∇T in the steady state. The original value

[Spi90] for the upper bound of δ with Z̄ → ∞ reported by Spitzer is given by the

produce of δT × ε = 0.4, where δT → 1 and ε → 0.4. Derivations for the electrical
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conductivity σ and the coefficient α were reported by Spitzer in Ref. [SH53]. fLM

is the Lee-More degeneracy correction factor [HCB+14, LM84],

fLM(ne, Te) = 1 +
3π5

51200

(
TF

Te

)3

× δ−2, (5.233)

where TF = �
2

2mekB
(3π2ne)

2/3
is the Fermi temperature for electrons in a fully

ionized plasma, and ne is the electron number density. Consider a cold shell

at stagnation with a mass density ρ = 100 g/cm3 and an electron temperature

Te = 500 eV, Lee-More degeneracy factor is fLM ∼ 1.4. lnΛLM
ei is the Lee-More

electron-ion Coulomb logarithm with a minimum cutoff of 2, [LM84]

lnΛLM
ei = Max

[
1

2
ln
[
1 + (bmax/bmin)

2
]
, 2

]
. (5.234)

In the classical theory of a scattering event between an incoming electron and a sta-

tionary ion, the electron-ion Coulomb logarithm lnΛei =
∫ bmax/bmin

0
x3(1 + x2)−2dx

is defined by integrating the square of the transverse velocity of the incoming elec-

tron from the minimum bmin to the maximum bmax impact parameters. At the

large ratio of bmax/bmin, the solution for the electron-ion Coulomb logarithm

lnΛei =
1

2

[
1

1 + (bmax/bmin)2
− 1 + ln[1 + (bmax/bmin)

2]

]
(5.235)

is approximated by Lee-More in Eq. (5.234), and by Spitzer [Spi90] as

lnΛSpitzer
ei = ln[bmax/bmin]. (5.236)

The maximum impact parameter bmax is set to be the Debye-Hückel screening

length λDH as a function of electron and ion plasma properties [LM84]

1

λ2
DH

=
4πnee

2

kB(T 2
e + T 2

F )
1/2

+
4πni(Z̄e)

2

kBTi

. (5.237)
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However, typical Fermi temperatures are much smaller than electron temperatures

in the hot spot and the cold shell in the entire deceleration phase, and can be

neglected in Eq. (5.237). The minimum impact parameter bmin is set to be the

classical distance of closest approach by Spitzer

bSpitzermin = Z̄e2/(mev
2
e ), (5.238)

where the electron thermal velocity is ve =
√

3kBTe/me [Spi90], and by Lee-More

bLMmin by considering the minimum distance between bSpitzermin and the half of the

de-Broglie wavelength λ = h/(meve) of an electron [LM84]

bLMmin = min
[
bSpitzermin , λ/2

]
. (5.239)

The local theory of heat transport for electrons and ions in a plasma is a collec-

tive effect of successive small and large angle scatterings described by a diffusion

approximation.

3

2
nskB

∂Ts

∂t
= �∇ · κs

�∇Ts, where s = e, i (5.240)

5.5.2 Electron and ion equilibration

The energy exchange between electrons and ions is determined by the Spitzer

electron-ion collision time scale, [Spi90]

τei =
3memik

3/2
B (Te/me + Ti/mi)

3/2

8
√
2πniZ̄2e4 ln ΛSpitzer

ei

, (5.241)

where lnΛSpitzer
ei = 3/(2Z̄e3)

√
(kBTe)3/(πne) is the Spitzer electron-ion Coulomb

logarithm defined in Eq. (5.236).

∂Te

∂t
= −Te − Ti

τei
,

∂Ti

∂t
= −Ti − Te

τei
. (5.242)
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By subtracting the rate of ion heat transfer from the electron’s, the resulting

coupled equation ∂
∂t
(Te − Ti) = −2(Te − Ti)/τei has a simple analytical solution in

each time step,

(Te − Ti)
n+1 = (Te − Ti)

n Exp

(
−2	t

τei

)
. (5.243)

The minus sign in the exponent in Eq. (5.243) means that the unbalanced heat

flow between electrons and ions eventually vanishes when two species are put in

contact for long enough time.

5.5.3 Fully implicit second-order in space discretization

1-D discretization

A fast 1-D simulation code, written in Mathematica, was developed to test various

numerical algorithms in code development for hydrodynamics, electron and ion

thermal diffusions and equilibration in 1-D spherical geometry. In every time-

step, the operator-splitting technique is applied to update (1) hydrodynamics:

∂t �Q + ∂r �F = 0, (2) geometrical sources: ∂t �Q = �S, (3) electron-and-ion thermal

diffusions in Eq. (5.240), and (4) the electron-and-ion equilibration in Eq. (5.242),

where partial derivatives are denoted by ∂t =
∂
∂t

and ∂r =
∂
∂r
. Radiation and alpha

particle transport packages are not installed.

The first approximation is the time-lagging to treat the material density ns as

a constant in time

∂t

(
3

2
nskBTs

)
=

(
3

2
nskB

)
∂tTs +O2, (5.244)

where the second-order term O2 =
(
3
2
kBTs

)
∂tns is ignored. Omit the species labels

and absorb Boltzmann constant into the temperature variable T = kBTs and the

thermal conductivity variable κ = κs/kB. The fully implicit second-order in space
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discretization for a thermal diffusion problem in 1-D spherical geometry,

3

2
nn
i

(
T n+1
i − T n

i

	t

)
= r−2i ∂r

(
r2κn∂rT

n+1
)
, (5.245)

forms a tri-diagonal matrix

−T n
i = Zn

+T
n+1
i+1 − (1 + Zn

+ + Zn
−)T

n+1
i + Zn

−T
n+1
i−1 , (5.246)

Rn
i = Cn

i T
n+1
i+1 +Bn

i T
n+1
i + An

i T
n+1
i−1 , (5.247)

where Rn
i = −T n

i , C
n
i = Zn

+, B
n
i = −(1 + Zn

+ + Zn
−) and An

i = Zn
−. The variable

Zn
± computed at the time level tn is defined as

Zn
± =

(r2κ)
n
i±1/2

r2i	r2
(
3
2
nn
i /	t

) . (5.248)

The diffusion coefficient at the cell interface must be treated accurately using

the simple mean between two adjacent cells at radius ri and ri±1: (r2κ)
n
i±1/2 =[

(r2κ)
n
i + (r2κ)

n
i±1
]
/2. Otherwise, significant errors are resulted when the ther-

mal conductivity is treated as a constant in space using this form (r2κ)
n
i±1/2 =

κn
i

[
(r2)

n
i + (r2)

n
i±1
]
/2, which was observed leading to a large overflow of heat flux

into the cold shell. Equations (5.245)–(5.248) are derived using the second-order

center-in-space discretization for the spatial derives.

∂r
(
r2κn∂rT

n+1
)
=
[(
r2κn∂rT

n+1
)
i+1/2

−
(
r2κn∂rT

n+1
)
i−1/2

]
/	r,

∂rT
n+1
i+1/2 =

(
T n+1
i+1 − T n+1

i

)
/	r,

∂rT
n+1
i−1/2 =

(
T n+1
i − T n+1

i−1
)
/	r,

The boundary condition of zero heat flux �∇T = 0 is applied at the origin only

for DEC2D because of the azimuthal rotational symmetry; and is applied at the

edges of the simulation domain in both DEC2D and DEC3D, meaning for no heat
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Figure 5.31: The boundary condition of zero temperature gradient is applied at
the origin by replacing B1 with B∗1 and at the edge of the simulation domain by
replacing BN with B∗N for a 1-D thermal diffusion in spherical geometry. Temper-
atures are discretized at the center of a cell i.e., ri = (i− 1/2)	r.

exchange with the outer vacuum. Figure (5.31) shows the implementation of the

zero heat flux boundary conditions in 1-D thermal diffusion in spherical geometry.

2-D discretization

The thermal diffusion equation with the azimuthal rotational symmetry in DEC2D

3

2
nn
i,j

(
T n+1
i,j − T n

i,j

	t

)
= r−1i ∂r

(
rκn∂rT

n+1
)
+ ∂z

(
κn∂zT

n+1
)
, (5.249)

is directional-splitting into two steps: (1) a thermal diffusion update in the r-

direction, (2) followed by another thermal diffusion update in the z-direction,

3

2
nn
i,j

(
T n+1
i,j − T n

i,j

	t

)
= r−1i ∂r

(
rκn∂rT

n+1
)
, (5.250)

3

2
nn
i,j

(
T n+1
i,j − T n

i,j

	t

)
= ∂z

(
κn∂zT

n+1
)
. (5.251)

During the thermal diffusion in each direction, results of 1-D discretization can be

applied directly by replacing the power of 2 on the right hand side of Eq. (5.245)

with 1 for the r-diffusion and with 0 for the z-diffusion. The same boundary

condition as in 1-D with the zero heat flux is imposed at the origin and the edges

of the simulation domain.
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3-D discretization

A general fully implicit second-order in space diffusion solver, with the option to

specify source terms, is implemented in DEC3D, in order to support all types of

diffusion approximations for thermal, radiation and alpha particle transport. The

boundary condition of zero heat flux is applied only at the edge of the simulation

domain, whereas a full 3-D condition is applied to allow heat fluxes flowing through

the origin.

The fully implicit discretization for a general 3-D diffusion equation with sink

and source terms is

An

(
T n+1 − T n

	t

)
= �∇ ·Dn�∇T n+1 + CnT n+1 +Bn. (5.252)

All coefficients of An, Bn, Cn and Dn are evaluated at the time level tn, and

are read off directly from the multi-group radiation transport in Eq. (5.225) and

the electron and ion thermal diffusions in Eq. (5.240). Physical quantities on

the spherical mesh in DEC3D is defined at the cell-centered (ri, θj, φk) with the

radius ri = (i − 1/2)	r, the polar angle θj = (j − 1/2)	θ and theazimuthal

angle φk = (k = 1/2)	φ. The mesh is discretized uniformly with 	r = R/Nr,

	θ = π/Nθ and 	φ = 2π/Nφ. The resolution of a simulation Nr × Nθ × Nφ is

defined by the number of cells in the radial direction Nr, the polar direction Nθ and

the azimuthal direction Nφ. The cell center discretization is adopted to avoid the

singularities at the origin and along the poles. The second-order center-in-space

discretization for the Laplacian operator,

�∇ ·Dn�∇T n+1 =
1

r2i

∂

∂r

(
r2Dn∂T

n+1

∂r

)
+

1

ri sin θj

∂

∂θ

(
sin θ

r
Dn∂T

n+1

∂θ

)

+
1

ri sin θj

∂

∂φ

(
Dn

r sin θ

∂T n+1

∂φ

)
(5.253)
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is given by

�∇ ·Dn�∇T n+1 = Z̄r
+(T

n+1
i+1 − T n+1

i )− Z̄r
−(T

n+1
i − T n+1

i−1 )+ (5.254)

Z̄θ
+(T

n+1
j+1 − T n+1

j )− Z̄θ
−(T

n+1
j − T n+1

j−1 )+ (5.255)

Z̄φ
+(T

n+1
k+1 − T n+1

k )− Z̄φ
−(T

n+1
k − T n+1

k−1 ). (5.256)

The short-hand notations for the variables Z̄r
±, Z̄

θ
± and Z̄φ

± are defined as

Z̄r
± =

(
r2D

)n
i±1/2 /

(
r2i	r2

)
, (5.257)

Z̄θ
± =

(
sin θ

r
D

)n

j±1/2
/
(
ri sin θj	θ2

)
, (5.258)

Z̄φ
± =

(
D

r sin θ

)n

k±1/2
/
(
ri sin θj	φ2

)
. (5.259)

The same variables multiplied with �t
An are defined without the bar,

Zr
± =

	t

An
Z̄r
±, Zθ

± =
	t

An
Z̄θ
±, Zφ

± =
	t

An
Z̄φ
±. (5.260)

Multiply the both sides of Eq. (5.252) with �t
An , and arrange known variables at the

previous time level tn to the left hand side, whereas unknown variables at time level

tn+1 are put at the right hand side. The following large sparse matrix resulting

from the fully implicit second-order in space discretization for Eq. (5.252) is solved

in HYPRE without the directional-splitting in DEC3D, and can be reduced to the

simple 1-D tridiagonal matrix in Eq. (5.246) by taking Cn = Bn = Zθ
± = Zφ

± = 0.

−T n − 	t

An
Bn = Zr

+T
n+1
i+1 + Zr

−T
n+1
i−1 + Zθ

+T
n+1
j+1 + Zθ

−T
n+1
j−1 + Zφ

+T
n+1
k+1 + Zφ

−T
n+1
k−1

−
(
1 + Zr

+ + Zr
− + Zθ

+ + Zθ
− + Zφ

+ + Zφ
− − 	t

An
Cn

)
T n+1

(5.261)

All quantities Z± evaluated at the cell interface are approximated by the simple
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Figure 5.32: A 1-D benchmark test with LILAC for electron and ion thermal
diffusions within a spherical slab using Spitzer Coulomb logarithm lnΛSpitzer

ei in Eq.
(5.236), and without Lee-More degeneracy correction factor fLM in Eq. (5.233).

mean. Throughout Eqs. (5.252)–(5.261), the spatial indices for a given variable

Qn
i,j,k → Qn are omitted and is denoted as Qn. Unless the variable is evaluated at

the adjacent cell, and is denoted by Qn
i,j,k+1 → Qn

k+1.

5.5.4 Benchmark tests

Three tests, in the same geometry of 1-D spherical slab in radiation transport

benchmark tests, were studied to benchmark the thermal diffusions using Spitzer

and Lee-More coefficients of thermal conductivity, as well as the electron-and-ion

equilibration. The radius of the slab is R = 100 μm, separated by two initial

states at the radius r0 = 50 μm, with the initial electron temperature profile:

Te(r < r0) = 5 keV and Te(r ≥ r0) = 0.5 keV, and the initial material mass

density profile: ρ(r < r0) = 50 g/cm3 and ρ(r ≥ r0) = 100 g/cm3.

Figs. (5.32) and (5.33) are pure thermal diffusion tests, without solving the

electron and ion equilibration in Eq. (5.242) and without update the fluid momen-

tum equation in Euler equations, irregardless the building up of pressure gradient,
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Figure 5.33: A 1-D benchmark test with LILAC for electron and ion thermal
diffusions within a spherical slab using Lee-More Coulomb logarithm lnΛLM

ei in Eq.
(5.234), and with Lee-More degeneracy correction factor fLM in Eq. (5.233).

Figure 5.34: A 1-D benchmark test with LILAC for electron and ion thermal
diffusions and equilibration using Lee-More Coulomb logarithm and degeneracy
correction factor. Ions are quasi static in the plasma due to heavier mass than
electrons. However, there are rapid heat exchanges between electrons and ions due
to fast electron and ion collisions.
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(a) (b)

Figure 5.35: (a) Effects of space-lagging approximations in computing the cell
interface diffusion coefficient (r2κ)ni±1/2 on the mass density profile at stagnation for
a NIF implosion. The resolution is 200 cells in the 1-D code. (b) A benchmark test
to validate the simple mean approximation to compute the cell interface coefficient
at high resolution with 1000 cells in the 1-D code.

in order to maintain the fluid artificially at rest. Good agreement between LILAC

solutions and 1-D simulations with Lee-More Coulomb logarithm and the degener-

acy correction factor is observed in Fig. (5.33), whereas the electron temperature

is higher than that for LILAC when Spitzer Coulomb logarithm is used in Fig.

(5.32). Result of Fig. (5.33) confirms the accuracy of the fully implicit second-

order in space discretization of thermal diffusions.

Figure (5.34) shows a good agreement with LILAC in a benchmark test for

electron and ion thermal diffusions and equilibration, without updating the fluid

momentum velocities. Because of large masses, ions are quasi static in the plasma

due to much shorter thermal diffusion mean free paths than that for electrons.

However, the collision rates 1/τei defined in Eq. (5.241) between electrons and

ions are high enough to exchange internal energies between ions and electrons to

approach thermodynamic equilibrium. In ICF implosions, electrons and ions are

not in thermodynamic equilibrium at the beginning of the deceleration phase, but

they approach to about thermodynamic equilibrium at stagnation.

Figure (5.35) compare effects of computing the cell interface diffusion coef-

ficient term (r2κ)ni±1/2 by pulling out: (1) a small part defined by κ̄ = κ/T 5/2,
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Figure 5.36: The DEC2D benchmark test with LILAC for a 1-D NIF implosion
to validate hydrodynamics, electron and ion thermal diffusions and equilibration.

which is a function of Coulomb logarithm, and (2) a bigger part that contains the

whole thermal conductivity κ, from the diffusion coefficient calculation at the cell

interface ri±1/2. The dotted line is the exact solution from LILAC, the red curve is

the simple mean approximation to compute the cell interface diffusion coefficient

(r2κ)ni±1/2 = [(r2κ)ni + (r2κ)ni±1]/2, the blue curve assume a space-lagging to pull

out the small part κ̄, and the orange curve assume a space-lagging to pull out

the whole κ from the cell interface diffusion coefficient. The orange curve in Fig.

(5.35)-(a) is clearly a wrong solution. However, the approximation of space-lagging

the Coulomb logarithm in Fig. (5.35)-(a) is observed to cause ∼ 10 μm error in

modeling the return shock front, because of the overflow of numerical heat flux

from the high-temperature hot spot into the cold shell. Figure (5.35)-(b) is a high

resolution simulation for the 1-D code to validate the simple mean approximation

to compute the cell interface diffusion coefficient.

Figure (5.36) is the most up-to-date summary for the integrated performance in

solving for hydrodynamics, electron and ion thermal diffusions and equilibration in

DEC2D and DEC3D. Good agreement with LILAC is observed for hydro variables
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including the mass density ρ, the total plasma pressure P , the fluid velocity u, as

well as thermo variables for electron and ion temperatures Te, Ti.

5.6 Alpha Particle Transport

The alpha particle transport is modeled by Atzeni one-group diffusion model

[Atz81] to describe the straight-line motion of the slowing-down alpha particles

by the electron drag force. The DT fusion reactivity < σv >DT is calculated

from Bosch and Hale model [BH92]. Alpha particles are born within the hot spot

with the initial birth energy Eα0 = 3.5 MeV and the initial velocity vα0. In the

early stage, a significant fraction of alpha particle energies are transferred to elec-

trons by the electron drag force for the temperature range 0.5 ≤ Te ≤ 30 keV,

characterizing by the Spitzer alpha-electron relaxation time scale ταe [LS90].

ταe =
3mα(KBTe)

3/2

8
√
2πmeneZ̄2

αe
4 ln ΛSpitzer

αe

, (5.262)

where the Spitzer alpha-electron Coulomb logarithm has the same form as lnΛSpitzer
ei

by replacing Z̄ with Z̄α = 2, and mα is the mass of alpha particle. The diffusion

mean-free-path because of the electron drag is λdrag = vα0ταe/9 [Atz81] and the

diffusion coefficient is Dα = vα0λdrag. In the late-time with lower alpha particle

kinetic energy Eα < 0.5 MeV, the motion of alpha particles is dominated by the

transverse-scattering with ions.

∂εα
∂t

= �∇ ·Dα
�∇εα + nDnT < σv >DT Eα0 −

εα
ταe

, (5.263)

where εα is alpha particle energy density and nD, nT are ion number densities of

Deuterium and Tritium respectively.
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5.7 Conclusion

In summary, a single-fluid two-temperature 3-D parallel hydrocode DEC3D was

developed. The electron pressure equation ∂tP
3/5
e + �∇ · �vP 3/5

e = 0 is solved as a

scalar advection equation [HD06] in the single-fluid HLLC (Harten-Lax-van Leer-

contact) [Tor09b] approximate Riemann solver, which provides the first-order hy-

drodynamic solution and is followed by a boost to the third-order high resolution

using the piecewise-parabolic method (PPM) [CW84], which is robust for strong

shock-capturing hydrodynamic simulations.

DEC3D is a full spherical, 3-D parallel Eulerian code. The spherical mesh

provides a low level of numerical noise for simulating RT instabilities in spherical

geometry. The macro-zoning technique is applied in DEC3D to map the fine

mesh onto a coarser mesh, defined by the size of arc lengths of finite-volume cells

comparable to the size of discretized radius, to avoid the issue of small-time-step

size restricted by Courant condition [CF76]. During the macro-zoning calculation

in every time step, two cells are recombined to form a coarser cell in the θ direction,

followed by another recombination in the φ direction. The grid spacing in the radial

direction is uniform, but it shrinks during the deceleration phase and expands in

the disassembly phase. The cell-interface numerical fluxes due to the moving mesh

motion in the radial direction are integrated with HLLC approximate Riemann

solver by implementing the finite-volume moving-mesh algorithm [Lev02].

DEC3D is integrated with HYPRE [FY02], a library of high-performance pre-

conditioners, to solve large, sparse nonsymmetric systems for implicit thermal,

radiation, and alpha diffusions. The nature of strong spatial variation of opacities

results in highly nonsymmetric linear systems in the implicit radiation diffusion

solver; the hybrid generalized minimal residual solver [SS86] preconditioned with

algebraic multigrid [HY02] is used to solve the 3-D multigroup radiation diffu-

sion, thermal and one-group alpha diffusions without directional splitting. The
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multigrid method [TOS01] provides a fast convergent rate in diffusing high-energy

photons with long mean free paths.
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6 Conclusion

In conclusion, an advanced modern computer code DEC3D was developed to

model the hydrodynamics in the deceleration phase of inertial confinement fusion

(ICF) implosions. A massive single-mode deceleration-phase simulation database

for various shots was generated by DEC3D code to study 3-D hydrodynamic re-

lations systematically. A adiabatic 3-D hot-spot model was developed to explain

the impact of residual kinetic energies on yield degradations. The conservation of

the hot-spot adiabatic parameter PV γ between 1-D and 3-D deceleration-phase

implosions build up the connection to explain the role of hydrodynamics instabil-

ities in degrading the hot-spot pressures and neutron yield productions through

increasing the content of total residual kinetic energies at stagnation. An ana-

lytical model was developed to explain the impact of three-dimensional hot-spot

flow asymmetry on neutron-inferred ion-temperature measurements. The velocity

variance in the non-relativistic Brysk ion temperature model is decomposed into

six hot-spot flow parameters that uniquely determine effects of three-dimensional

hot-spot flow asymmetry on neutron-inferred ion temperatures. This analysis

shows that ion-temperature measurement variations among different line of sights

(LOS) are connected by a geometrical LOS matrix, so that the a full map of

neutron-inferred ion temperature can be reconstructed approximately using ion-

temperature measurements at six different LOS, and to infer the global minimum

of neutron-inferred ion temperature over the 4π angles. The analytical method

of velocity variance decomposition explains the behavior of large ion-temperature
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measurement variation for mode 
 = 1, in which the flow structure is shown to

exhibit highly anisotropic due to the large highly directional jet flowing through

the hot spot. For modest mode 
 = 2 perturbations, it exhibits a large content of

isotropic flow structure within the hot spot, which leads to small ion-temperature

measurement variations among LOS’s and higher apparent neutron-inferred ion

temperatures than thermal ion temperatures. For large mode 
 = 2 perturbations

with the pair of RT spikes colliding with each other, it exhibits a small content

of isotropic flow structure within the hot spot, which leads to the opposite trend

with small ion-temperature measurement variations among LOS’s. For high per-

formance ICF implosion experiments, the occurrence of modest mode 
 = 2 per-

turbation is more frequent than large perturbations. The impact of isotropic flow

on causing DD neutron-inferred ion temperatures below than DT’s was studied

using the analytical method of velocity variance decomposition. The ratio of DD

to DT neutron-inferred ion temperatures was shown approaching to the limit of 0.8

in multi-mode simulations, which provides a good evidence to explain experimen-

tal observations for DD/DT ratio being below the unity. An approximate closure

for non-relativistic DD and DT neutron-inferred ion temperatures was developed,

which provides a systematic procedure to diagnostic the hot-spot flow isotropy

and anisotropy through dedicated DD and DT ion-temperature measurements at

specified LOS.
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